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 Polyploidy is a key evolutionary process that has helped shape the genomes of 
several extant eukaryotes, especially flowering plants.   Polyploids display significant 
phenotypic, transcriptomic and reproductive differences relative to their diploids.  
Oftentimes, this is attributed to large scale genomic reorganisation over evolutionary 
timescales in ancient polyploids (paleopolyploids), or genetic novelty in polyploids 
originating from interspecies hybridization (allopolyploids).  However, the effects of 
genome doubling per se in polyploids are yet to be clearly understood.  Newly formed 
polyploids that are formed by the somatic doubling of chromosomes 
(neoautopolyploids) are a good model to study such effects.   
Differences between diploids and neoautopolyploids are frequently linked to 
changes in nucleotype (cell volume, surface area and ratios of components) brought 
about by the increase in bulk DNA amounts within the nucleus.  While true, is unlikely 
that nucleotype exclusively explains the responses to increased ploidy.  The influence 
that the genetic background of the plant (genotype) has on the determination of ploidy 
responses has gained little attention.   
We used Arabidopsis thaliana as a model to address this gap.  Neoautopolyploid 
A. thaliana lines of multiple genotypes were generated synthetically using colchicine.  
The lines were analysed for various phenotypic traits, transcriptomic changes and 
reproductive differences relative to diploids.  We found that in addition to common 
nucleotype-related responses, the genotype significantly contributed to the responses 
to increased ploidy.  Genotype-related ploidy effects led to a variation in how 
phenotypic traits responded to increased ploidy; variation in the number and functions 
of genes that were differentially expressed between genotypes in response to increased 
ploidy; and variation in the genetic regions of the chromosome that contributed to seed 
abortion responses in interploidy hybridization.  We also observed that colchicine 
treatment per se influenced ploidy responses, highlighting the need to use appropriate 
controls when comparing synthetic polyploids to diploids.  
Our findings demonstrate that genotype is a key component in determining 
ploidy responses that is capable of impacting all aspects of plant function – molecular, 
phenotypic and reproductive.     
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 : BACKGROUND 
 
 
1.1 Polyploidy in nature 
Ploidy refers to the number of sets of homologous chromosomes present in the 
nucleus of an organism.  In nature, organisms spanning a wide range of ploidies are 
observed.  Haploids like Brevipalpus phoenicis, a parthenogenetic mite, contain one set 
of homologous chromosomes (1x) (Weeks et al., 2001).  Diploids, like most mammals 
including Homo sapiens (humans), contain two sets of homologous chromosomes (2x) 
and usually receive a set of chromosomes from each of their parents.  Polyploids refer 
to organisms that have more than two sets of chromosomes in their nuclei (Winkler, 
1916).  Polyploids can vary in the number of chromosome sets they have; from triploids 
(3x) like cultivated banana to dodecaploids (12x) like Spartina anglica (common 
cordgrass) (Ainouche et al., 2004).  Many important cultivated plants are polyploids: 
Cotton (Gossypium hirsutum) is a tetraploid (4X) (Wang et al., 2019), wheat (Triticum 
aestivum) and coffee (Coffea Arabica) are hexaploids (6x) (Hart, 1983), and cultivated 
strawberries are often octoploids (8x) (Edger et al., 2019).  While polyploidy may be 
observed in some prokaryotic bacteria (Mendell et al., 2008; Markov & Kaznacheev, 
2016), it is more prevalent across eukaryotes including diatoms (Parks et al., 2018), fungi  
(Albertin & Marullo, 2012; Todd et al., 2017), fish (Piferrer et al., 2009), amphibians 
(Mable et al., 2011), mammals (Gallardo et al., 2006), and particularly in angiosperms 
(flowering plants) (Leitch & Bennett, 1997; Jiao et al., 2011; Datta et al., 2016). 
Although organisms are generally categorized into ploidy levels, they can often 
possess nuclei or tissues of other ploidies.  For example, diploids, that spend most of 
their lifecycle in a diploid state have haploid gamete cell formation via meiosis for 
reproduction and have transient tetraploid interphase nuclei during cell division by 
mitosis.  Some organisms can also have biphasic life cycles wherein they alternate 
generations with different ploidy levels and modes of reproduction within their life cycle  
(Thornber, 2006). 
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1.2 Frequency of polyploidy in angiosperms 
Several attempts have been made to determine the frequency of polyploidy in 
angiosperms, however, the estimates have changed over time depending on the 
approach taken to distinguish diploids from polyploids.  Historically, the extent of 
polyploidy was estimated based on the haploid chromosome number ‘x’ of an organism.  
Thus, in the 1960’s, Grant (1963) proposed that 47% of all angiosperms were of 
polyploid origin as they had 14 or more chromosomes.  This threshold was considered 
to be too stringent and was subsequently lowered to 11 chromosomes (Goldblatt, 1980) 
based on which it was estimated that 70-80% of angiosperms were polyploids.  As 
changes in the chromosomes occur over evolutionary time, using absolute chromosome 
counts as cut-offs did not necessarily provide accurate estimates of polyploid abundance 
in plants.  Several researchers thereafter used novel approaches to estimate polyploid 
frequency in nature, like stomatal size (Masterson, 1994), or the transitions between 
odd and even haploid chromosome numbers (Otto & Whitton, 2000), however, as 
genomes evolve and change over time following whole genome duplication, accurate 
determination of polyploid frequency using these methods have not been achievable.  
Thus, alternatively, instead of estimating the number of species that are currently 
polyploids, researchers attempted to estimate the number of angiosperm species that 
were descendants from whole genome duplication events (Soltis et al., 2004).  On these 
lines, using a molecular dating and phylogenetic approach, it is now suggested that all 
existing seed plants have originated from a polyploid ancestor (Jiao et al., 2011) (Figure 
1.1).   
The common occurrence of genome duplication events combined with the 
absence of angiosperm lineages that have not experienced a duplication event can be 
interpreted as polyploidy being important for the evolutionary success of angiosperms.  
Nevertheless, there are also some views that suggest polyploidy to be an evolutionary 
dead-end (Stebbins Jr., 1950; Wagner Jr., 1970; Mayrose et al., 2011; Arrigo & Barker, 
2012).  This argument rests on evidence that show that neopolyploids diversify at lower 
rates and are more likely to become extinct in comparison to diploid lineages.  However, 
as Soltis et al., (2014) pointed out, these studies focused on the aspects of polyploid 
extinction rate rather than the contribution of polyploids to evolutionary processes by 
generating genetic novelty.   Although there is still much debate as to whether 
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polyploidy is beneficial or detrimental for a species’ survival, the recurrence, ubiquity 
and multiple origins of polyploid species suggests that polyploidy is indeed an important 
evolutionary occurrence and not an evolutionary dead-end as previously thought.   
 
Figure 1.1 | Phylogenetic tree showing the evolutionary relationship between plant 
species in the context of polyploidy.  Whole genome duplication events have been 
mapped and represented by red. Black dashes indicate uncertainty of the date of events.  
Mya = million years ago.  Adapted from Van de Peer et al., (2017). 
 
1.3 Types of polyploidies 
1.3.1 Autopolyploidy and allopolyploidy 
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Polyploids can originate through three different mechanisms: autopolyploidy, 
allopolyploidy, and triploid bridges (elaborated further in section 1.5.4).  Autopolyploids 
are formed as a result of genome duplication within a species (Figure 1.2), e.g. potato 
(Stupar et al., 2007), sugarcane (Zhang et al., 2018), or banana (Heslop-Harrison & 
Schwarzacher, 2007; Amah et al., 2019). In this case, all homologous chromosomes are 
identical.   Allopolyploids on the other hand are formed by the hybridization between 
two (or more) species in either (i) single step : via the hybridization of unreduced male 
and female gametes from diploid species (Figure 1.2) or via hybridization between 
different autopolyploid species; (ii) two-steps : inter-species hybridization between 
diploid species and subsequent somatic genome doubling (Comai, 2005) (Figure 1.2).  
Some examples of allopolyploids include bread wheat (Haider, 2013), oat (Ansari & 
Thomas, 1983), coffee (Clarindo & Carvalho, 2008), and tobacco (Leitch et al., 2008).  
Figure 1.2 | Pathways to autotetraploid and allotetraploid formation.  For each ploidy 
form, the haploid genome is represented by a coloured circle or oval inside the beige- 
filled nuclear shape. Circles or ovals of different colours represent diverged genomes. 
Highly unstable ploidy forms have dashed nuclear contours. A and B represent genome 
types and N is the gametic chromosome number.  Adapted from Comai (2005).  
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Although binary in definition, in nature, autopolyploids and allopolyploids 
represent the extremities of a spectrum of genetic and taxonomic possibilities (Stebbins, 
1971; Ramsey & Schemske, 1998, 2002; Bennett, 2004; Madlung, 2013; Doyle & 
Sherman-Broyles, 2017) (Figure 1.3).  Depending on how closely related the parent 
species contributing to the polyploid are, a gradation of polyploids from true 
autopolyploids, to hybrid autopolyploids, to segmental polyploids, and allopolyploids 
can be formed (Stebbins Jr., 1950; Barker et al., 2016).  The classification of species into 
autopolyploids and allopolyploids can be challenging (Parisod et al., 2010) as there exists 
a “grey zone” (De Queiroz, 2007) due to the subjectivity in assignment of taxonomic 
nomenclature to closely related species. This results in varying taxonomic schemes that 
make the concomitant categorisation of a polyploid species into autopolyploid or 
allopolyploid conflicting (Figure 1.3).  For example, Barker (2016) and Doyle and 
Sherman-Broyles (2017) found discrepancies between their estimates of the number of 
autopolyploids and allopolyploids in Glycine species owing to under-curated databases, 
evolving taxonomy and ambiguous nomenclature of species.   
Figure 1.3 | Challenges when categorising a polyploid to either autopolyploids or 
allopolyploids (a) simple ‘black and white’ taxonomic definition of autopolyploids vs 
allopolyploids; (b-c) ‘Grey-zone’ in species classification due to (b) a transitionary phase 
between a single species (white rectangle) and two sister species (black rectangle) 






wherein it may be regarded as the same species or two different species depending on 
the subjectivity of the taxonomist.  Thus, the same polyploid could be classified as an 
autopolyploid or an allopolyploid depending on whether two closely related progenitor 
species are considered the same or distinct.  Adapted from Doyle & Sherman-Broyles 
(2017).  
1.3.2 Paleopolyploidy and neopolyploidy 
 Polyploidy can also be classified temporally based on the time elapsed since 
genome duplication.  Polyploids that occur as a result of ancient genome duplications 
several million years ago are known as paleopolyploids (Blanc & Wolfe, 2004b; Paterson, 
2008).  Given that all extant seed plants, irrespective of their current ploidy level are 
thought to have a polyploid ancestor (Jiao et al., 2011), all plant species, including 
diploids, are theoretically paleopolyploids.  Stable polyploid lineages of ancient origin 
exhibit the cumulative effects of genome duplication and natural selection.  Because 
paleopolyploid genomes undergo significant genomic changes over evolutionary time, 
they are often not retained as an identical duplicated copy of the progenitor genome 
(even in autopolyploids) as discussed later in section 1.4. 
 To tease apart evolutionary effects from duplication effects, the study of 
neopolyploids i.e. newly formed polyploids has gained interest particularly over the past 
few decades.  The development of synthetic polyploid lines from diploid lines has been 
the basis of many comparative studies aimed at understanding changes in polyploids 
relative to diploids on account of increased ploidy per se, and not due to the 
confounding effects of evolution.  Comparative studies using synthetically formed 
autopolyploids (neoautopolyploids) are the focus of this thesis and will been discussed 
further in section 1.7. 
1.3.3 Endopolyploidy 
Endopolyploidy is different to the types of polyploids previously described, in 
that it occurs at a cellular level within certain tissues rather than at a whole-organism 
level.  Thus, while we can have autopolyploid or neopolyploid plants for example, 
endopolyploid plants do not exist, but several plant species exhibit endopolyploidy in 
their cells or tissues (Nagl, 1976; Galbraith et al., 1991; Joubès & Chevalier, 2000; Barow, 
2006).  Endopolyploid cells are commonly observed in leaves and trichomes of 
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Arabidopsis thalina (Roeder et al., 2010; Bramsiepe et al., 2010), roots of Zea mays (Li 
et al., 2019), and stems of Mesembryanthemum crystallinum (Barkla et al., 2018).  In 
plants, endopolyploid cells usually arise through endoreduplication - a specialized mode 
of the cell cycle wherein cells enter the cell cycle, replicate their DNA during the S-phase 
but do not proceed to mitosis (cell division).  This can occur for one or more rounds 
(called endocycles) giving rise to cells with doubled (one endocycle), quadrupled (two 
endocycles), or 2n DNA content (where ‘n’ is the number of endocycles) (Edgar & Orr-
Weaver, 2001; Leitch & Dodsworth, 2017).  The purpose of endopolyploidy is not 
entirely clear, and they often have different distribution and roles in different species, 
but endopolyploidy has often been hypothesised to control the plasticity of organ size 
under stress (Gegas et al., 2014), increase metabolic activity during seed and fruit 
development (Shu et al., 2018), and promote root growth and structure formation for 
water metabolism (Barow, 2006; Bhosale et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019).  Endoployploidy 
offers a good system to investigate the effect of higher DNA content in specific cell types, 
and how these could eventually impact the whole organism. While a fascinating topic, 
it will not be considered further in the context of this thesis. 
1.4 Mechanisms shaping polyploid lineages 
Genome duplication gives rise to gene redundancy and additional gene copies 
are rarely retained in their duplicated state.  Due to sudden increase in the number of 
chromosomes, genome instability (a.k.a “genome shock”) is seen for several 
generations after whole genome duplication, causing significant genomic reorganisation 
(Madlung et al., 2005) that shape polyploid lineages.   Discussed below are the processes 
that occur following genome duplication that act in isolation or in conjunction to 
ultimately determine the fate of duplicated genes over time. 
1.4.1 Genomic rearrangements and genome downsizing 
Immediately after whole genome duplication, newly formed polyploids are 
prone to mitotic and meiotic aberrations owing to the presence of additional sets of 
chromosomes.  This is especially observed in allopolyploids, where the chromosome sets 
originate from two different genetic backgrounds, thus frequently causing non-
homologous recombination during meiosis that gives rise to extensive genome 
rearrangements (Jenczewski et al., 2003; Chen & Ni, 2006; Nicolas et al., 2012; De 
Storme & Mason, 2014). Non-homologous recombination between distal regions (EET – 
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end to end translocations), or between distal and peri-centromeric regions (like NCI – 
Nested Chromosome Insertions, and Robertsonian translocations) often leads to gene 
loss and genome downsizing (Leitch & Bennett, 2004; Mandáková & Lysak, 2018).  
Genome restructuring following genome duplication has been reported in allopolyploid 
Brassica (Pires et al., 2004), Nicotiana (Lim et al., 2007) and Tragopogon (Chester et al., 
2012), and to a lesser extent in some autopolyploid genera like Saccharum (Zhang et al., 
2018), Paspalum (Martelotto et al., 2007) and Arabidopsis (Weiss & Maluszynska, 2000; 
Santos et al., 2003).   
1.4.2 Neofunctionalization 
Following whole genome duplication, duplicate gene copies can gain novel 
functions over time – a process known as neofunctionalization (Figure 1.4).  Dun et al., 
(2014) reported that in Brassica napus (an allotetraploid derived from two diploid 
species - Brassica rapa and Brassica oleracea), neofunctionalization of the BnaC9.Tic40 
gene occurred wherein it gained a novel function related to male fertility while retaining 
its ancestral function to translocate proteins across the chloroplast inner membrane.  
Liu and Adams (2010) also showed evidence of neofunctionalizaion in the Brassicaceae 
family, however, here, one homolog BSK1 (Brassinosteroid Kinase1) retained its 
ancestral function and SSP (SHORT SUSPENSOR) lost its ancestral function and gained a 
new function.  Differential neofunctionalization was seen between leaf types in Zea 
mays, wherein more neofunctionalization of genes was observed in foliar leaves as 
compared to husk leaves (Hughes et al., 2014).   
1.4.3 Subfunctionalization 
Sometimes, genes do not gain novel functions but instead divide its function 
between the two homologs (Figure 1.4).  This is known as subfunctionalization, following 
which both homologs of the gene pair need to be expressed in order to perform the 
ancestral function.  A classic example of subfunctionalization is the AGAMOUS (AG)-like 
MADS-box gene in Zea mays where the ancestral function of AG gene is divided between 
the two homologs ZMM2 and ZAG1 (Mena et al., 1996).  In a recent study, D’Amelia et 
al., (2018) proposed that following duplication, homologs of the R2R3 MYB gene had 
subfunctionalized to segregate its functions of anthocyanin production (AN1) and cold 
stress response (AN2) in the potato species Solanum commersonii.   Subfunctionalization 
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has also been proposed to be a transitionary phase between duplicated genes and 
neofunctionalization (Rastogi & Liberles, 2005).  
1.4.4 Fractionation 
The vast majority of duplicated genes are lost (Lynch & Conery, 2000), either 
through mutational loss of function of one of the homologous copies, or 
excision/deletion of chromosomal segments, collectively known as fractionation (Figure 
1.4).  Woodhouse et al., (2010) showed that duplicated genes in maize are 
predominantly lost, and that gene loss is due to deletion (not translocation) of 
chromosome fragments.  Fractionation has also been reported in allohexaploid Brassica 
rapa (Tang et al., 2012; Subramaniam et al., 2013). Furthermore, several other studies 
have shown that gene fractionation is not stochastic and that certain gene categories 
like those that code for regulatory, ribosome or proteasome proteins, components 
involved in networks or signal transduction, and transcription factors are more resistant 
to fractionation (Thomas et al., 2006; Freeling, 2009; Freeling et al., 2015).  On the other 
hand, some gene categories are more susceptible to fractionation and reverting to their 
single gene copy state like those involved in DNA recombination, replication and repair 
(De Smet et al., 2013).  
1.4.5 Epigenetic modification 
In addition to DNA sequence changes on account of genome rearrangement, 
neo-functionalization, sub-functionalization, and/or fractionation, genome duplication 
may also trigger epigenetic changes i.e. changes in DNA methylation, histone 
modification, and chromatin remodelling (Chen, 2007).  Epigenetic remodeling has been 
documented in allopolyploids of Arabidopsis (Lee & Chen, 2001; Madlung et al., 2002; 
Tian et al., 2014), Brassica (Lukens et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2009), and Spartina (Salmon et 
al., 2005; Parisod et al., 2009) among several others.  There are relatively fewer studies 
in autopolyploids and they appear to elicit limited changes in epigenetic regulation in 
comparison.  Studies in synthetic Solanum allopolyploids and autopolyploids showed 
that there was more DNA methylation in allopolyploids than in autopolyploids (Marfil et 
al., 2018).  Epigenetic modifications regulate gene expression by activating or silencing 
genes (Gent et al., 2013; Song & Chen, 2015) and are thought to be involved with 
increasing diversity and plasticity through phenotypic novelty, thus facilitating 
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adaptation and establishment of stable polyploid lineages (Iwasaki & Paszkowski, 2014; 




Figure 1.4 | Possible fates of duplicate gene copies following whole genome 
duplication. Redundant gene copies often lose their function (pseudogenization or 
fractionation), gain new functions (neofunctionalization), or divide their functions 
(sunfunctionalization).  Ovals = regulatory subfunction (blue), gain of regulatory 
subfunction (yellow), loss of regulatory subfunction (white); rectangles = coding 
function (red), gain of coding function (yellow), loss of coding function (white); ‘+’ 
represents a gain-of-function mutation and ‘-‘ represents a loss-of-function mutation.  
Adapted from Moore and Purugganan (2005). 
 
1.5 Immediate changes in newly formed polyploids 
1.5.1 Change in cellular homeostasis 
Besides genetic and epigenetic changes that occur following genome doubling, 
changes are also observed at a cellular level (also known as nucleotypic changes).  
Doubling of the nuclear contents in the nuclei of cells i.e. increased genome size 
concomitantly increases the cell size.  Arithmetically, increasing the cell size leads to a 
rapid increase in cell volume i.e cytoplasm (V = r3; where ‘r’ is the radius of the cell) but 
translates to a 6r2 increase in surface area i.e membranes of the cell, nucleus, vacuole, 
and vesicles (Kondorosi et al., 2000).  This change in volume to surface area ratio is 
hypothesized to alter the ratio of interacting components, thus affecting cellular 
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homeostasis.    This changes the relative concentration of interacting molecules and 
alters the rate of signal transduction, metabolism, and gene expression within the cell 
(Doyle & Coate, 2019) which in turn may alter plant phenotype and gene expression. 
1.5.2 Mitotic instability 
Wright et al., (2009) studied natural and artificially created Arabidopsis suecica 
(allopolyploid) lines and demonstrated that there was frequent mitotic instability 
leading to somatic aneuploidy in natural Arabidopsis suecica lines, and either no or low-
level somatic aneuploidy in artificial Arabidopsis suecica lines.  Corneillie et al., (2019) 
showed that increasing ploidy led to delayed growth and development in tetraploids, 
hexaploids and octoploids of Arabidopsis thaliana.  This is hypothesized to be linked to 
slower cell division rates with increasing ploidy due to increased demand on resources 
and replication machinery (Tsukaya, 2008; Corneillie et al., 2019).   
1.5.3 Meiotic challenges 
Meiotic challenges occur during pairing and segregation as there are more than 
one homologous chromosome to pair with.  This often results in multivalent pairing 
during metaphase leading to the mis-segregation of chromosomes in anaphase (Yant & 
Bomblies, 2015).  If odd number of chromosome sets are present (e.g. triploids or 
pentaploids), it is impossible to distribute them evenly and the random segregation of 
chromosomes mostly produces aneuploids (genomes with incomplete chromosome 
sets) (Henry et al., 2005).     
 
1.5.4 Barriers or bridges to gene flow 
Polyploid lineages that establish and survive, often diverge to form new species 
as they tend to be reproductively isolated from their progenitor diploids (Arrigo & 
Barker, 2012) due to the production of either sterile (Ramsey & Schemske, 2002) or 
inviable (Scott et al., 1998; Köhler et al., 2010; Stoute et al., 2012) F1 progeny.  Diploid 
x tetraploid crosses can generate triploids which act as a “triploid block” to gene flow 
(Köhler et al., 2010) that reproductively isolates ploidal levels and promotes speciation. 
If triploid offsprings from interploidy crosses are fertile, they can either self-
fertilize or back-cross with either parent to form an array of progeny ranging from 
diploids to aneuploids to tetraploids (Bergström, 1938, 1940; Burton & Husband, 2001; 
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Henry et al., 2005), thus forming a “triploid bridge” that facilitates gene flow between 
varying ploidy levels (Ramsey & Schemske, 1998; Husband, 2004). 
1.6 Background Summary 
In summary, polyploidy is common in angiosperms is common, and the 
additional genetic raw material available in polyploids provides opportunities for the 
formation of novel allele combinations or gene redundancy that allow for genomic 
plasticity and consequently phenotypic variation that facilitates improved adaptation to 
new environments (Gaeta et al., 2007; Leitch & Leitch, 2008; Doyle et al., 2008; Chester 
et al., 2012; Roulin et al., 2013; Hao et al., 2013).  Polyploidy also facilitates the 
formation of new species by adaptive radiation (Wood et al., 2009; Shimizu-Inatsugi et 
al., 2017; Alix et al., 2017). 
While there are multiple mechanisms that shape polyploid lineages, they often 
overlap, interact, and/or act in conjunction, thus it may often be difficult to determine 
which genes are preserved, transformed or lost by specific processes.  Genomic changes 
that are tolerated give rise to stable lineages and some of these plants persist as 
polyploids.  However, with all these factors in play, over time, duplicated genomes often 
accumulate DNA sequence changes to the extent that the genome no longer represents 
an exact duplicate copy of the original diploid genome but rather possesses a pseudo-
diploid like state – a process known as diploidization (Cuñado et al., 2005; Conant & 
Wolfe, 2008; Renny-Byfield et al., 2013; Dodsworth et al., 2016; Poggio & González, 
2018).  Thus, in diploidized lineages, duplicated genomes transition from being 
tetrasomic (i.e. having four alleles at a locus) to being disomic (having two alleles at each 
of two distinct loci).   
Historically, the lack of established autopolyploid lineages was interpreted as 
autopolyploidy being a disadvantage and an evolutionary dead-end (Stebbins Jr., 1950).  
This view has predominantly changed over time as studies suggest polyploidy to be a 
major driver in angiosperm evolution (Madlung, 2013; Soltis et al., 2014; Dodsworth et 
al., 2016).  With the diploidization of paleopolyploid lineages being common, it remains 
unclear whether extant polyploid species from ancient polyploid lineages have persisted 
by random chance or have been selected over evolutionary time because of their higher 
ploidy (Hunt et al., 2011; Oswald & Nuismer, 2011; Čertner et al., 2019). 
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To understand polyploidy comprehensively, it is important to understand what 
ploidy does to the plant lineages in which it occurs, and the advantages or disadvantages 
that it confers, both immediately and in the long term.  While noteworthy research has 
gone into understanding the effects of ploidy on the success of paleoallopolyploid plant 
lineages, those aimed at understanding the more immediate effects, especially in 
neoautopolyploids are sparse (Spoelhof et al., 2017).  Therefore, to separate the effects 
of ploidy from the effects of the merger of different genomes (allopolyploidy) or the 
long-term effects of polyploidy and its interaction with natural selection 
(paleopolyploids), it is important to concentrate on newly formed autopolyploids 
(neoautopolyploids). 
1.7 Thesis focus: Neoautopolyploidy 
1.7.1 Methods of artificially inducing neoautopolyploidy 
In nature, spontaneous doubling of chromosomes may occur, giving rise to 
natural neoautopolyploids, however, this is rare and often difficult to identify (Tayalé & 
Parisod, 2013).  To understand neoautopolyploids better, artificial synthesis via the 
somatic doubling of the chromatin contents in cells of early embryonic plant tissue 
(Ramsey & Schemske, 1998; Ascough et al., 2008) is preferred as the process can be 
tracked from formation of the polyploid through to the changes observed in each 
subsequent generation.  Artificial synthesis is also reproducible and can be carried out 
simultaneously for a range of plant species and a number of replicates that allows for 
side-by-side comparisons that is difficult to obtain with natural neopolyploids.  
While several methods to stimulate artificial genome doubling like ionizing 
radiation (De Nettancourt et al., 1971), temperature shock  (De Storme et al., 2012), and 
nitrous oxide gas (Kitamura et al., 2009) exist, chemical treatment remains the common 
method of choice due to its relative ease of application and effectiveness in inducing 
genome doubling.  Chemical treatment with anti-mitotic agents alter the plants’ cell 
cycle by interfering with spindle assembly at metaphase.  This prevents the cell from 
transitioning to anaphase as chromosomes cannot separate, resulting in cells with 
doubled chromosome numbers (Planchais et al., 2000; Dhooghe et al., 2011).  Chemicals 
like colchicine, trifluralin and oryzalin are mitotic inhibitors that have been used to 
generate artificially induced ‘neo-polyploids’ since the late 1960’s (Semeniuk & Arisumi, 
1968; Lignowski & Scott, 1972), however, their use as a tool in understanding 
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mechanisms underlying neopolyploidy has been fairly recent (Husband et al., 2008; 
Hegarty et al., 2013).  The use of chemicals to create synthetic autopolyploids is critical 
to understand the effect of genome duplication in the early stages. 
1.7.2 Methods of determining ploidy of potential polyploids 
Chromosome doubling using chemical agents can often be a ‘fickle’ process, as 
the right choice of chemical, its concentration and method of application are vital for 
successful polyploidization. Even after standardizing induction protocols, it does not 
guarantee chromosome doubling.  Thus, progeny arising from chemically treated plants 
need to be tested to ascertain their ploidy in order to (i) know if the polyploidization has 
been successful (ii) determine the ploidy level of the plant (i.e. tetraploid, octoploid 
etc.).  Furthermore, chemical induction of polyploidy is usually achieved by the 
application of the chemical solution to young, actively growing shoot apical meristem 
tissue.  This often results in the formation of chimeric cell populations that give rise to 
mixoploid plants containing tissues of varying ploidy levels (Kamwean et al., 2017).  
Thus, it is important that seeds obtained from treated plants are selfed for at least one 
generation before ploidy assessment, in order to ensure that pure lines are established.   
 
The most reliable way to determine chromosome number is by microscopically 
counting chromosomes in metaphase spreads (also known as a chromosome squash) of 
actively dividing cells that have been stained with nuclear dyes (Maluszynska, 2003).  
This gives the exact chromosome number and allows for the detection of aneuploidy (if 
any).  However, the process can be time consuming and labour intensive, especially 
when large number of lines are to be assessed.  Moreover, for plants that have small 
genomes (e.g. A. thaliana), visualising and distinguishing between chromosome 
numbers is particularly difficult.  Given the challenges that chromosome counts pose, 
the estimation of DNA content using flow cytometry is often favoured and considered 
to be a reasonable alternative.  Using flow cytometry, thousands of cells can be rapidly 
and accurately examined for each sample, and the DNA content in the nucleus can be 
determined based on the fluorescence intensity detected by the flow cytometer relative 
to those of the internal controls of known diploid DNA values.  DNA values obtained are 
then compared to the DNA content values of diploid lines from the same species and 
divided to determine ploidy (Ochatt, 2008).  Flow cytometry is a relatively quick and 
effective method to determine ploidy, however, as it does not estimate exact 
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chromosome numbers, it may not efficiently detect aneuploidies.  Nevertheless, it 
remains a widely accepted tool for ploidy verification. 
 
1.7.3 Effects of neoautopolyploidy 
In polyploids where DNA sequence changes occur either due to genome merger 
(in allopolyploids), or evolutionary processes restructuring genomes over time (in 
paleopolyploids), a change in gene expression, phenotype and reproduction can be 
expected owing to novel gene combinations or altered gene functions.  However, in 
neoautopolyploids, given that minimal (or no) sequence changes would be expected 
immediately after artificial autopolyploidization, any changes observed should be 
brought about by bulk increase in DNA amounts only (i.e. nucleotype changes).  Such 
genome scaling effects or ‘gigas effects’ should, in theory, be easy to elucidate as the 
changes they bring about should be the same irrespective of the plant genotype or 
species in question.  Nucleotype-related effects have been documented in several 
neoautotetraploid species like Nicotiana attenuata and Nicotiana obtusifolia that 
displayed increased stomatal size, seed weight and dry biomass weight (Anssour et al., 
2009); and increased cell size in Citrus limonia (Allario et al., 2011) and Zea mays (Yao et 
al., 2011).  In addition to nucleotypic effects, phenotypic variation, variation in gene 
expression and variation in interploidy hybridization responses have been observed 
(explored in detail in chapters 2, 3 and 4 respectively), suggesting that other 
mechanisms, unrelated to cell size increase also contribute to polyploidy responses.  
Neoautopolypoid studies that specifically address this variation in response to increased 
ploidy are limited, and further exploration of these responses can prove vital to the 
complete understanding of mechanisms that govern responses to genome doubling per 
se immediately after a whole genome duplication event. 
1.7.4 Genetic variation in neoautopolyploids 
Plants show widespread genetic variation. As highlighted by Alonso-Blanco and 
Koornneef (2000), studying functional processes in the light of natural variation can be 
an excellent tool to unravel the genetic basis underlying complex traits (Borevitz & 
Nordborg, 2003).  Although the use of natural variation as a tool to explain phenotypic 
traits, adaptive processes and crop domestication has been increasing (Doebley et al., 
2006; Mitchell-Olds et al., 2007; Alonso-Blanco et al., 2009; Henderson & Salt, 2017; 
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Coolen et al., 2019; Duruflé et al., 2019), their use in the context of understanding 
polyploid processes has been sparse.   
Thus far, most neoautopolyploids studies have been restricted to one or two 
genetic backgrounds (i.e. genotypes, ecotypes, or accessions) within a species, which 
provides limited insight as to how increased ploidy affects the species beyond the 
genotype being studied.  In order to extrapolate findings to the species-level, 
experiments need to be conducted in multiple genotypes.  Understanding why certain 
genotypes exhibit different responses to increased ploidy can help underpin the genetic 
basis of ploidy responses.  As most complex traits, and perhaps ploidy responses, are 
polygenic, using natural variants to study them provides an advantage over loss-of-
function mutation studies or other traditional gene-by-gene approaches as the latter 
may exhibit lethal phenotypes or gene redundancy, making the interpretation of their 
specific gene function problematic (Borevitz & Nordborg, 2003).  Natural variation may 
not only assist in elucidating functional characterization of genes involved in ploidy 
responses but may also help in understanding gene interactions and networks that work 
in collaboration to regulate gene expression, phenotypic, and reproductive traits. 
 
1.8 Arabidopsis thaliana as a model for ploidy studies 
Arabidopsis thaliana has been an organism of common choice for plant studies 
as it has a short life cycle, a relatively small and completely sequenced genome (Bevan 
& Walsh, 2005).  The easy availability of various types of A. thaliana lines from the two 
stock centers (NASC and ABRC) as well as the accessibility of dedicated databases and 
online tools makes it a model system that is much sought after (Provart et al., 2016).  A. 
thaliana is a self-fertilizing diploid, with a wide geographical distribution that has a large 
number of naturally diverging homozygous genotypes (also referred to as “accessions”) 
that provide valuable resources for understanding the molecular basis of various traits 
(Alonso-Blanco & Koornneef, 2000; Borevitz & Nordborg, 2003; Koornneef et al., 2004; 
Weigel, 2012) 
For neoautopolyploids studies in particular, A. thaliana serves as a good model 
due to the relative ease of developing neopolyploid lines artificially via treatment with 
colchicine (Santos et al., 2003; Jeffrey Chen et al., 2004; Yu et al., 2009; Hegarty et al., 
2013).  While A. thaliana is mostly diploid, there are a few related species that are 
polyploid, such as Arabidopsis arenosa and Arabidopsis lyrata (both of which also have 
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diploid lineages), and Arabidopsis suecica and Arabidopsis kamchatica (which only occur 
as tetraploids) (Bomblies & Madlung, 2014).   
The short life cycle combined with in-depth genomic data makes it an ideal 
model system to investigate the effect of autopolyploidy in its initial stages.  The natural 
existence of many homozygous genotypes allows the investigation of polyploid 
responses in various genetic backgrounds.  A limited number studies have looked into 
natural genetic variation in response to increased ploidy in A. thaliana (but see Yu et al., 
2010; Monda et al., 2016).  Both studies used two genotypes and found notable 
differences in tetraploid gene expression and phenotypic responses between the 
tetraploid genotypes.  Despite being a promising avenue, this topic has been vastly 
understudied in A. thaliana, and across other plant species as well, with only a handful 
of studies, all of which provide remarkable findings.    
A. thaliana also serves as a valuable model to study the genetic basis interploidy 
hybridization barriers (Scott et al., 1998; Henry et al., 2005; Dilkes et al., 2008; Kradolfer 
et al., 2013; Schatlowski et al., 2014a; Duszynska et al., 2019).  When diploids hybridize 
with tetraploids, they result in triploids of varying fertility.  These triploids, if fertile, can 
back-cross with either parent, thus forming a “triploid bridge” to facilitate gene flow 
between varying ploidy levels (Ramsey & Schemske, 1998; Husband, 2004).  If the 
triploid progeny are sterile, they form a “triploid block” to gene flow (Köhler et al., 2010), 
thus reproductively isolating ploidal levels and promoting speciation.  The mechanisms 
underlying triploid bridges and triploid blocks are complex and understanding them can 
have implications on our understanding of evolutionary processes and hybridization 
barriers.  
1.9 Thesis aims 
In the light of the literature explored in the previous sections, we found that 
polyploidy research in the area of autopolyploidy, and more specifically in the field of 
natural genetic variation in phenotypic, gene expression and reproductive responses to 
increased ploidy remain limited.  In this thesis, we focus on neoautopolyploids to tease 
apart the effects of increased ploidy from other confounding effects.  Using the anti-
mitotic chemical agent colchicine, we treated diploid A. thaliana lines from multiple 
genotypes to generate colchicine-treated tetraploid and octoploid lines.  Since the 
effects of colchicine treatment, independent of polyploidization, have not yet been fully 
understood, we used colchicine treated lines that did not undergo genome doubling as 
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diploid controls alongside untreated diploids.  Using multiple genotypes of diploid and 
polyploid A. thaliana lines, we designed experiments to test whether the effects of 
neopolyploidy are genotype-specific or are independent of genotype. 
In chapter 2, we studied the effects of tetraploidy on various phenotypic traits in 
seven genotypes of A. thaliana.  We examined whether the phenotypic effects of 
increased ploidy were dependent or independent of genotype.  Additionally, we also 
assessed whether colchicine had any hereditary or stochastic effects that distorted the 
interpretation of phenotypic data, and accounted for such effects in the analyses models 
to eliminate all confounding effects that interfered with the interpretation of ploidy 
effects on phenotype.   
In chapter 3, we used a polyploidy series of diploids, tetraploids and octoploids 
for two genotypes of A. thaliana to study gene expression changes in response to 
increased ploidy.  We examined whether there were any phenotypic and gene 
expression changes between the ploidy levels and if they were genotype dependent.  As 
we used three ploidy levels, we were also able to address whether gene expression 
changes followed a linear pattern across the three ploidies.  Finally, we used the gene 
expression data to explain the phenotypic variation observed in the polyploids. 
In chapter 4, we used a special type of A. thaliana recombinant inbred line known 
as the MAGIC lines (Kover et al., 2009) that are derived from multi-parent populations.  
To determine whether seed abortion (or triploid block) responses in paternal excess 
interploidy crosses were genotype-specific, we crossed the MAGIC lines to two paternal 
tetraploid genotypes to identify quantitative trait loci (QTL) and fine map seed abortion 
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Polyploidy is the presence of three or more homologous sets of chromosomes 
within the nucleus of an organism.  It can occur as a result of chromosome multiplication 
within the same species (autopolyploidy) or from the hybridization of two different 
species (allopolyploidy) (Comai, 2005).  Although polyploidy is not commonly tolerated 
in animals (except in certain groups of fish and amphibians), its occurrence in the plant 
kingdom is widespread (Albertin & Marullo, 2012; Soppa, 2014; Van de Peer et al., 
2017).  Several studies suggest that polyploid plants may often exhibit advantageous 
phenotypes over their diploid counterparts, however, the reason for this pattern is not 
entirely understood.  Understanding how ploidy affects plant traits can have several 
commercial applications in plant breeding (Sattler et al., 2016), yield improvement 
(Serapiglia et al., 2014; Eliášová & Münzbergová, 2014; Münzbergová & Skuhrovec, 
2017), disease resistance (King et al., 2012; Nellist et al., 2019), and stress tolerance 
(Udall & Wendel, 2006; Ramsey, 2011; Allario et al., 2013; Renny-Byfield & Wendel, 
2014; Wei et al., 2018). 
Determining the effects of ploidy on plant phenotype in existing polyploid 
lineages is challenging due to the difficulty in distinguishing the effects of increased 
ploidy from hybridization effects (in allopolyploids) and the effects of natural selection 
(in paleopolyploids) (Husband et al., 2008, 2016; Oswald & Nuismer, 2011).  Thus, in 
order to isolate and study the effects of ploidy per se, a commonly used approach is to 
generate artificially induced synthetic autopolyploid lines also known as 
'neoautopolyploids' (Husband et al., 2008).   
Neoautopolyploid studies in various species have shown that when compared to 
diploids, polyploids are more tolerant to biotic and abiotic stresses, for example, salinity 
and drought stress in Arabidopsis thaliana (Del-Pozo & Ramirez-Parra, 2014), drought 
stress in Medicago sativa (Zhang et al., 2015), heat stress in Dioscorea zingiberensis 
(Zhang et al., 2010a), and fungal infections in Malus domestica (Hias et al., 2018).  
Although the altered phenotypes and improved tolerance of neoautopolyploids to 
various biotic and abiotic stresses have been widely recognized, the mechanisms 
contributing towards them are not well understood.   
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 In neoautopolyploids especially, it is particularly interesting to understand how 
increasing the number of homologous chromosomes alters phenotypes, since the 
immediate aftereffect of duplication should only be an increase the number of gene 
copies, and not the repertoire of genes or possible gene interactions.  A commonly 
proposed hypothesis is the 'gigas' effect or 'nucleotype' effect (Stebbins Jr., 1950; Levin, 
1983) wherein the presence of additional DNA in the nucleus leads to an increase in cell 
volume, which directly affects cell and organ size (Kondorosi et al., 2000; Knight & 
Beaulieu, 2008), as well as affects the development and physiology through changes in 
diffusion and transport of signals within cells (Ramsey & Schemske, 2002; Doyle & Coate, 
2019).  If this is the sole mechanism responsible for altered polyploid plant phenotype 
in comparison to diploids, then an increase in bulk DNA contents in plant cells should 
affect phenotypes of all plants in a similar manner, irrespective of the genotype of the 
plant (Bennett, 1971; Bennett & Riley, 1972; Símová & Herben, 2012; Doyle & Coate, 
2019).  
 Very few studies have investigated the genotype-specific effects of increased 
ploidy on phenotype in newly formed autopolyploids.  Riddle et al., (2006) studied four 
inbred lines at three ploidy levels in Zea mays for 13 phenotypic traits and found that 
some traits showed a common response and some had genotype-specific responses to 
increased ploidy. Hias et al., (2017) found genotype-specific changes in phenotype in 
two genotypes of Malus domesticus neotetraploids.  Other studies have found that 
chromosomal rearrangements, epigenetic effects or alternative splicing that may occur 
in allopolyploids are biased to specific loci. If similar mechanisms operate in 
autopolyploids, then the genetic composition of the plant would affect genetic, 
epigenetic or RNA modifications and consequently alter gene expression that can 
modulate gene expression networks controlling quantitative traits.  Thus, when studying 
the effects of ploidy on plant phenotype, an important starting point would be look at 
multiple genotypes to determine if there are any patterns of general (non-specific) 
phenotypic responses, and any genotype-dependent (specific) responses to increased 
ploidy.  Understanding this may help unravel additional mechanisms underlying ploidy 
responses that are not passively regulated by bulk increase in DNA amounts (i.e. 
nucleotype), but rather caused due to more complex mechanisms regulated by the 
genetic composition of the plant.  
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Over the past decade, the vast majority of neoautopolyploid studies across 
various plant species have used colchicine to artificially induce genome duplication and 
then compare the neopolyploids (formed as a result of colchicine treatment) to 
progenitor diploids (that have never been exposed to colchicine) to explain ploidy 
effects (Yu et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2010b; Meng et al., 2011).  Colchicine is a naturally 
occurring compound extracted from autumn crocus (Colchicum autumnale), which 
when applied to the apical meristem of diploid seedlings inhibits spindle formation and 
arrests the cell at metaphase by inducing microtubule depolymerization (Nebel, 1937; 
Davidson, 1961; Caperta et al., 2006; Lu et al., 2012).  While the absence of microtubules 
prevent chromosome segregation leading to the production of tetraploid cells (Caperta 
et al., 2006), it is possible that this mode of action could have other consequences, 
leading to other cytogenetic abnormalities in addition to the intended tetraploidization 
effect (Ramsey & Schemske, 2002).  Thus, when comparing neopolyploids (colchicine-
treated) to progenitor diploids (untreated) and ascribing any phenotypic changes 
recorded to ploidy, studies either assume that colchicine does not have any effects 
besides increasing ploidy, or any colchicine effects are non-hereditary, thereby 
overlooking potential side-effects the chemical may have.  However, a few studies have 
shown that colchicine can have side-effects that alter plant phenotype independent of 
genome doubling (Husband et al., 2008, 2016; Pignatta et al., 2010) that last for at least 
two generations post treatment (Münzbergová, 2017).   
 Here, we used an experimental design that comprehensively isolated the effects 
of ploidy from the effects of hybridization, natural selection, and colchicine.  To 
understand natural genetic variation in phenotypic responses to increased ploidy, we 
used multiple diploid and neoautotetraploid Arabidopsis thaliana lines from multiple 
genotypes.  We tested whether the phenotypic effects of ploidy could be explained 
explicitly by the doubling of the genetic material by investigating if the phenotypic 
effects of neopolyploidization in autopolyploids were dependent or independent of 
genotype. We controlled for the effect of colchicine by including diploid and tetraploid 
lines that had both been exposed to colchicine.  To control for any variable stochastic 
effects of colchicine, we generated multiple independently derived individuals of 
colchicine-exposed diploid and tetraploid lines for each genotype to account for 
stochastic variation within lines of the same genotype and ploidy level.  By using plants 
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three generations after the colchicine treatment, we also addressed whether colchicine 
had hereditary effects that needed to be controlled.  Our experimental design 
eliminated all confounding effects that interfered with the interpretation of ploidy 
effects, thus providing a more accurate understanding of the genotype-dependent and 
genotype-independent effects of ploidy on plant phenotype.  
2.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.2.1 Colchicine treatment of A. thaliana lines  
 Seven genotypes (natural genotypess) of Arabidopsis thaliana were used in this 
study (Table 2.1).  Diploid seeds were obtained from the Arabidopsis Biological Resource 
Centre (ABRC, USA) and grown through self-seeds for a few generations in the Kover 
Lab.  These lines originate from a wide geographic distribution and are a good source of 
natural genetic and phenotypic variation for studying ploidy response. 
Table 2.1 | List of germplasm numbers and abbreviated names of the genotypes used 
in this study. 
Genotype ABRC Germplasm Number Abbreviated Name 
Columbia CS6673 Col 
Catania CS6674 Ct 
Kaunas CS6762 Kn 
Landsberg CS20 Ler 
Martuba CS1380 Mt 
Nossen CS6805 No 
Wurzburg CS6897 Wu 
 
To obtain new tetraploid lines, the shoot apical meristem of 50-80 two-week old 
seedlings of each genotype were treated with 10 µl 0.1% (w/v) colchicine (Sigma-
Aldrich) and were grown to maturity in individual 2” pots containing compost (F2+ S 
compost from Levington Seed and Modular Compost, Scotts Company, UK).  Treated 
plants were designated as generation G0.  Selfed seeds from each G0 plant that survived 
the colchicine treatment and produced seeds were collected in individual envelopes for 
each plant.  Selfed seeds (one seed from each G0 plant) were grown in separate pots to 
generate G1 plants.   
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2.2.2 Ploidy determination of colchicine treated lines  
Nuclear DNA content of G1 plants was assessed by flow cytometry at the Jodrell 
Laboratory (RBG, Kew)1 using propidium iodide (PI) as a nuclear stain as outlined in 
Pellicer et al., (2012) with some modifications.  Briefly, ~1cm2 leaf tissue from the target 
sample was co-chopped with Oryza sativa ‘IR36’ (internal reference standard; 1C = 0.5 
pg) leaves using a sharp fresh razor blade in a petri dish containing 1mL ice-cold LB01 
buffer (Doležel et al., 1989).  The nuclei suspension was passed through a 30 µm nylon 
mesh and stained with 100μL PI.  The relative fluorescence was estimated using a flow 
cytometer (Partec GmbH, Münster, Germany).  A minimum of 3,000 nuclei were 
analysed per sample and the histograms obtained were analysed.  Nuclear DNA content 
of the sample was calculated using the formula:  
Sample 2C nuclear DNA content [in pg] = Mean of sample peak × Oryza sativa 2C DNA content [in pg] 
         Mean of Oryza sativa peak 
 
Since endoreduplication occurs in Arabidopsis thaliana leaves (Sugimoto-Shirasu 
et al., 2002), multiple peaks were observed corresponding to 2C, 4C, 8C and 16C nuclei.  
Thus, only the mean value of the first sample peak (2C = 2x for diploids and 2C=4x for 
tetraploids) was used to calculate the value of the mean sample peak. 
2.2.3 Genotyping of ploidy-tested lines 
To ensure that there were no cultivation errors, each ploidy-tested line was 
genotyped using a set of five primer pairs – one for each chromosome (Supplementary 
Data S2.1) to ascertain that it was the correct genotype.  We designed the primers using 
data on large indels (insertions and deletions that were ~100-200bp long) mapped by 
Gan et al., (2011) to unequivocally identify each of the seven genotypes by producing 
an electrophoresis gel banding pattern unique to each genotype.  Each 25μL PCR 
reaction contained 2μL DNA (~20ng/μL), 1.5μL forward primer (10μM), 1.5μL reverse 
primer (10μM), 12.5μL 2x DreamTaq Green PCR Master Mix (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 
and 7.5μL nuclease free water.  PCR amplification of 40 cycles was carried out (92°C for 
15s, 50°C for 30s, 72°C for 90s) with an initial denaturation step at 92°C for 2mins and a 
 
1 Flow cytometry analysis was attempted in-house by the candidate on a BD FACS Canto flow cytometry 
system.  However, due to limited technical expertise and/or the equipment not being optimised for the 
analysis of small nuclei, the attempts were unsuccessful.  Ploidy determination was therefore outsourced 
for efficiency, accuracy and reliability of interpretation of the flow cytometry histograms. Thus, this part 
of the experiment has not been performed by the candidate. 
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final extension step at 72°C for 5mins.  The PCR products were run on a 1% agarose gel, 
stained with Ethidium bromide and viewed under UV light in a gel doc system.  The 
genotype was determined based on the size of products obtained with each primer pair.  
The expected PCR product length for each genotype and primer pair is available in 
Supplementary Data 7.1. 
2.2.4 Experimental Design 
For each genotype, we retained selfed seeds from at least three G1 plants 
confirmed to be the correct genotype and tetraploid after the colchicine treatment (4x-
colchicine) and three G1 plants that remained diploid after the colchicine treatment (2x-
colchicine).  Since colchicine treatment did not always generate tetraploids, we retained 
the colchicine treated lines that were diploid and used them as controls alongside 
untreated diploid lines (2x-untreated).  This allowed us to determine if colchicine treatment 
itself had any effect on the plant phenotype that was unrelated to ploidy.  The G2 
tetraploid (4x-colchicine) and diploid (2x-colchicine) seeds obtained were further selfed for one 
more generation to produce G3 seeds (as illustrated in Figure 2.1) that were used as lines 
for the phenotypic characterisation.  In total, we used 48 lines (22 4x-colchicine lines, 19 2x-
colchicine lines, and 7 2x-untreated lines) spanning across seven genotypes as outlined in Table 
2.2.  Lines that originated from independent events of colchicine treatment that 
belonged to the same genotype and of the same ploidy were distinguished by letters A, 
B, C and D (e.g. the three colchicine treated tetraploid Columbia lines are named Col 4x 
– A, Col 4x – B and Col 4x – C). 
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Figure 2.1 | Schematic representation of the generation of colchicine treated diploid 
and tetraploid lines.  G0 = base generation; G1 = first generation after selfing; G2 = 
second generation after selfing; G3 = third generation after selfing.  For each genotype, 
50-80 plants were grown, treated with 0.1% (w/v) colchicine solution and selfed for one 
generation.  Leaves from a subset of G1 plants were ploidy tested, and their seeds 
collected.  G2 seeds were selfed for another generation and three2 independently 
derived diploid and tetraploid lines for each genotype were used in this experiment. 
 
2 For some genotypes, we were unable to obtain three lines for each ploidy level (see Table 2.2).   
7 genotypes of Arabidopsis thaliana
Col         Ct         Kn        Ler        Mt         No        Wu
50-80 plants per genotype
Treat with colchicine Collect selfed seeds
Grow one seed from each packet
?x ?x ?x ?x ?x ?x ?x ?x ?x ?x ?x ?x ?x ?x ?x
Ploidy unknown
Leaves ploidy tested by flow cytometry
2x 2x 2x 2x 2x 4x 4x 4x 8x
Collect selfed seeds
2x 2x 2x 2x 2x 4x 4x 4x 8x
4x 4x 4x2x 2x 2x
= 3 independently derived 








= 3 independently derived 




















Process repeated for all other genotypes
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Table 2.2 | A summary of the number and types of independently derived lines for 
each genotype used in this experiment.  One 2x-untreated line, three 2x-colchicine lines and 
three 4x-colchicine lines were used for four of the seven genotypes.  For genotypes Ct and 
No we had two 2x-colchicine lines and four 4x-colchicine lines, and for Wu we had two 4x-colchicine 
lines instead of three lines for each.  Thus, a total of 48 lines were phenotyped instead 
of the expected 49.  Ten replicate plants were phenotyped for each line. 
Genotype 2x-untreated 2x-colchicine 4x-colchicine Total lines 
Col 1 3 3 7 
Ct 1 2 4 7 
Kn 1 3 3 7 
Ler 1 3 3 7 
Mt 1 3 3 7 
No 1 2 4 7 
Wu 1 3 2 6 
Total lines = 48 
Total plants phenotyped (N)   = 480 
 
2.2.5 Phenotypic Characterisation 
For phenotypic characterisation, seeds from all lines were cold stratified in the 
dark at 4OC for five days in Eppendorf tubes containing 1mL water in order to promote 
synchronous germination of the seeds after sowing.  Five seeds were then sown into 
each of ten replicate pots per line, for a total of 480 pots (48 lines x 10 replicates) that 
were randomly arranged in 20 trays in a growth chamber (Percival AR-66L) set at 
22OC,16-hour light/20OC, 8-hour dark photoperiods.  The pots were 2” in diameter and 
contained soil (F2 + S variety of compost from Levington® Seed and Modular Compost, 
Scotts Company, UK).  All pots were kept under controlled conditions in the growth 
chamber, bottom watered as needed during the entire experimental period and 
fertilized every 3 weeks (Vitax Multipurpose Soluble Feed).   
Phenotypic measurements and sample collections were either taken on the 
same day post germination (for stomatal length, stomatal density, rosette diameter, leaf 
number) or at the same developmental stage (for flowering time, leaf area, trichome 
number, trichome density, trichome branching fruit number). 
2.2.5.1 Stomatal length and stomatal density 
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Germination day was defined as the day when the cotyledons were first open. 
Seven days post germination, only two healthy seedlings were retained per pot.  One of 
the two seedlings per pot (a total of ten seedlings per line) was retained for measuring 
the stomatal traits as the process was destructive and involved clipping of the 
cotyledons.   
To obtain stomatal imprints, the cotyledons of each surplus seedling was clipped, 
placed on a glass slide, and the abaxial surface was covered with a thin layer of nail 
varnish and allowed to dry.  The nail varnish was then peeled gently with the help of a 
clear piece of Sellotape and stuck onto a fresh labelled glass slide.   
The central region of each cotyledon imprint was imaged at 400x magnification 
using a Nikon Confocal Microscope coupled to a Digital Sight DS- U1 colour camera 
(Nikon) using NIS Elements-F software.  The stomatal diameter of five random stomata 
were measured per cotyledon using the software imageJ (Schneider et al., 2012) 
calibrated using a stage micrometer as reference scale (5 stomatal measurements x 10 
replicates x 48 lines).  The average of these five measurements was used to estimate 
stomatal diameter per cotyledon per replicate plant.  In cases where the stomatal 
imprint was unclear due to uneven spreading of the nail varnish layer at a microscopic 
level, the imprint of the second cotyledon from the pair collected was imaged.  The total 
number of stomata in the field of view (0.212mm2) were counted to estimate stomatal 
density (stomata per mm2). 
2.2.5.2 Rosette diameter and leaf number at day 15 
 The number of leaves were counted, and the rosette diameter of all plants were 
measured 15 days after germination. Rosette diameter was determined by measuring 
the diameter across the major axis (widest part of the rosette) and minor axis (axis 
perpendicular to the major axis) and averaging these values.  
2.2.5.3 Flowering time 
 Plants were monitored daily, and flowering time was recorded as the number of 
days between the germination day and the appearance of first white petals.  
2.2.5.4 Leaf area 
To determine leaf area, the fifth rosette leaf was carefully clipped after the plants 
had flowered and preserved overnight in a petri-dish containing absolute ethanol.  The 
decolourised leaf was then transferred to water in order to facilitate softening and 
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flattening of curled leaf edges in order to get a flat 2-dimensional leaf surface to image, 
thus providing an accurate image of the leaf for measurement of leaf area.  A reference 
scale was added when each leaf was imaged.  Leaf surface area was calculated using 
ImageJ (Schneider et al., 2012). 
2.2.5.5 Trichome traits 
After imaging each leaf for leaf area, their adaxial surface of the leaf was 
observed under a dissecting microscope to count the total number of trichomes on the 
entire leaf.  The number of branches in each trichome were counted for all trichomes 
on the entire leaf to calculate the percentage of 2-branched, 3-branched, 4-branched 
and ≥ 5-branched trichomes present on each leaf.  To aid visualization of the translucent 
trichomes, a white LED light source was placed perpendicular to the leaf surface to allow 
the trichomes to reflect the light, thus appearing clearly visible and making the analysis 
of trichome number and branching patterns more accurate.  Using the estimated leaf 
area from the images (described above in section 2.2.5.4), the trichome density 
(trichomes per cm2) of the fifth leaf was calculated.   
2.2.5.6 Fitness 
At the end of the plant’s life cycle (i.e. when the inflorescences stopped 
producing flowers and the siliques had matured), the total number of fruits on the 
primary and all secondary stems were counted and used as a proxy to estimate fitness.   
2.2.6 Data Analysis  
Statistical analysis was done using the software R version 3.5.1 (R Core Team, 
2018), and all plots were generated using the ggplot2 R package (Wichkam 2016).  Each 
phenotypic trait was analysed independently.   
2.2.6.1 Determining whether colchicine has effects independent of ploidy 
To determine whether colchicine affected phenotype independent of ploidy, we 
compared untreated diploid plants (2x-untreated) to colchicine treated diploids (2x-colchicine) 
using the following nested fixed effects ANOVA model: Trait ~ Genotype + Treatment + 
Genotype:Treatment + Genotype:(Treatment/Line).  “Treatment” indicatesd whether 
the plants were treated with colchicine or not; “Genotype:Treatment” was the 
genotype-by-treatment interaction term; and Genotype:(Treatment/Line) was the 
genotype-by-line within treatment term that estimated the variation within treated 
lines of the same genotype.  A nested model was used wherein line was nested within 
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treatment because there was only one 2x-untreated line but three 2x-colchicine lines for each 
genotype.  Thus, accounting for within-line variation separately in the model provided a 
better measure of the genotype-by-treatment effect despite the unequal sample sizes.  
A Tukey’s HSD post-hoc test was conducted on significant genotype-by-treatment 
ANOVA comparisons to specifically identify genotypes in which the effects of colchicine 
treatment were statistically significant. 
2.2.6.2 Determining whether ploidy affects phenotype and if the effects are genotype 
specific 
Since colchicine treatment was shown to have an effect on most of the traits, it 
was determined that the best way to test for the effects of ploidy and genotype was to 
compare diploid and tetraploid lines that had both been through colchicine treatment. 
Thus, for all further analysis, the data from 2x-untreated lines was discarded.   
A two-way ANOVA was conducted to compare the three diploid 2x-colchicine lines 
(3x10 = 30 replicates per genotype) to the three tetraploid 4x-colchicine lines (3x10 = 30 
replicates per genotype)3 using the following nested fixed effects linear model: Trait ~ 
Genotype + Ploidy + Genotype:Ploidy + (Genotype:Ploidy)/Line.  In this model, 
“Genotype:Ploidy” was the genotype-by-ploidy interaction term and 
“(Genotype:Ploidy)/Line” was line nested within genotype-by-ploidy interaction, which 
estimated the variation within lines of the same genotype that were at the same ploidy 
level (elaborated further in section 2.2.6.3).  We used a nested model for the line term 
as each line was unique to a particular genotype and ploidy level.  A Tukey’s HSD post-
hoc test was conducted on significant ANOVA comparisons and corrected for multiple 
comparisons to specifically identify the genotypes in which effects of ploidy were 
statistically significant.  
2.2.6.3 Determining whether colchicine has any stochastic effects between 
independently derived lines 
For all genotypes, we had multiple diploid and multiple tetraploid lines.  
Stochasticity within lines of the same genotype and at the same ploidy level was 
determined by analysing p-values obtained for the “(Genotype:Ploidy)/Line” term in the 
two-way ANOVA model outlined in section 2.2.6.2 above.    If colchicine had no 
stochastic effects, the line term nested within genotype-by-ploidy would be 
 
3 Numbers vary for genotypes Ct, No and Wu as outlined in Table 2.2 
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insignificant.  Obtaining significant p-values would indicate that colchicine had 
stochastic effects on the phenotypes. 
A Tukey’s HSD post-hoc test was conducted on significant ANOVA comparisons 
and corrected for multiple comparisons to specifically identify lines within each 
genotype and ploidy that were significantly different from others.  
2.3 RESULTS 
2.3.1 Generation and ploidy determination of colchicine treated lines 
 All plants treated with colchicine appeared to show arrested growth immediately 
after colchicine treatment, followed by abnormal rosette growth in the proceeding 
weeks.  A large proportion of plants were weak and susceptible to fungal attack, 
especially powdery mildew.  Overall, about 70% of the plants did not survive the 
treatment.  Depending on the genotype, some plants either turned necrotic and died 
early during development, and some never transitioned to flowering and eventually 
decayed.  Plants that survived and grew to maturity often looked stunted with some 
exhibiting larger flowers and increased trichome branching on the leaves.   
The ploidy of G1 plants was determined using flow cytometry.  The differences in 
DNA content between different ploidies were indicated by their relative fluorescence 
intensities depicted in Figure 2.2 (A-D).  Multiple sample peaks were observed either 
due to endoreduplication (Sugimoto-Shirasu et al., 2002) in A. thaliana leaves, or may 
have corresponded to actively dividing cells in the G2 phase of the cell cycle wherein 
they contain twice the amount of DNA than the G14 phase. 
 
 
4 Note : “G1” and “G2” here refer to the G1 and G2 phases of the cell cycle respectively.  These 
should not be confused with “G1” and “G2” elsewhere in the text that correspond to the first 
and second generation of plants post colchicine treatment. 
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Figure 2.2 | Flow cytometric ploidy analysis of Arabidopsis thaliana leaves.  Typical 
flow cytometry histograms of number of nuclei v/s the relative fluorescence to illustrate 
how sample ploidy is estimated relative to the internal standard (marked ‘IS’). S1, S2 and 
S3 represent the first, second and third sample peaks respectively.  The mean 
fluorescence of the first sample peak (S1) corresponds to the relative 2C DNA content 
of the target sample that is used to calculate its DNA content in picograms (pg) relative 
to the mean fluorescence of the internal standard (Oryza sativa leaves) that has a known 
2C DNA content of 1pg.  (A) Untreated diploid (2C = 2x); (B) Colchicine treated diploid 
(2C = 2x); (C) Colchicine treated tetraploid (2C = 4x); (D) Colchicine treated octoploid (2C 
= 8x). 
 
Of the colchicine treated lines tested for ploidy, 42.2% of the plants were 
ascertained to be diploid, 53% tetraploid, and 4.8% octoploid.  Although flow cytometry 
cannot reliably distinguish between tetraploids and aneuploids, the presence or 






















































content (±1 chromosome out of 10 chromosomes) and a 5% change in expected 
tetraploid DNA content (±1 chromosome out of 20 chromosomes).  None of the DNA 
values we obtained fell outside these ranges, hence suggesting that all lines we obtained 
post colchicine treatment were likely to be euploids.   
 
2.3.2 Colchicine affects certain phenotypic traits independent of ploidy change 
 A two-way ANOVA on untreated diploids (2x-untreated) and colchicine treated 
diploids (2x-colchicine) testing for the effects of colchicine treatment and genotype on ten 
phenotypic traits for seven genotypes showed significant genotype effects for all traits. 
No significant main effects of treatment were seen on any phenotypic trait; however, 
significant genotype-by-treatment interaction effects were seen for rosette diameter, 
leaf number, trichome density, stomatal length, and fitness (Table 2.3; Figures 2.3-2.7).   
For leaf area, percentage of trichomes with more than three branches, and stomatal 
density, no genotype-by-treatment effects were seen but significant line effects were 
observed (Table 2.3; Figures 2.8-2.10).  The line effects correspond to overall variation 
between the colchicine treated diploid lines that belong to the same genotype.  Line 
effects are addressed in greater detail in section 2.3.4 (that looks into variation between 
colchicine treated lines for the same genotype and ploidy) and are hence not discussed 
further at this point.  Treatment was not found to have any genotype-specific or line-
specific effects on flowering time, or on the total number of trichomes (Table 2.3; 
Figures 2.11-2.12).   
Post-hoc comparisons using the Tukey’s HSD test on traits that yielded significant 
genotype-by-treatment effects in the ANOVA showed that colchicine treated Mt 
diploids (Mt2x-colchicine) had significantly higher trichome density and lower fitness (total 
number of fruits at maturity) than untreated Mt diploids (Mt2x- untreated); treated Ct 
diploids (Ct2x-colchicine) and No diploids (No2x-colchicine) had significantly smaller rosette 
diameter than untreated Ct diploids (Ct2x-untreated) and No diploids (No2x-untreated) 
respectively; and treated Kn diploids (Kn2x-colchicine) had significantly longer stomatal 
length than untreated Kn diploids (Kn2x-untreated).  Significant Tukey’s HSD outputs are 
presented in Table 2.4.  Although the ANOVA data suggested that five of the ten 
phenotypic traits under study had significant genotype-by-treatment effects, the post-
hoc data showed that only one or two genotypes of the seven showed significant 
changes in response to treatment for the five phenotypes.  Furthermore, the genotypes 
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that elicited treatment effects for one trait did not appear to show any changes in 
response to treatment for another trait (with the exception of Mt which showed a 
treatment response for two traits).  This suggests that the genotypes themselves are 
neither susceptible nor tolerant to colchicine treatment.  The combination of the trait 
as well as the genotype under study together determine the phenotypic changes in 
response to colchicine treatment. 
Since treatment appears to have genotype-specific effects on phenotype even 
three generations after treatment, it suggests that the colchicine may have effects 
independent of ploidy that are heritable.  Thus, when testing for the effects of ploidy in 
colchicine treated tetraploid lines (4x-colchicine), colchicine treated diploid lines (2x-colchicine) 
serve as a better control as any effects of colchicine will be consistent across both 
groups. 
 
Table 2.3 | ANOVA data testing for the effects of colchicine between treated and 
untreated diploids.  Two-way ANOVA results for the effect of genotype, colchicine 
treatment, genotype-by-treatment interaction, and line within genotype-by-treatment 
on various phenotypic traits.  Each trait was tested independently using the fixed effects 
linear model Trait ~ Genotype + Treatment + Genotype:Treatment + 
Genotype:(Treatment/Line) ; N=140. 
Trait Factor Df Sum Sq F value P-value 
Flowering Time 
(Days) 
Treatment 1 32.76 3.28 7.13E-02 
Genotype 6 3877.99 64.76 1.05E-46 
Genotype:Treatment 6 127.60 2.13 5.08E-02 
Genotype:(Treatment/Line) 12 118.52 0.99 4.60E-01 
Rosette Diameter 
(cm) 
Treatment 1 0.63 1.23 2.69E-01 
Genotype 6 25.29 8.18 5.10E-08 
Genotype:Treatment 6 14.43 4.67 1.69E-04 
Genotype:(Treatment/Line) 12 6.93 1.12 3.43E-01 
Number of Leaves 
(15 days post 
germination) 
Treatment 1 0.00 0.00 9.99E-01 
Genotype 6 305.97 26.22 1.33E-23 
Genotype:Treatment 6 45.54 3.90 9.91E-04 
Genotype:(Treatment/Line) 12 24.59 1.05 4.01E-01 
Leaf Area (cm2) 
Treatment 1 0.66 1.63 2.03E-01 
Genotype 6 13.43 5.56 2.16E-05 
Genotype:Treatment 6 3.88 1.61 1.46E-01 
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Treatment 1 166.27 0.84 3.59E-01 
Genotype 6 88074.10 74.56 2.21E-50 
Genotype:Treatment 6 3957.03 3.35 3.53E-03 
Genotype:(Treatment/Line) 12 3577.96 1.51 1.20E-01 
Total Trichomes 
(per leaf) 
Treatment 1 10.82 0.01 9.28E-01 
Genotype 6 411104.05 51.35 2.07E-39 
Genotype:Treatment 6 11460.57 1.43 2.04E-01 
Genotype:(Treatment/Line) 12 8957.04 0.56 8.73E-01 
Trichomes with >3 
branches (% of 
total trichomes on 
the leaf) 
Treatment 1 0.21 0.00 9.45E-01 
Genotype 6 27621.83 106.68 1.89E-62 
Genotype:Treatment 6 361.56 1.40 2.17E-01 
Genotype:(Treatment/Line) 12 1017.59 1.96 2.85E-02 
Stomatal Density 
(per mm2) 
Treatment 1 1508.67 1.27 2.60E-01 
Genotype 6 124434.30 17.50 2.49E-16 
Genotype:Treatment 6 6861.49 0.97 4.50E-01 
Genotype:(Treatment/Line) 12 49019.02 3.45 1.23E-04 
Stomatal 
Diameter (μm) 
Treatment 1 3.08 0.51 4.75E-01 
Genotype 6 99.82 2.77 1.32E-02 
Genotype:Treatment 6 125.10 3.47 2.77E-03 
Genotype:(Treatment/Line) 12 106.40 1.47 1.36E-01 
Total Fruits 
Treatment 1 48456.06 6.33 1.26E-02 
Genotype 6 501737.14 10.92 1.07E-10 
Genotype:Treatment 6 90392.69 1.97 7.12E-02 
Genotype:(Treatment/Line) 12 105782.94 1.15 3.20E-01 
 
Table 2.4 | Output table of Tukey’s HSD test for ANOVAs that tested significant for the 
effects of genotype-by-treatment (Genotype:Treatment) for ten phenotypic traits.  91 
Tukey comparisons were obtained for each trait for all combinations of genotypes and 
treatments.  Only the significant Tukey comparisons within the same genotype have 
been presented here.  Lower and upper bound represent the lower and upper limits of 
the 95% confidence interval.  Sig represents the adjusted P-value for the comparison 













Rosette Diameter (cm) Ct 2x-colchicine Ct 2x-untreated -0.97 -1.92 -0.02 0.042 















(trichomes per cm2) 
Mt 2x-colchicine Mt 2x-untreated 19.81 2.43 37.19 0.010 
Stomatal Diameter (μm) Kn 2x-colchicine Kn 2x-untreated 5.66 0.59 10.73 0.014 




Figure 2.3 | Rosette diameter data for untreated and colchicine treated diploids. 
Rosette diameter was measured along two perpendicular rosette axes and averaged.   
Red boxes represent untreated diploids (N=10 for each genotype) and blue boxes 
represent colchicine treated diploids (N=30 for each genotype).  Horizontal lines within 
the boxes represent the median rosette diameter, box extremities represent the 
interquartile range, whiskers indicate the minimum and maximum values and black dots 
represent potential outliers.  Significance (*) : adjusted p-value<0.05 using a Tukey’s HSD 






























Figure 2.4 | Leaf number data for untreated and colchicine treated diploids. The 
number of rosette leaves were counted 15 days post germination. Red boxes represent 
untreated diploids (N=10 for each genotype) and blue boxes represent colchicine 
treated diploids (N=30 for each genotype).  Horizontal lines within the boxes represent 
the median leaf number, box extremities represent the interquartile range, whiskers 




















































Figure 2.5 | Trichome density data for untreated and colchicine treated diploids. 
Trichome density for the 5th rosette leaf was calculated as the number of trichomes per 
cm2 of the leaf. Red boxes represent untreated diploids (N=10 for each genotype) and 
blue boxes represent colchicine treated diploids (N=30 for each genotype).  Horizontal 
lines within the boxes represent the median trichome density, box extremities represent 
the interquartile range, whiskers indicate the minimum and maximum values and black 
dots represent potential outliers.  Significance (*) : adjusted p-value<0.05 using a 
























































Figure 2.6 | Stomatal length data for untreated and colchicine treated diploids. 
Stomatal length of stomata in the central region of the cotyledons of two-week old 
seedlings was measured as the average distance between the ends of five open stoma 
for each plant.  Red boxes represent untreated diploids (N=10 for each genotype) and 
blue boxes represent colchicine treated diploids (N=30 for each genotype).  Horizontal 
lines within the boxes represent the median stomatal length, box extremities represent 
the interquartile range, whiskers indicate the minimum and maximum values and black 
dots represent potential outliers.  Significance (*) : adjusted p-value<0.05 using a 


































Figure 2.7 | Fruit number data for untreated and colchicine treated diploids. The total 
number of fruits on each plant were counted at the end of the plant’s life cycle.  Red 
boxes represent untreated diploids (N=10 for each genotype) and blue boxes represent 
colchicine treated diploids (N=30 for each genotype).  Horizontal lines within the boxes 
represent the median fruit number, box extremities represent the interquartile range, 
whiskers indicate the minimum and maximum values and black dots represent potential 





































Figure 2.8 | Leaf surface area data for untreated and colchicine treated diploids. Leaf 
area of the 5th rosette leaf was measured post flowering. Red boxes represent untreated 
diploids (N=10 for each genotype) and blue boxes represent colchicine treated diploids 
(N=30 for each genotype).  Horizontal lines within the boxes represent the median leaf 
area, box extremities represent the interquartile range, whiskers indicate the minimum 






































Figure 2.9 | Trichome branching (>3 branches) data for untreated and colchicine 
treated diploids. The number of branches on each trichome on adaxial surface of the 
5th rosette leaf were counted post flowering and the percentage of trichomes that had 
more than three branches (of the total number of trichomes) was calculated. Red boxes 
represent untreated diploids (N=10 for each genotype) and blue boxes represent 
colchicine treated diploids (N=30 for each genotype).  Horizontal lines within the boxes 
represent the median percentage of trichomes having more than three branches, box 
extremities represent the interquartile range, whiskers indicate the minimum and 






















































Figure 2.10 | Stomatal density data for untreated and colchicine treated diploids. 
Stomatal density in the central region of the cotyledons of two-week old seedlings was 
calculated as the number of stomata per mm2 of the cotyledon.  Red boxes represent 
untreated diploids (N=10 for each genotype) and blue boxes represent colchicine 
treated diploids (N=30 for each genotype).  Horizontal lines within the boxes represent 
the median stomatal density, box extremities represent the interquartile range, 





































Figure 2.11 | Flowering time and rosette diameter data for untreated and colchicine 
treated diploids. Flowering time was measured in days taken for the appearance of the 
first white petals post germination for seven genotypes.   Red boxes represent untreated 
diploids (N=10 for each genotype) and blue boxes represent colchicine treated diploids 
(N=30 for each genotype).  Horizontal lines within the boxes represent the median 
flowering time, box extremities represent the interquartile range, whiskers indicate the 

















































Figure 2.12 | Trichome number data for untreated and colchicine treated diploids. The 
total number of trichomes on adaxial surface of the 5th rosette leaf were counted post 
flowering. Red boxes represent untreated diploids (N=10 for each genotype) and blue 
boxes represent colchicine treated diploids (N=30 for each genotype).  Horizontal lines 
within the boxes represent the median trichome number, box extremities represent the 
interquartile range, whiskers indicate the minimum and maximum values and black dots 
represent potential outliers. 
 
2.3.3 Phenotypic changes are seen in response to increased ploidy 
 Diploid and tetraploid lines that had been exposed to colchicine (2x-colchicine and 
4x-colcicine) were used to analyse ploidy effects.  Summary statistics are available in 
Supplementary Data 7.2.  A two-way ANOVA on the phenotypic data analysed for each 
trait independently showed that significant genotype, ploidy and genotype-by-ploidy 
interaction effects were observed for all traits (Table 2.5).  A Tukey’s HSD post hoc test 
was conducted to further investigate specific genotypes that showed differences 
between diploids and tetraploids (Table 2.6), and to determine if the direction and 
magnitude of change in phenotypic response to ploidy were consistent or varied across 
genotypes. 



























significant differences between diploids and tetraploids.  Kn tetraploids flowered an 
average of 2.9 days later than Kn diploids (Figure 2.13; Table 2.6).  Rosette diameter data 
revealed that tetraploids for genotypes Ct, No and Wu had significantly longer rosette 
diameters 15 days post germination than their diploid controls (Figure 2.14; Table 2.6).    
Kn, Ler and Mt tetraploids had significantly lesser rosette leaves 15 days post 
germination than their respective diploids (Figure 2.15; Table 2.6).   
The 5th rosette leaves of tetraploid Kn, No and Wu collected at the time of 
flowering had significantly larger leaf surface areas than their corresponding diploids 
(Figure 2.16; Table 2.6).   
Tetraploids of all seven genotypes showed a significant increase in trichome 
branching (i.e. increase in the percentage of trichomes that had more than three 
branches) (Figure 2.17; Table 2.6).  In terms of the number of trichomes on the leaf, only 
Wu tetraploids had significantly more trichomes in comparison to Wu diploids (Figure 
2.18; Table 2.6).  The trichome density in tetraploids was significantly higher, overall, in 
comparison to diploids (Supplementary Table S7.2), however, no specific genotype 
showed any significant difference in trichome density (Figure 2.19; Table 2.6) 
Tetraploids of all seven genotypes showed significantly decreased stomatal 
density and significantly increased stomatal length when compared to their respective 
diploid genotypes (Figure 2.20-2.21; Table 2.6). 
 Col and No tetraploids showed significantly lower fitness than diploids 
(measured as the total number of fruits at the end of the plant’s life cycle) (Figure 2.22; 
Table 2.6). 
  Overall, we found that the response to increased ploidy was genotype 
dependent.  For traits like flowering time, total trichome number, and fruit number, only 
one or two of the seven genotypes exhibited significant phenotypic differences.  For 
other traits like trichome branching, stomatal density, and stomatal length, all 
genotypes showed significant differences between diploids and tetraploids.  
Furthermore, no single genotype showed a significant ploidy-response to all traits, and 
the genotypes that showed significant ploidy-related changes for one trait oftentimes 
did not overlap with the genotypes that showed significant responses for another trait 
(e.g. Col and Kn showed phenotypic changes in fitness in response to ploidy, but did not 
show any change in leaf number, where the effects in Kn, Ler, and Mt were more 
prominent). 
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2.3.4 Colchicine treatment has stochastic effects on some phenotypes 
 To assess if the effects of colchicine were stochastic, we tested for differences in 
phenotypes between the multiple independently derived lines at each ploidy level 
(diploid and tetraploid) within each genotype using a nested fixed effects linear model 
ANOVA.  The ANOVA data showed significant differences between lines of the same 
genotype and ploidy level for leaf area, trichome density, percentage of trichomes with 
more than 3 branches, stomatal density and fruit number (Table 2.3; (Genotype x 
Ploidy)/Line term).  However, the Tukey’s HSD test conducted for phenotypes that 
showed significant  (Genotype x Ploidy)/Line term in their ANOVA output showed that 
significant differences were observed for only one genotype (between line Col 4x – B 
and Col 4x – C) for one trait - percentage of trichomes with more than 3 branches (Table 
2.5; Supplementary Data 7.3; Figure 2.17).   As the statistical significance appeared to 
be lost for most traits after correcting for multiple comparisons with the Tukey’s HSD 
test (Table S2.4), our data suggested that, overall, colchicine did not have any stochastic 
effects on the phenotypes studied i.e. all the lines we obtained from independent 
colchicine treatment events for the same genotype and at the same ploidy level are 
essentially phenotypically equivalent (with the only exception being Col 4x – B and Col 
4x – C for trichome branching). 
Table 2.5 | ANOVA results for the effect of genotype and colchicine on various 
phenotypic traits for diploid untreated and colchicine treated plants for seven natural 
A. thaliana genotypes. Two-way ANOVA results for the effect of genotype, ploidy, 
genotype-by-ploidy interaction, and line within genotype-by-ploidy on various 
phenotypic traits.  Each trait was tested independently using the fixed effects linear 
model Trait ~ Genotype + Ploidy + Genotype:Ploidy + (Genotype:Ploidy)/Line) ; N=410. 
Trait Factor Df Sum Sq F value P-value 
Flowering Time 
(Days) 
Genotype 6 5423.54 123.88 2.64E-84 
Ploidy 1 32.65 4.48 3.51E-02 
Genotype:Ploidy 6 235.74 5.38 2.42E-05 
(Genotype:Ploidy)/Line 27 198.10 1.01 4.60E-01 
Rosette Diameter 
(cm) 
Genotype 6 71.77 28.50 7.90E-28 
Ploidy 1 15.69 37.38 2.55E-09 
Genotype:Ploidy 6 20.04 7.96 4.55E-08 
(Genotype:Ploidy)/Line 27 10.89 0.96 5.23E-01 
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Trait Factor Df Sum Sq F value P-value 
Number of Leaves 
(15 days post 
germination) 
Genotype 6 608.43 66.95 1.66E-55 
Ploidy 1 35.81 23.64 1.74E-06 
Genotype:Ploidy 6 68.73 7.56 1.19E-07 
(Genotype:Ploidy)/Line 27 42.01 1.03 4.30E-01 
Leaf Area (cm2) 
Genotype 6 29.64 10.01 3.50E-10 
Ploidy 1 20.37 41.27 4.48E-10 
Genotype:Ploidy 6 12.14 4.10 5.49E-04 
(Genotype:Ploidy)/Line 27 25.21 1.89 5.51E-03 
Trichome Density 
(trichomes per cm2) 
Genotype 6 158576.37 106.40 2.36E-74 
Ploidy 1 1300.80 5.24 2.27E-02 
Genotype:Ploidy 6 6620.27 4.44 2.43E-04 
(Genotype:Ploidy)/Line 27 10624.18 1.58 3.50E-02 
Total Trichomes 
(per leaf) 
Genotype 6 711760.95 79.55 2.47E-61 
Ploidy 1 10238.41 6.87 9.19E-03 
Genotype:Ploidy 6 101580.93 11.35 1.50E-11 
(Genotype:Ploidy)/Line 27 38633.02 0.96 5.26E-01 
Trichomes with >3 
branches (% of total 
trichomes) 
Genotype 6 72572.62 97.95 1.67E-70 
Ploidy 1 172508.03 1396.99 3.46E-121 
Genotype:Ploidy 6 20441.41 27.59 1.05E-26 
(Genotype:Ploidy)/Line 27 8620.95 2.59 4.50E-05 
Stomatal Density 
(per mm2) 
Genotype 6 159780.19 36.29 8.03E-34 
Ploidy 1 445750.27 607.43 2.55E-77 
Genotype:Ploidy 6 15980.40 3.63 1.67E-03 
(Genotype:Ploidy)/Line 27 55966.18 2.82 7.48E-06 
Stomatal Diameter 
(μm) 
Genotype 6 109.21 2.31 3.36E-02 
Ploidy 1 9434.72 1198.16 2.37E-112 
Genotype:Ploidy 6 212.11 4.49 2.17E-04 
(Genotype:Ploidy)/Line 27 238.30 1.12 3.12E-01 
Total Fruits 
Genotype 6 861554.02 23.45 2.13E-23 
Ploidy 1 51586.75 8.42 3.93E-03 
Genotype:Ploidy 6 357929.40 9.74 5.94E-10 








Table 2.6 | Output table of Tukey's HSD test for ANOVAs that tested significant for the 
effects of genotype-by-ploidy (Genoptye:Ploidy) for ten phenotypic traits.  91 Tukey 
comparisons were obtained for each trait for all combinations of genotypes and ploidies.  
Ploidy comparisons within the same genotype have been presented here (seven 
comparisons).  Lower and upper bound represent the lower and upper limits of the 95% 
confidence interval.  Sig represents the adjusted p-value for the comparison corrected 















Col 4x-colchicine Col 2x-colchicine -1.867 -4.222 0.489 0.297 
Ct 4x-colchicine Ct 2x-colchicine 1.578 -0.964 4.119 0.704 
Kn 4x-colchicine Kn 2x-colchicine 2.894 0.455 5.333 0.006 
Ler 4x-colchicine Ler 2x-colchicine 2.036 -0.428 4.499 0.234 
Mt 4x-colchicine Mt 2x-colchicine 0.200 -2.155 2.555 1.000 
No 4x-colchicine No 2x-colchicine 0.200 -2.298 2.698 1.000 
Wu 4x-colchicine Wu 2x-colchicine -0.867 -3.500 1.767 0.998 
Rosette 
Diameter (cm) 
Col 4x-colchicine Col 2x-colchicine 0.373 -0.192 0.938 0.606 
Ct 4x-colchicine Ct 2x-colchicine 0.855 0.245 1.464 0.000 
Kn 4x-colchicine Kn 2x-colchicin 0.461 -0.109 1.030 0.266 
Ler 4x-colchicine Ler 2x-colchicine -0.375 -0.966 0.215 0.669 
Mt 4x-colchicine Mt 2x-colchicine -0.070 -0.649 0.510 1.000 
No 4x-colchicine No 2x-colchicine 1.005 0.384 1.626 0.000 
Wu 4x-colchicine Wu 2x-colchicine 0.738 0.107 1.370 0.007 
Number of 
Leaves (15 days 
post 
germination) 
Col 4x-colchicine Col 2x-colchicine -0.800 -1.873 0.273 0.399 
Ct 4x-colchicine Ct 2x-colchicine 0.661 -0.497 1.819 0.811 
Kn 4x-colchicine Kn 2x-colchicine -1.376 -2.458 -0.294 0.002 
Ler 4x-colchicine Ler 2x-colchicine -1.711 -2.833 -0.588 0.000 
Mt 4x-colchicine Mt 2x-colchicine -1.172 -2.274 -0.071 0.025 
No 4x-colchicine No 2x-colchicine 0.356 -0.824 1.535 0.999 
Wu 4x-colchicine Wu 2x-colchicine 0.100 -1.100 1.300 1.000 
Leaf Area (cm2) 
Col 4x-colchicine Col 2x-colchicine -0.043 -0.661 0.575 1.000 
Ct 4x-colchicine Ct 2x-colchicine 0.172 -0.498 0.842 1.000 
Kn 4x-colchicine Kn 2x-colchicine 0.991 0.331 1.652 0.000 
Ler 4x-colchicine Ler 2x-colchicine 0.334 -0.326 0.995 0.911 
Mt 4x-colchicine Mt 2x-colchicine 0.316 -0.308 0.940 0.911 
No 4x-colchicine No 2x-colchicine 0.808 0.143 1.474 0.004 





Col 4x-colchicine Col 2x-colchicine 0.421 -13.563 14.406 1.000 
Ct 4x-colchicine Ct 2x-colchicine -2.329 -17.664 13.007 1.000 
Kn 4x-colchicine Kn 2x-colchicine -6.314 -21.388 8.760 0.980 














Mt 4x-colchicine Mt 2x-colchicine -13.558 -27.551 0.435 0.068 
No 4x-colchicine No 2x-colchicine -8.479 -23.406 6.447 0.815 
Wu 4x-colchicine Wu 2x-colchicine 15.305 -0.308 30.918 0.061 
Total Trichomes 
(per leaf) 
Col 4x-colchicine Col 2x-colchicine 1.241 -33.024 35.507 1.000 
Ct 4x-colchicine Ct 2x-colchicine -4.427 -42.003 33.149 1.000 
Kn 4x-colchicine Kn 2x-colchicine 6.670 -30.265 43.605 1.000 
Ler 4x-colchicine Ler 2x-colchicine -9.964 -46.260 26.332 1.000 
Mt 4x-colchicine Mt 2x-colchicine -7.531 -41.817 26.755 1.000 
No 4x-colchicine No 2x-colchicine 2.279 -34.296 38.853 1.000 
Wu 4x-colchicine Wu 2x-colchicine 96.726 58.470 134.983 0.000 
Trichomes with 
>3 branches (% 
of total 
trichomes on the 
leaf) 
Col 4x-colchicine Col 2x-colchicine 35.005 25.145 44.866 0.000 
Ct 4x-colchicine Ct 2x-colchicine 39.796 28.983 50.608 0.000 
Kn 4x-colchicine Kn 2x-colchicine 68.604 57.976 79.232 0.000 
Ler 4x-colchicine Ler 2x-colchicine 54.016 43.571 64.460 0.000 
Mt 4x-colchicine Mt 2x-colchicine 18.392 8.527 28.258 0.000 
No 4x-colchicine No 2x-colchicine 42.988 32.463 53.512 0.000 




Col 4x-colchicine Col 2x-colchicine -64.981 -88.815 -41.147 0.000 
Ct 4x-colchicine Ct 2x-colchicine -36.611 -66.734 -6.487 0.004 
Kn 4x-colchicine Kn 2x-colchicine -83.572 -107.850 -59.293 0.000 
Ler 4x-colchicine Ler 2x-colchicine -83.412 -110.616 -56.209 0.000 
Mt 4x-colchicine Mt 2x-colchicine -76.854 -101.780 -51.927 0.000 
No 4x-colchicine No 2x-colchicine -72.123 -98.099 -46.146 0.000 
Wu 4x-colchicine Wu 2x-colchicine -73.535 -99.955 -47.115 0.000 
Stomatal 
Diameter (μm) 
Col 4x-colchicine Col 2x-colchicine 11.362 8.893 13.831 0.000 
Ct 4x-colchicine Ct 2x-colchicine 7.992 4.872 11.113 0.000 
Kn 4x-colchicine Kn 2x-colchicine 10.623 8.107 13.138 0.000 
Ler 4x-colchicine Ler 2x-colchicine 9.266 6.448 12.085 0.000 
Mt 4x-colchicine Mt 2x-colchicine 8.589 5.957 11.221 0.000 
No 4x-colchicine No 2x-colchicine 11.565 8.864 14.267 0.000 
Wu 4x-colchicine Wu 2x-colchicine 12.823 10.086 15.560 0.000 
Total Fruits 
Col 4x-colchicine Col 2x-colchicine -110.114 -178.929 -41.298 0.000 
Ct 4x-colchicine Ct 2x-colchicine 23.563 -50.368 97.493 0.998 
Kn 4x-colchicine Kn 2x-colchicine -65.700 -133.930 2.530 0.073 
Ler 4x-colchicine Ler 2x-colchicine 56.444 -14.926 127.814 0.300 
Mt 4x-colchicine Mt 2x-colchicine 42.667 -25.563 110.896 0.693 
No 4x-colchicine No 2x-colchicine -77.575 -149.944 -5.206 0.023 
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2.4.1 Colchicine has heritable effects on plant phenotype 
A series of studies on the effects of colchicine in the late 1980’s and early 1990’s 
suggested that changes in colchicine-treated diploids were heritable and stable in 
ryegrass Lolium perenne (Francis & Jones, 1989) and cotton cultivar Sicot 1 (Luckett, 
1989) on various agronomic characteristics.  Heritable changes in mesophyll cell plan, 
chloroplast numbers, and changes in chromosome behaviour at meiosis in terms of 
change in chiasma frequency and distribution were observed in diploid ryegrass and 
inbred ryegrass (Francis et al., 1990; Hassan et al., 1991; Hassan & Jones, 1994, 1995).  
However, the effects that colchicine may have when studying colchicine treated 
polyploid plants have often been overlooked.   
Over the past decade, there have been several hundred studies that have looked 
into understanding the effects of polyploidy by artificially creating polyploids via 
colchicine treatment and comparing the neoautopolyploids to untreated diploids.  
When taking this approach, most polyploidy studies assume that colchicine itself has no 
effects on phenotype besides increasing ploidy.  A few ploidy studies so far have 
specifically tested for the effects of colchicine on plant phenotype (Husband et al., 2016; 
Münzbergová, 2017).  Husband et al., (2016) reported that colchicine led to smaller 
rosette diameters, decreased plant height and delayed flowering in the treatment 
generation (G0) in C. angustifolium, but in contrast to our findings they observed that 
these effects were lost in the following generation after selfing (G1). Münzbergová 
(2017), in concurrence with our data, showed that colchicine effects were seen on seed 
production and stomatal size in Vicia cracca plants two generations after colchicine 
treatment.  While we observed that the deleterious effects of colchicine were most 
pronounced in the generation that was directly exposed to colchicine (G0), we found 
that the phenotypic effects of colchicine, albeit subtle, were also seen in the third 
generation after treatment.    Thus, the effects of colchicine independent of ploidy are 
heritable and need to be considered when interpreting phenotypic responses to ploidy 
in neoautopolyploid studies as the changes observed may not explicitly be due to 
chromosome doubling but could also be artefacts of colchicine exposure.  Similar effects 
may also be observed with other chemicals commonly used to synthesise artificial 
polyploids like oryzalin and trifluralin, and similar studies that test for their heritable 
effects should be conducted and accounted for in comparative studies between ploidy 
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levels. 
It is unclear whether colchicine has any mutagenic effects. Yu et al., (2010) in 
their study using diploid and colchicine treated tetraploid Arabidopsis thaliana did not 
find any mutants via common mutagenic screening protocols. Lukens et al., (2006) in 
their study using colchicine treated Brassica allopolyploids did not find any mutagenic 
effects of colchicine either. Szadkowski et al., (2011), however, found that the patterns 
of genetic rearrangements in allopolyploid Brassica napus differed depending on their 
pathway of synthesis (unreduced gametes v/s somatic doubling using colchicine), 
suggesting that the behaviour of polyploids may be dependent on the pathway by which 
they were synthesised.  Polyploid genomes may not always be perfect genetic multiples 
of their haploid genome, and they accumulate genetic rearrangements over time that 
may affect phenotype.  Furthermore, the method used to generate polyploids may have 
an effect on the rearrangements, and consideration of the method should not be 
neglected.  In our experiment, we used colchicine exposed diploid lines as controls (as 
opposed to untreated progenitor diploids) when comparing colchicine treated 
tetraploids to diploids to study phenotypic changes. We anticipate that, by using such 
an approach, any colchicine effects should affect both groups equally and any 
differences between colchicine treated diploids and colchicine treated tetraploids 
would be related to ploidy only.  
 
2.4.2 Colchicine effects on plant phenotype are not likely to be stochastic 
As colchicine was shown to have heritable effects on phenotype, it was 
important to understand if the effects differed for each event of colchicine treatment 
(i.e. stochastic) or consistent across all colchicine treated lines (i.e. reproducible).  While 
we observed no significant variation between lines of the same genotype and ploidy in 
the Tukey’s HSD (except for 1 comparison; Supplementary Data 7.3), suggesting that 
colchicine had no stochastic effects on plant phenotype. Pignatta et al., (2010) found 
gene expression changes to be stochastic in three independently derived Arabidopsis 
thaliana tetraploid lineages.  They harvested aerial parts of 4-week old plants and used 
microarray data to understand gene expression changes and found that the 
differentially expressed genes obtained between independently derived third 
generation (G3) diploid and tetraploid pairs originating from the same treated parent 
(G1) did not overlap.  They used one genotype to study stochasticity, Col, which is the 
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same genotype for which we found one significant Tukey comparison for trichome 
branching – a leaf trait.  As their plant material for RNA extraction also consisted of 
leaves, it may be possible that Col leaves exhibit stochastic gene expression differences 
between independently derived tetraploid lines, but gene expression differences may 
not translate to phenotype changes to the same extent.  Moreover, as we used seven 
genotypes in our study, it may also be possible that only Col shows some phenotypic 
stochasticity and the other genotypes do not, suggesting that colchicine effects on 
phenotype, overall, may be reproducible for most genotypes.  Given that some 
genotypes may show stochastic effects for certain traits (e.g. Col for trichome 
branching), in an ideal experiment it would be good practice to employ independent 
replication of the process of creation of the colchicine treated lines to establish a 
baseline variation in phenotype that colchicine is responsible for, so that the stochastic 
effects of colchicine can be unpicked from those of ploidy.  However, this may not always 
be feasible due to the tedious nature of generating multiple independent lineages for 
multiple genotypes and requiring an increased sample size (by the same multiple) to 
capture minor stochastic variation that may or may not affect our interpretation of 
ploidy effects on phenotype. 
 
2.4.3 Autotetraploids exhibit phenotypic differences in response to ploidy 
If we were to assume that neoautotetraploids are perfect duplicates of their 
diploids, then, at a qualitative level, they would be isogenic.  In this case, we would not 
expect to see any genetic diversity and consequently no phenotypic diversity in newly 
formed tetraploids unless other factors (genetic, epigenetic or biophysical) introduced 
some changes.  However, altered phenotypes and ecological tolerance have commonly 
been reported in polyploids relative to their diploids (Parisod et al., 2010; Bomblies & 
Madlung, 2014; Shi et al., 2015; Gallagher et al., 2016), the basis for which are not 
entirely understood.  Traits like increased organ size in Rosa rugosa (Allum et al., 2007), 
Paulownia tomentosa (Tang et al., 2010), Vitex agnuscastus (Ari et al., 2015), and 
Escallonia rubra (Denaeghel et al., 2018); increased seed size in Citrullus lanatus (Zhang 
et al., 2019a), increased trichome branching in Arabidopsis thaliana (Yu et al., 2009); 
increased stomatal size in Bletilla striata (Li et al., 2018), and Arabidopsis thaliana (Yu et 
al., 2009); and decreased stomatal density in Bletilla striata (Li et al., 2018) have often 
been reported as a common responses to increased ploidy in several species.  Our data 
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also agrees with such size-related ploidy effects as we see increased trichome branching 
and larger stomata in tetraploids of all seven genotypes.  These traits are thought to be 
directly correlated with genome size increase and appear to respond to ploidy increase 
independent of the genotype of the plant.  However, we also observed significant 
genotype-by-ploidy interaction effects for these traits suggesting that although the 
responses may be universal, they are not uniform i.e. the extent of the response is 
dependent on the genotype. 
Increase in DNA content of the nuclei can alter cell size and volume, which 
changes ratios of cytoplasm-to-membrane, inter and intracellular communication, the 
size and number of cell organelles and their interaction within the cell (Orr-Weaver 
2015).  While these changes seem plentiful to bring about significant changes in the 
cellular environment and plant phenotype, ploidy responses are not likely to be 
passively regulated by cell-size alone. Tsukaya (2008) showed that octoploid plants were 
much smaller than their diploid and tetraploid counterparts, suggesting that plant organ 
size is not passively regulated by ploidy.  Studies on tetraploidized cell size mutant lines 
also revealed that increasing ploidy did not affect all lines equally (Tsukaya, 2013), 
suggesting that cell size itself is not passively regulated by ploidy.   Quite often, the 
phenotypic effects of ploidy are discussed as a generalized response to increase in 
ploidy.  However, it is possible that the observed phenotypic changes are the result of 
changes in the expression or regulation of particular genes. To understand such 
processes, it is important to characterise phenotypic traits in multiple genetic 
backgrounds. 
 
2.4.4 Phenotypic responses to increased ploidy are genotype-dependent 
The genotype-dependent relationship between phenotype and ploidy is 
particularly interesting and has been largely unexplored for other phenotypic traits like 
flowering time, rosette diameter and fitness.  Furthermore, most ploidy studies in 
Arabidopsis thaliana have been limited to commonly used genotypes like Col, findings 
from which can’t be extrapolated to a species-level interpretation of ploidy effects 
unless tested across multiple genotypes.  Our study provides quantitative data across a 
range of phenotypes for a range of genetic backgrounds to aid our understanding of 
ploidy responses that do not appear to be regulated by nucleotype alone. 
We observed significant genotype-by-ploidy interaction effects for all traits 
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studied, suggesting that for traits like stomatal size and trichome branching that show a 
consistent response to increased ploidy, there is genotype-dependant variation in the 
magnitude of the phenotypic change.  Thus, nucleotype/gigas effects and genotype 
appear to work in conjunction to determine the ultimate polyploid phenotype. The 
understanding of underlying genetic mechanisms that regulate ploidy responses may 
prove vital to our understanding of polyploidy mechanisms.   
Our data is in agreement with past findings that have also reported ploidy effects 
depending on the genetic background of the plant. Hias et al., (2017) studied two 
genotypes of diploid and neoautotetraploid apples (Malus domestica) and showed that 
15 out of 17 physiological and morphological traits studied were affected by ploidy.  Of 
the 15 traits, 10 exhibited common responses in both genotypes and five exhibited 
genotype-specific responses to increased ploidy.  In another study they (Hias et al., 
2018) used three genotypes of Malus domestica and showed that the degree of 
tolerance of neoautotetraploids to fungal infection (apple scab caused by Venturia 
inaequalis) in comparison to diploids was dependent on genotype.  Species-specific 
responses to increased ploidy have been reported in neoautotetraploid Solanum species 
(Aversano et al., 2015; Fasano et al., 2016) and Escallonia species (Denaeghel et al., 
2018) where the effects seen in neoautotetraploids was dependent on the diploid 
parent from which they were derived. Eliášová & Münzbergová, (2014) observed inter-
population variation in phenotype in natural populations of autotetraploid Vicia cracca. 
Findings from these studies strongly suggest that for several phenotypic traits, the 
response to increased ploidy is not consistent across the genotypes or species studied 
and is often largely dependent on the genetic background of the plant.   
Most quantitative traits are polygenic and often have a complex network of 
genes interacting with one another to determine the final phenotype.  Failure to account 
for variation in the response to ploidy that may be caused by genetic differences 
excludes the possibility of understanding how the doubling of specific genes or gene 
combinations elicit specific responses.  Polyploids have been known to undergo 
extensive chromosomal rearrangements (Weiss & Maluszynska, 2000), alternative 
splicing (Zhou et al., 2011) and epigenetic modifications (Osborn et al., 2003; Leitch & 
Leitch, 2008). Lukens et al., (2006) used RFLP (Restricted Fragment Length 
Polymorphism) analysis and found that genetic changes were rare (<0.2% per locus) but 
epigenetic changes in CpG methylation were relatively frequent (7% of the loci are 
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affected) in resynthesized Brassica napus.  Interestingly, their data showed that 
methylation changes occurred at specific loci and the findings were consistent across 
the population of neoallopolyploid Brassica napus.  This reiterates the need to study 
multiple polyploid genotypes as genomic rearrangements and epigenetic changes that 
eventually give rise to phenotypic changes in polyploids may not be stochastic but in 
fact dependent on the specific gene loci or gene combinations in the plant.  Although 
epigenetic variation can contribute to and regulate phenotypic and transcriptomic 
variation in polyploids (Comai et al., 2000; Wang, 2004; Song & Chen, 2015; Ding & Chen, 
2018), it is much more frequent in allopolyploids than autopolyploids.  This could, in 
part, be the reason why more pronounced phenotypic and transcriptomic alterations 
are reported in allopolyploids in comparison to autopolyploids (Wang et al., 2006; 
Spoelhof et al., 2017).  Nonetheless, there is some similar evidence for the absence of 
polymorphism but presence of epigenetic modifications autopolyploids as well (Stupar 
et al., 2007; Aversano et al., 2013).  Changes in alternative splicing patterns have been 
reported in neoallopolyploid Brassica napus in which two independently derived 
resynthesized lineages showed the same alternative splicing pattern between the 
lineages but a 26-30% change in alternative splicing was observed when compared to 
the parents (Brassica rapa and Brassica oleracea), thus suggesting that alternative 
splicing is not a random process (Zhou et al., 2011).  
In summary, phenotypic changes observed in polyploids are regulated by 
complex mechanisms of nucleotype and associated effects, epigenetic effects, and 
alternative splicing that may work in isolation or in conjunction to alter gene regulatory 
networks that govern several quantitative traits.  These mechanisms are likely to be 
genotype dependent as phenotypic responses to increased ploidy are found to vary 
between different genotypes.   Thus, to be able to extrapolate genotype-level findings 
to generalized polyploid phenomena, it is important to study quantitative traits in 
multiple genotypes and species.  Finally, for the accuracy of autotetraploid v/s diploid 
comparisons and correct interpretation of ploidy effects, it is vital to take into 
consideration the changes that may be caused by the process of somatic doubling (e.g. 
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Polyploidy is very common in plants, and it may arise by two main paths: whole 
genome duplication (autopolyploidy), or the combination of two different genomes 
through hybridization (allopolyploidy) (Comai, 2005).  Polyploidy is often associated with 
significant changes in phenotype, including increased vigour and environmental 
tolerance (McIntyre & Strauss, 2017; Godfree et al., 2017; Klatt et al., 2018; Čertner et 
al., 2019; Welles & Ellstrand, 2019).  The molecular mechanisms that bring about such 
changes in phenotype are expected to occur either through DNA sequence changes 
(mutation, recombination, hybridization or rearrangements) that encode expressed 
RNA or proteins; or through changes in the expression of the DNA sequence 
(transcriptional, translational and/or epigenetic) that regulate gene expression and 
consequently alter the abundance of a given protein, and the temporal or spatial 
variation in its expression.   
When comparing the transcriptome data of paleopolyploids to their respective 
diploids, it is observed that some genes are preferentially retained (genes involved in 
transcription and signal transduction) whereas some are preferentially lost (genes 
coding for organellar proteins and those involved in DNA repair mechanism), thus 
suggesting that gene loss or retention over evolutionary time is not a random process 
(Blanc & Wolfe, 2004a; Seoighe & Gehring, 2004; Kaltenegger et al., 2018).  However, in 
recent polyploids (e.g. synthetic polyploids), one would not expect to see such DNA 
sequence changes immediately after whole genome duplication, and thus, any 
phenotypic changes observed between diploids and neo-polyploids are likely to be due 
to gene or protein expression changes.  When the entire genome is duplicated, the 
simplest assumption is that the increase in copy number will affect the expression of all 
genes equally, and no change in relative gene expression should be detected (Doyle & 
Coate, 2019).  However, it is possible that the relationship between the number of DNA 
copies and their expression is neither linear (i.e. proportional), nor constant for all 
coding genes.   
Gene expression studies in A. suecica (an allotetraploid hybrid of Arabidopsis 
thaliana and Arabidopsis arenosa) revealed that 5.6% of the genes (1469 genes) 
diverged in expression from the midparent value in two independently derived synthetic 
lines (Wang et al., 2006).  The increased allelic variation brought about by the merger of 
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two genomes provides opportunities for novel gene combinations and is often thought 
to be one of the reasons for such gene expression changes.  Studies have also shown 
that the homeologous loci in allopolyploids are unequally expressed (Wang et al., 2006; 
Yoo et al., 2013; Xiang et al., 2019).  Thus, after an event of whole genome duplication 
through hybridization (allopolyploidy) a broadening of the phenotypic diversity 
expressed is expected, which via natural selection can lead to the fixation of new 
phenotypes (Shi et al., 2015; Gallagher et al., 2016; Shimizu-Inatsugi et al., 2017; Hu & 
Wendel, 2019), or the development of new agronomical varieties with higher yield for 
example (Renny-Byfield & Wendel, 2014).   
Whilst in nature there is a cascade of variation from fully homozygous 
autopolyploids (from spontaneous whole genome duplication) through to 
autopolyploids from divergent populations to allopolyploids (Doyle & Sherman-Broyles, 
2017), in order to specifically study the effect of genome doubling per se on 
transcriptomic changes and isolate them from any changes due to hybridization or 
natural selection, we focus on newly generated synthetic autopolyploids. 
In contrast to allopolyploids, recent autopolyploids have been shown to exhibit 
relatively minor gene expression differences between diploids and tetraploids.  For 
example, only 88 differentially expressed genes (~0.3% of the total genes) were 
observed between diploid and autotetraploid Arabidopsis thaliana using spotted oligo-
gene microarrays (Wang et al., 2006).  In another microarray study, a total of over 200 
differentially expressed genes (~1% of the total genes) were observed between diploids 
and neotetraploids Citrus limonia (Allario et al., 2011).  Few other autopolyploid studies 
have found comparable findings in species like Solanum phureja (Stupar et al., 
2007),  Brassica oleracea (Albertin et al., 2005), Zea mays (Riddle et al., 2010), 
Chrysanthemum lavandulifolium (Gao et al., 2016) and Manihot esculenta (Yin et al., 
2018), where little gene expression or protein expression differences were reported in 
response to increased ploidy.   
Based on past literature, it could be suggested that transcriptome alterations in 
autopolyploids are negligible.  However, with newer methods (like RNA-Seq, single-cell 
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sequencing and ERCC RNA spike-ins5) and improved statistical tools to analyse 
transcriptome data, this question has been revisited in some species and have yielded 
improvements in the ability to detect differentially expressed genes.  For example, when 
using microarrays, only a small number of differentially expressed genes (between 0.3%-
0.9% depending on the genotype studied) were reported in autotetraploid Arabidopsis 
thaliana (Wang et al., 2006; Pignatta et al., 2010; Yu et al., 2010).  In comparison, when 
using RNA-Seq, a relatively larger number of differentially expressed genes were 
detected – from 3% (743 genes) in Arabidopsis thalina (Zhang et al., 2019b) to 28% in 
watermelon species Citrullus lanatus (Saminathan et al., 2015) where 6650 genes were 
found to be differentially expressed between diploids and tetraploids.  This reflects that 
the lack of transcriptomic changes reported in neoautotetraploids in past studies may 
not necessarily be evidence of absence of gene expression differences, but rather be 
due to limitations in the sensitivity of microarrays in detecting subtle changes or in 
separating low-level gene expression changes from experimental noise (Pignatta et al., 
2010).  Thus, accruing more gene expression data using newer sequencing technologies 
are needed in order to understand genetic consequences of autopolyploidy as they are 
more sensitive in detecting transcriptome alterations (Wilhelm & Landry, 2009), novel 
transcripts and alternative splicing (Saminathan et al., 2015; Li et al., 2016). 
In addition to analysing neo-autopolyploid transcriptomes with advanced 
sequencing approaches, it may be important to incorporate the use of multiple genetic 
backgrounds before generalizing the changes seen in one genotype as a universal 
response of the species to increased ploidy.  It has been previously noted that there is 
genetic variation in phenotypic traits in response to increased ploidy (chapter 2 and 
references therein).  Thus, it forms a reasonable hypothesis to test whether there exists 
any variation in gene expression changes between different genotypes in response to 
increased ploidy.  If the effects of ploidy are independent of genotype, then any gene 
expression changes observed between diploids and tetraploids should be consistent 
across all genotypes.  Any variation in gene expression between the genotypes would 
suggest the presence of allelic variation in response to increased ploidy.  Such allelic 
variation could be the potential factor underlying phenotypic variation seen in different 
 
5 ERCC RNA spike-ins are synthetic RNA standards developed by the External RNA Controls Consortium 
(ERCC) that facilitate measurement of absolute gene expression levels in transcriptome studies (Pine et 
al., 2016) 
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autopolyploid genotypes that could act by modulating gene regulatory networks, 
generating different splice variants, or modifying epigenetic programming.   
Past studies on understanding the relationship between ploidal levels and gene 
expression have seldom gone beyond diploid and tetraploid comparisons (but see Guo 
et al., 1996; Stupar et al., 2007; Yao et al., 2011; Robinson et al., 2018).  Using a third 
ploidal level (e.g. octoploids) can provide an opportunity to learn about the trends in 
gene expression changes with increasing ploidy, which would not otherwise be evident 
in comparisons between two ploidy levels.  If gene expression changes between 
diploids, tetraploids and octoploids are linear, it may be possible to detect genes that 
express subtle changes in response to ploidy (in diploid to tetraploid comparisons) that 
are generally not large enough to pass through the stringent statistical thresholds of 
programs that detect differentially expressed genes.  By adding an additional level, 
diploids can be compared to octoploids and the expectation is that if limitations in 
detection are due to low-level gene expression changes, then in diploid to octoploid 
comparisons, the differences should be scaled making it easier to unpick gene 
expression changes due to increased ploidy from background noise.  However, it is also 
possible that gene expression changes are not linear (1:1) between diploids, tetraploids 
and octoploids, or even in the same direction (i.e. an increase in gene expression in 
tetraploids relative to diploids may not necessarily imply an increase in octoploid gene 
expression relative to tetraploids or diploids).  In this case, it is interesting to understand 
whether or not the relative abundance of transcripts remains constant across the 
ploidies (this would be expected if all genes at a ploidy level increase in expression by 
the same proportion, thereby keeping the gene expression ratio between the genes 
constant).   
Here, we used Arabidopsis thaliana as a model to study gene expression changes 
using RNA-Seq in a polyploidy series (diploid, tetraploid and octoploid lines) for two 
genetic backgrounds.  As the process of developing neo-autopolyploid lines involved 
treating seedlings with colchicine, we used colchicine treated diploids as controls in 
addition to untreated diploids to isolate the effects of ploidy per se from any 
confounding effects of colchicine treatment (the importance of this is highlighted in 
chapter 2).  Furthermore, all lines used in this experiment were also phenotyped for 
various traits in order to link gene expression changes with the phenotypes observed.  
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Specifically, we addressed (i) whether there were significant gene expression changes 
with increased ploidy (ii) if the gene expression changes were genotype-dependent (iii) 
if the changes between diploids, tetraploids and octoploids were linear (iv) did the 
differentially expressed genes explain the phenotypic changes observed. 
This is the first study to use RNA-Seq to study gene expression changes in 
multiple genotypes and across three ploidy levels in Arabidopsis thaliana.  Furthermore, 
the inclusion of colchicine treated diploids as controls makes it a robust model to 
efficiently isolate colchicine, genotype and ploidy effects on gene expression. 
3.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
3.2.1 Generating polyploid lines 
 Diploid seeds for Ler (CS20) and Sf (CS6857), two natural A. thaliana genotypes, 
were originally obtained from the Arabidopsis Biological Resource Centre (ABRC, USA) 
and maintained in the lab for a few generations through selfing.  Seeds from these lines, 
which were used for generating the polyploid lines used in this experiment, will be 
referred to as Ler2x-untreated and Sf2x-untreated hereafter.   
 Tetraploid and octoploid lines were generated by treating seedlings with 
colchicine as described by Yu et al., (2009).  Briefly, 50-80 seeds from each progenitor 
line were grown in individual 5cm diameter pots containing Levington® F2+S compost 
for two weeks.   The shoot apical meristems of two-week old seedlings were treated 
with 10 µl 0.1% colchicine solution (Sigma-Aldrich®) and grown to maturity.  All plants 
that survived the treatment were allowed to self for one generation.  A single seed from 
each colchicine treated plant was grown and assessed for ploidy using flow cytometry 
(as described in Chapter 2).  All plants determined to be diploid, tetraploid and octoploid 
from each of the genotypes after colchicine treatment were selfed for two more 
generations.  This led to the production of the eight experimental lines used here: Ler2x-
untreated, Ler2x-colchicine, Ler4x-colchicine, Ler8x-colchicine, Sf2x-untreated, Sf2x-colchicine, Sf4x-colchicine 
and Sf8x-colchicine. The plants that had undergone colchicine treatment but remained 
diploid (2xcolchicine) provide a control for the effect of colchicine, independent of ploidy 
(as highlighted in chapter 2).   
3.2.2 Experimental design 
 To determine the effect of whole genome duplication on gene expression and 
phenotype, we grew plants from the eight lines described above under identical 
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conditions.  In the first experiment, 3rd generation seeds following colchicine treatment 
(G3) were grown to collect leaf tissue for RNA extraction.  To ensure that plants were 
not disturbed prior to tissue collection for RNA extraction, we only collected data for 
flowering day and post flowering phenotypes: rosette diameter, seed size, seed number, 
petal size and pollen size (described in section 3.2.3). For the second experiment, mature 
seeds produced by plants in the first experiment (i.e. G4 seeds) were grown in conditions 
identical to the first experiment, but seedlings were destructively sampled to analyse 
stomatal size, trichome number and leaf area (as described in section 3.2.3). 
In each experiment, seeds from each line were sown in 20 replicate 5cm pots 
containing Levington® F2+S compost (for a total of 160 pots) and stratified at 4°C in the 
dark for four days.  Pots were then randomly distributed among 10 trays and placed in 
a growth chamber under a variable programme designed to simulate natural conditions, 
as described in Scarcelli et al., (2007).  Briefly, plants start growing in autumn-like 
conditions where temperatures gradually decrease and the day length shortens, 
transitioning to a cold winter-like phase, and finally transitioning to spring and summer-
like conditions where the temperature gradually increases to 21°C and the day length 
increases to 16 hours as depicted in Figure 3.1. Five seeds were sown in each pot and 









Figure 3.1 | Light and temperature conditions used in the experiment. 
A dynamic light and temperature regime were set to artificially simulate autumn, winter, 
spring and summer seasons within the growth chamber to provide ecologically relevant 
environmental cues for plant growth.  The blue line represents the photoperiod and the 
red and black lines represent the day and night temperatures respectively on each day 
after planting.   
 
their germination was monitored daily.  When the first true pair of leaves emerged, all 
pots were thinned down to retain one seedling per pot.  Plants were bottom watered as 
needed, and trays rotated every week to minimise microenvironmental variation within 
the growth chamber.  Plants were fertilised every three weeks (250mL of a 1.66g/L of 
Vitax Soluble Balanced Multipurpose Vitafeed 111 per tray). 
 
3.2.3 Estimating the effects of ploidy on phenotypic changes 
3.2.3.1 Flowering time 
 Flowering time was defined as the time between the germination day and the 
appearance of first white petals. Pots were monitored daily and the day when the 
cotyledons were first open in each plant (germination day), as well as day when the first 
open flower was observed in each plant (flowering day) was recorded and the difference 
between the two was calculated as the flowering time.   
 
3.2.3.2 Rosette diameter 
After the plants had flowered, and the leaf tissue for RNA extraction had been 
collected (described in section 3.2.4.1), the diameter of the widest part of the rosette 
was measured using a ruler.  
 
3.2.3.3 Pollen size  
Mature flowers were collected from the primary inflorescence of five to eight 
plants of each line (depending on the availability of healthy surviving replicates per line) 
and kept separately.  To estimate pollen size, the anthers of one flower per plant were 
dabbed on a glass slide to release pollen.  The pollen grains were hydrated for 60 
seconds by adding a drop of water to the slide.  The region was then gently covered with 
a cover slip and pictures of 10-30 hydrated pollen per flower were taken under 400x 
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magnification of a Confocal Microscope (Nikon) coupled to a Digital Sight DS- U1 colour 
camera (Nikon) using NIS Elements-F software.  The average pollen area for each flower 
was later measured using imageJ (Schneider et al., 2012), using a stage micrometer as a 
reference scale.   
 
3.2.3.4 Petal size 
To measure the average petal area, one flower was collected from five to eight 
plants of each line (depending on the availability of healthy surviving replicates per line) 
and was immediately submerged in an eppendorf tube containing ethanol to prevent 
shrivelling.  The flowers were then carefully dissected in a drop of water on a glass slide 
under a dissecting microscope to separate the petals from the other floral organs.  The 
petals (four petals per flower) were then covered with a coverslip and the edges were 
sealed using nail varnish to prevent the petals from dehydrating.  The petals were 
imaged against a dark background under a dissecting microscope coupled to a camera 
and their surface area was measured using imageJ (Schneider et al., 2012).  The average 
area of four petals from each flower was calculated for each plant replicate.  
 
3.2.3.5 Seed size and seed number 
Once the fruits had matured and turned brown, five fruits were collected from 
the lower to middle region of the primary axis from five plants for each of the lines (for 
a total of 5 fruits X 5 plants X 8 lines = 200 fruits).  Seeds from the five fruits from each 
plant replicate were pooled and imaged under 14x magnification using a macro lens 
(Olloclip®, USA) coupled to an iPhone camera (Apple, USA).  These images were later 
processed using ImageJ (Schneider et al., 2012) to determine the average seed area 
(seed size) and average number of seeds per fruit (seed number).    
 
3.2.3.6 Stomatal length 
Five seedlings per line from the second experiment were collected when the first 
true pair of leaves began to emerge to ensure that the cotyledons had fully expanded.  
The cotyledons of each seedling were clipped, placed on a glass slide, and the abaxial 
surface was covered with a thin layer of nail varnish and allowed to dry.  The nail varnish 
was then peeled gently with the help of a clear piece of Sellotape and stuck onto a fresh 
labelled glass slide.  The central region of the cotyledon imprints were imaged at 400x 
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magnification using a Nikon Confocal Microscope coupled to a Digital Sight DS- U1 colour 
camera (Nikon) using NIS Elements-F software.  The stomatal diameter of five stomata 
were measured per cotyledon using imageJ (Schneider et al., 2012) calibrated using a 
stage micrometer as reference scale (5 measurements x 5 plants x 8 lines).  The average 
of these five measurements was used to estimate stomatal diameter per cotyledon per 
replicate plant.  In cases where the stomatal imprint was unclear due to uneven 
spreading of the nail varnish layer at a microscopic level, the imprint of the second 
cotyledon from the pair collected was imaged.   The remaining seedlings (i.e. the ones 
not destructed for stomatal imprints) were allowed to grow and were thinned to one 
healthy seedling per pot when the first true pair of leaves had fully emerged.   
 
3.2.3.7 Leaf size and leaf shape ratio 
After the plants had bolted (i.e. appearance of the first floral buds at the centre 
of the rosette), the largest leaf was clipped from five random plants per line and 
preserved overnight in a petri-dish containing absolute ethanol.  The decolourised leaf 
was then transferred to water in order to facilitate softening and flattening of curled 
leaf edges to get a flatter surface to image.  A reference scale was added to each image, 
and using ImageJ (Schneider et al., 2012) we calculated the leaf surface area and the leaf 
shape ratio (length to width ratio). 
 
3.2.3.8 Trichome branching and density 
After imaging each leaf for size and shape ratio, their adaxial surface was 
observed under a dissecting microscope to count the total number of trichomes on the 
entire leaf.  The number of branches in each trichome were counted for all trichomes 
on the entire leaf to calculate the percentage of 2-branched, 3-branched, 4-branched 
and ≥5-branched trichomes present on each leaf.  To aid visualization of the translucent 
trichomes, an LED light source was placed perpendicular to the leaf surface to allow the 
trichomes to reflect the light thus appearing clearly visible and making the analysis of 
trichome number and branching patterns more accurate.  Using the estimated leaf area 
from the images (described above), we also calculated trichome density (trichomes per 
cm2) of the leaf.   
 
3.2.3.9 Data analysis of phenotypic traits 
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 Statistical analysis was done using the software R version 3.5.1 (R Core Team, 
2018).  Each phenotypic trait was analysed independently using the following nested 
fixed effects linear model: “Trait ~ Genotype + Ploidy + Genotype:Ploidy + 
Ploidy/Treatment” where Genotype:Ploidy is the genotype by ploidy interaction term 
and Ploidy/Treatment is treatment nested within ploidy.  We use a nested model for the 
treatment term as only one ploidy level (2x) has multiple treatment groups (2x-untreated 
and 2x-colchicine).  All plots were generated using the ggplot2 R package (Wickham 2016).   
 
3.2.4 Estimating the effects of ploidy on gene expression 
3.2.4.1 Sample collection and RNA extraction 
Three disks of 8mm diameter leaf tissue were collected from the 9th or 10th leaf 
from each of three plants of each of the eight lines one day after the first flower opened 
(to ensure that all plants were at the same stage of development when leaf tissue was 
collected).  The tissue was immediately submerged in 1mL Tri-Reagent (Sigma-Aldrich) 
and stored at −80°C to prevent RNA degradation. Tissue samples were lysed in Tri-
Reagent (Sigma-Aldrich) with 5mm stainless steel beads (Qiagen) using a TissueLyser 
(Qiagen).  200μL of chloroform was added to the homogenate and vortexed vigorously 
for 30 seconds and centrifuged for 15 minutes at 12000g at 4oC. The aqueous phase was 
transferred to a new tube and RNA was precipitated by adding 0.5x volume of ice cold 
100% ethanol.  This solution was then applied and spun through an RNeasy mini spin 
column (Qiagen) in two steps of ~500 μL each. An on-column DNase treatment was 
performed using the RNase free DNAse kit (Qiagen) according to manufacturer’s 
protocol.  The column was then washed and purified using the RNeasy Plant Mini Kit 
protocol (Qiagen) and RNA was eluted in 30 μL of RNAse-free water.  RNA quality was 
monitored by running the samples on 1% agarose gels.  All samples used for sequencing 
(described below) showed two intact rRNA bands with minimal smearing, and no 
evidence of DNA contamination. RNA samples were quantified using a Qubit 
fluorometer (Invitrogen) and stored at −80°C until further processing.  
 
3.2.4.2 Library construction and Illumina sequencing 
 Sequencing libraries were generated using TruSeq stranded mRNA library prep 
kit (Illumina) at the IBERS Translational Genomics facility, Aberystwyth University, UK.  
All 24 samples (3 biological replicates x 8 lines) were multiplexed and sequenced on an 
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Illumina Hiseq2500 platform to generate 126bp paired end reads.  To get a sequencing 
depth of approximately 20 million read pairs per sample (i.e. a minimum of 480 million 
read pairs totally), the samples were sequenced over three flow cell lanes.  The three 
forward and reverse FASTA files produced by the three flow cell lanes for each sample 
were concatenated into a single forward and reverse file respectively for each sample 
before further processing. 
 
3.2.4.3 RNAseq data analysis  
3.2.4.3.1 Quality control and trimming 
 In total, we obtained 565.8 million pairs of reads, and an average of 23.6 million 
per sample.  Raw reads were checked for overall quality using FastQC v0.10.1 (Andrews 
2010).  We used Trimmomatic v0.32 (Bolger et al., 2014) to remove Illumina adaptors, 
bases of poor quality (Q<5) at the beginning and the end of the reads, and reads smaller 
than 60 base pairs (LEADING:5 TRAILING:5 MINLEN:60).   
3.2.4.3.2 Quantification of read counts for each gene 
The number of reads per gene in each sample were quantified using the software 
Kallisto v0.44.0 (Bray et al., 2016); which quantifies transcript abundance from high 
throughput sequencing reads by a pseudoalignment approach.  The cDNA reference 
genome for Arabidopsis (Araport11_genes.201606.cdna.fasta.gz) was downloaded 
from Araport (www.araport.org; accessed 01/05/2018).  We then used the R package 
Tximport (Soneson et al., 2015) to consolidate the read count data generated by Kallisto 
for each of the 24 samples into a single table.   
3.2.4.3.3 Filtering and normalization of read counts 
 Initially, very lowly expressed genes (defined as genes with <1 count per million 
in 3 or more samples across all samples) were filtered out to reduce sample noise (which 
should increase the sensitivity of determining differentially expressed genes, (Risso et 
al., 2011)). The filtered count table was then normalized using the TMM normalization 
method using the ‘calcNormFactors’ function in the EdgeR v3.22.2 (Robinson et al., 
2010; McCarthy et al., 2012) R package to account for compositional differences 
between the libraries.  Normalized gene count tables were prepared independently for: 
All samples (24 samples), Ler samples (12 samples), Sf samples (12 samples), Ler-colchicine 
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samples (9 samples), and Sf-colchicine samples (9 samples) and used as needed for further 
analyses.  
3.2.4.3.4 Exploratory data analysis 
 Dimensionality reduction analysis was performed on the normalized gene count 
data to visualise clustering patterns in the dataset using multidimensional scaling (MDS) 
plots constructed using the ‘plotMDS’ function in EdgeR v3.22.2 (Robinson et al., 2010; 
McCarthy et al., 2012) and principal component analysis (PCA) plots constructed using 
the ‘prcomp’ function in R.  
3.2.4.3.5 Regression analysis 
 Normalized gene expression data for Ler-colchicine and Sf-colchicine were used to 
perform linear regression analyses for ploidy pairs (2x v/s 4x; 4x v/s 8x; 2x v/s 8x) to 
determine if there is any relationship between the expression levels for each ploidy pair.  
The coefficient of determination (R2) was calculated to evaluate the fit of data points 
around the regression line and estimate what proportion of the variance in gene 
expression could be explained by the ploidy level.  If there is no relative change in gene 
expression between the ploidy pairs, the slope of the regression line would be expected 
to be unity (m=1) and the intercept zero (c=0).  To determine the extent to which the 
regression line deviates from unity, the ‘smatr’ R package function ‘sma’ was used as 
follows: sma(y ~ x -1, log="xy", data=data, slope.test=1).  This function tests if the slope 
of the regression line passing through origin is significantly different from the null 
hypothesis of slope=1. 
3.2.4.3.6 Chromosomal location of gene expression changes 
 Fold changes in normalized gene expression between ploidy pairs were mapped 
to the chromosomal location of the genes using the annotation for Arabidopsis 
(Araport11_GFF3_genes_transposons.201606.gtf) downloaded from Araport 
(www.araport.org; accessed 23/03/2018) and plotted using ggplot2 v3.2.0 (Wickham 
2016) in R.   
3.2.4.3.7 Directionality of gene expression changes 
 To understand the nature in terms of the linearity of gene expression changes 
across the three ploidies, the expression data for each gene was categorised into the 
following groups : (1) No change in expression between 2x and 4x, and no change in 
expression between  4x and 8x; (2) Increase/decrease in expression between 2x and 4x, 
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and no change in expression between  4x and 8x; (3) No change in expression between 
2x and 4x, and increase/decrease in expression between 4x and 8x; (4) 
Increase/decrease in expression between 2x, 4x and 8x – i.e. linear ; (5) 
Increase/decrease in expression between 2x and 4x, and decrease/increase in 
expression between 4x and 8x – i.e. switch in direction of change.  Expression was 
considered to increase/decrease if the absolute log2(fold-change) between expression 
values for the ploidy pair was >1 (i.e. there was a >2-fold difference in expression).  
3.2.4.3.8 Correlation analysis 
 Correlation between gene expression levels and ploidy, Spearman’s ranked 
correlation coefficients (ρ) and significance values (p) were estimated for each gene for 
both genotypes separately using the ‘cor.test’ function in R.  To avoid unequal sample 
numbers across the three ploidy levels, for diploids, data from 2x-untreated was excluded 
for the correlation tests (i.e. only normalized gene counts for Ler-colchicine and Sf-colchicine 
were used). Since individual correlation tests were performed for each gene, to 
circumvent obtaining spurious correlations by random chance due to multiple 
comparisons, a cut-off was calculated for each correlation test using a bootstrapping 
approach (Efron, 1979; Efron & Hastie, 2016; Cochran, 2019).  Briefly, a Spearman 
correlation test for expression v/s ploidy was performed 10,000 times for each gene 
using randomly resampled expression values for the gene each time to obtain a 
bootstrap distribution of correlation coefficients and p-values.  The 5th percentile of the 
p-values (p5), 5th percentile of rho-values (ρ5) and 95th percentile of rho-values (ρ95) were 
calculated from this distribution.  Correlations and p-values from the original estimates 
were considered true if ρ>ρ95 (true positive correlations) or ρ<ρ5 (true negative 
correlations), and p< p5 (true p-values).  Genes that passed the thresholds were declared 
as significantly correlated genes (SCGs). 
3.2.4.3.9 Differential gene expression analysis 
To identify genes that were differentially expressed across genotype and 
ploidies, we used the R package EdgeR (Robinson et al., 2010; McCarthy et al., 2012).  
The normalized count data for all samples was analysed using the following multivariate 
linear model matrix: Genotype + Treatment + Ploidy + Genotype:Ploidy created using the 
‘model.matrix’ function in EdgeR.  The variance of the data (biological, technical and 
gene-wise) was estimated using the function ‘estimateDisp’ that uses a Cox-Reid profile-
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adjusted likelihood to estimate dispersions in data with multiple factors (McCarthy et 
al., 2012).  The normalized counts, dispersion estimates and design matrix were passed 
through the ‘glmFit’ function in EdgeR that fits a negative binomial generalized log-linear 
model to the read counts for each gene, the output of which is passed through the 
‘glmLRT’ function in edgeR which uses an empirical Bayes shrinkage approach to 
estimate the dispersion parameter and a likelihood ratio test to obtain p-values.  Since 
we conducted a large number of comparisons, we declared a gene as differentially 
expressed (DEGs) when the False Discovery Rate (FDR) value (p-value corrected for 
multiple comparisons) was <0.05.   
 A second EdgeR analysis model was run, using a subset of the data separated by 
genotype.  Normalized gene counts for Ler samples and Sf samples were used to 
determine differentially expressed genes for the two genotypes individually to compare 
gene expression differences between genotypes in response to increased ploidy using 
an additive linear model: Treatment + Ploidy following the same method as described 
above.   
While the former analysis model gives a list of DEGs that change between the 
genotypes, treatments, ploidies and genotype-by-ploidy interaction, the latter provides 
insight to gene expression changes within the specific genotypes in response to 
increased ploidy.  By drawing comparisons between the results obtained from the first 
analysis and those obtained from the second, genes that respond to ploidy irrespective 
of the genotype and those that respond to ploidy depending on their genetic 
background can be identified.   
3.2.4.3.10 Functional characterisation 
 Functional characterisation of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) and 
significantly correlated genes (SCGs) was done using Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment 
analysis and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway enrichment 
analysis. DEG and SCG lists for each analysis model were independently parsed through 
the functional annotation tool in Database for Annotation, Visualization and 
Integrated Discovery (DAVID v6.8; https://david.ncifcrf.gov) for GO enrichment and 
KEGG pathway analyses. GO terms and KEGG pathways were considered significantly 
enriched if the adjusted p-value (Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted for multiple corrections) 
was <0.05.   
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 A list of genes functionally associated with the phenotyped traits (described 
previously) were downloaded from TAIR (https://www.arabidopsis.org; accessed 
01/07/2019) using the keywords : (1) Trichome differentiation, trichome morphogenesis 
and trichome branching – for trichome trait; (2) Guard cell differentiation, stomatal 
complex morphogenesis, stomatal complex development – for stomatal trait; (3) 
Photoperiodism, flowering time, regulation of photoperiodism – for flowering time trait; 
(4) Leaf morphogenesis, leaf shaping, leaf formation, leaf vascular tissue pattern 
formation, leaf development, regulation of leaf development – for leaf traits.  These lists 
were then scanned for overlaps with the DEG and SCG lists to help elucidate if the DEGs 
or SCGs obtained explained the phenotypic changes observed. Genes associated with 
other phenotypes like seed size and number, petal area, and pollen area were not 
studied as our gene expression data is derived from leaf tissues which are unlikely to 
have a direct association with these traits.  
3.3 RESULTS 
3.3.1 The effects of increasing ploidy were significant and along the same direction for 
most phenotypic traits 
 Summary statistics (mean, standard deviation and coefficient of variance) for all 
phenotypic traits studied for all lines are presented in Table 3.1.  Figure 3.2 summarizes 
the effect of three ploidy levels (diploids, tetraploids and octoploids) across two genetic 
backgrounds for various phenotypic traits. 
 The two-way ANOVA on untreated diploids (2x-untreated), colchicine treated 
diploids (2x-colchicine), colchicine treated tetraploids (4x-colchicine) and colchicine treated 
octoploids (8x-colchicine) testing for the effects of colchicine treatment, genotype, ploidy 
and genotype-by-ploidy interaction on various phenotypic traits showed that ploidy had 
a significant effect on all traits (Table 3.2) and significant genotype-by-ploidy interaction 
for four traits.  A Tukey’s HSD post-hoc test was conducted for comparisons that had 






Table 3.1 | Summary statistics for nine phenotypic traits across three ploidy levels and 
two genotypes.  Means, standard deviations (SD), and coefficient of variances (CV) for 
two genotypes (Ler and Sf).  ‘u’ corresponds to untreated plants and ‘c’ corresponds to 
colchicine treated plants.  2x, 4x and 8x refer to diploids, tetraploids and octoploids 
respectively.   
 


















Mean 70.5 71.5 70.4 73.0 58.5 59.3 59.6 61.4 
SD 1.5 1.5 2.3 0.0 1.6 0.5 0.7 0.6 
CV 2.1 2.1 3.3 0.0 2.7 0.8 1.3 0.9 
Leaf Area 
(mm2) 
Mean 630.1 491.9 555.6 327.9 454.0 551.9 463.2 219.8 
SD 97.4 75.5 59.0 86.3 88.4 43.6 88.8 55.4 




Mean 2.0 1.8 1.6 1.3 2.5 2.4 1.9 1.9 
SD 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 
CV 2.8 3.4 7.7 4.7 6.7 7.7 13.5 19.4 
Average Petal 
Area (mm2) 
Mean 2.0 1.7 3.0 3.7 1.6 1.7 3.1 4.2 
SD 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.9 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 
CV 19.9 22.6 10.5 23.2 14.4 12.3 6.2 4.2 
Average Pollen 
Area (μm2) 
Mean 552.9 610.9 868.1 1240.6 515.2 531.2 878.9 1116.1 
SD 24.3 141.8 58.1 70.5 66.7 59.0 87.8 257.0 
CV 4.4 23.2 6.7 5.7 13.0 11.1 10.0 23.0 
Rosette 
Diameter (cm) 
Mean 108.3 113.3 96.8 53.0 130.1 130.9 126.0 87.4 
SD 9.3 7.4 6.1 7.3 4.1 5.1 10.2 14.8 




Mean 62.2 68.8 23.2 3.7 72.9 72.5 47.2 7.5 
SD 8.5 6.7 7.5 1.5 4.4 10.8 9.7 2.1 
CV 13.6 9.7 32.3 40.2 6.1 15.0 20.5 27.6 
Average Seed 
Size (mm2) 
Mean 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 
SD 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
CV 9.3 4.9 6.4 11.3 4.7 4.4 6.5 21.2 
Stomatal 
Diameter (μm) 
Mean 22.7 26.1 30.4 36.6 21.1 22.2 32.4 41.5 
SD 1.5 1.4 1.8 4.1 1.5 1.6 1.7 3.7 
CV 6.4 5.2 5.9 11.1 6.9 7.3 5.3 8.9 
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Figure 3.2 | Summary of phenotypes observed for various phenotypic traits across 
three ploidy levels and for two genotypes. ‘u’ corresponds to untreated plants and ‘c’ 
corresponds to colchicine treated plants.  2x, 4x and 8x refer to diploids, tetraploids and 
octoploids respectively.  Scale bars – Rosette Diameter (25mm); Petal Area (1mm); 
Pollen Area (50μm); Seed Area (1mm); Stomatal Length (10μm); Trichome Branching 
(1mm); Leaf Area (10mm). 
Table 3.2 | ANOVA output for each phenotype.  Two-way ANOVA results for the effect 
of genotype, ploidy, genotype-by-ploidy interaction, and colchicine treatment within 
ploidy on various phenotypic traits.  Treatment is nested within ploidy 
(Ploidy/Treatment) as only one ploidy level (diploid) has two levels of treatment 
(untreated and colchicine-treated).  Genotype:Ploidy represents the genotype-by-ploidy 
interaction term. Anova model = Trait ~ Genotype + Ploidy + (Ploidy/Colchicine) + 
(Genotype x Ploidy) 
Trait Factor Df Sum Sq F value Pr(>F) 




Ploidy 2 41.63 11.22 9.131E-05 
Ploidy/Treatment 1 6.12 3.30 7.503E-02 
Genotype:Ploidy 2 5.05 1.36 2.653E-01 
Leaf Area (mm2) 
Genotype 1 62646.63 8.05 7.718E-03 
Ploidy 2 474338.43 30.48 3.177E-08 
Ploidy/Treatment 1 2039.64 0.26 6.121E-01 
Genotype:Ploidy 2 4751.50 0.31 7.390E-01 
Leaf Ratio (Leaf 
Length:Leaf 
Width) 
Genotype 1 2.23 65.17 2.569E-09 
Ploidy 2 2.60 38.00 2.742E-09 
Ploidy/Treatment 1 0.12 3.57 6.778E-02 
Genotype:Ploidy 2 0.09 1.36 2.712E-01 
Average Petal 
Area (mm2) 
Genotype 1 0.22 1.72 1.964E-01 
Ploidy 2 37.84 150.84 1.250E-19 
Ploidy/Treatment 1 0.07 0.57 4.553E-01 
Genotype:Ploidy 2 1.02 4.05 2.486E-02 
Average Pollen 
Area (μm2) 
Genotype 1 37519.30 3.38 7.166E-02 
Ploidy 2 3326708.81 150.02 4.331E-22 
Ploidy/Treatment 1 10951.26 0.99 3.250E-01 
Genotype:Ploidy 2 29249.15 1.32 2.764E-01 
Rosette 
Diameter (mm) 
Genotype 1 9241.75 138.65 4.980E-16 
Ploidy 2 19217.82 144.15 1.743E-21 
Ploidy/Treatment 1 54.13 0.81 3.718E-01 




Genotype 1 30.91 0.54 4.707E-01 
Ploidy 2 23034.83 199.43 6.734E-17 
Ploidy/Treatment 1 33.49 0.58 4.530E-01 
Genotype:Ploidy 2 476.67 4.13 2.730E-02 
Average Seed 
Size (mm2) 
Genotype 1 0.02 59.36 2.754E-08 
Ploidy 2 0.03 43.76 3.377E-09 
Ploidy/Treatment 1 0.00 0.03 8.700E-01 
Genotype:Ploidy 2 0.00 0.80 4.587E-01 
Stomatal 
Diameter (μm) 
Genotype 1 9.50 1.62 2.085E-01 
Ploidy 2 2550.75 217.87 2.062E-25 
Ploidy/Treatment 1 53.34 9.11 3.989E-03 
Genotype:Ploidy 2 143.82 12.28 4.575E-05 
 
Table 3.3 | Output table of Tukey's HSD test for ANOVAs that tested significant for the 
effects of ploidy and genotype-by-ploidy nine phenotypic traits.  Lower and upper 
bound represent the lower and upper limits of the 95% confidence interval.  Sig 
represents the adjusted P-value for the comparison corrected for multiple comparisons. 
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Ploidy 4-2 -0.52 -1.53 0.49 4.30E-01 
Ploidy 8-2 1.68 0.49 2.87 3.67E-03 
Ploidy 8-4 2.20 0.87 3.53 5.78E-04 
Leaf Area 
(mm2) 
Ploidy 4-2 30.92 -52.91 114.76 6.41E-01 
Ploidy 8-2 -204.60 -288.43 -120.76 2.94E-06 




Ploidy 4-2 -0.21 -0.39 -0.04 1.57E-02 
Ploidy 8-2 -0.35 -0.53 -0.18 7.03E-05 
Ploidy 8-4 -0.14 -0.34 0.06 2.21E-01 
Average Petal 
Area (mm2) 
Ploidy 4-2 0.61 0.31 0.90 2.89E-05 
Ploidy 8-2 1.51 1.18 1.84 1.07E-12 
Ploidy 8-4 0.90 0.53 1.28 1.92E-06 
G x P Sf x 2-Ler x 2 -0.65 -1.08 -0.23 5.96E-04 
G x P Ler x 4-Ler x 2 0.19 -0.39 0.77 9.22E-01 
G x P Sf x 4-Ler x 2 0.26 -0.24 0.76 6.32E-01 
G x P Ler x 8-Ler x 2 0.90 0.28 1.53 1.33E-03 
G x P Sf x 8-Ler x 2 1.36 0.78 1.94 2.48E-07 
G x P Ler x 4-Sf x 2 0.84 0.30 1.38 4.75E-04 
G x P Sf x 4-Sf x 2 0.91 0.46 1.37 7.13E-06 
G x P Ler x 8-Sf x 2 1.55 0.96 2.15 1.56E-08 
G x P Sf x 8-Sf x 2 2.01 1.47 2.55 1.87E-12 
G x P Sf x 4-Ler x 4 0.07 -0.53 0.67 9.99E-01 
G x P Ler x 8-Ler x 4 0.71 0.00 1.42 4.90E-02 
G x P Sf x 8-Ler x 4 1.17 0.50 1.84 8.07E-05 
G x P Ler x 8-Sf x 4 0.64 -0.01 1.29 5.41E-02 
G x P Sf x 8-Sf x 4 1.09 0.49 1.70 4.02E-05 




Ploidy 4-2 172.57 94.74 250.39 6.15E-06 
Ploidy 8-2 477.41 385.32 569.50 0.00E+00 




Ploidy 4-2 -1.84 -7.91 4.23 7.46E-01 
Ploidy 8-2 -43.01 -50.19 -35.84 0.00E+00 
Ploidy 8-4 -41.18 -49.12 -33.23 0.00E+00 
G x P Sf x 2-Ler x 2 20.36 11.66 29.05 1.11E-07 
G x P Ler x 4-Ler x 2 -6.53 -17.12 4.06 4.58E-01 
G x P Sf x 4-Ler x 2 22.72 12.13 33.31 8.91E-07 
G x P Ler x 8-Ler x 2 -50.28 -62.77 -37.79 0.00E+00 
G x P Sf x 8-Ler x 2 -15.88 -28.37 -3.39 5.53E-03 
G x P Ler x 4-Sf x 2 -26.89 -37.36 -16.41 1.01E-08 
G x P Sf x 4-Sf x 2 2.36 -8.11 12.84 9.85E-01 
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G x P Ler x 8-Sf x 2 -70.64 -83.03 -58.24 0.00E+00 
G x P Sf x 8-Sf x 2 -36.24 -48.63 -23.84 2.33E-10 
G x P Sf x 4-Ler x 4 29.25 17.15 41.35 4.88E-08 
G x P Ler x 8-Ler x 4 -43.75 -57.54 -29.96 1.40E-11 
G x P Sf x 8-Ler x 4 -9.35 -23.14 4.44 3.52E-01 
G x P Ler x 8-Sf x 4 -73.00 -86.79 -59.21 0.00E+00 
G x P Sf x 8-Sf x 4 -38.60 -52.39 -24.81 8.68E-10 




Ploidy 4-2 -17.39 -25.40 -9.38 3.15E-05 
Ploidy 8-2 -49.51 -57.51 -41.50 2.66E-14 
Ploidy 8-4 -32.12 -41.54 -22.70 1.36E-08 
G x P Sf x 2-Ler x 2 13.67 2.62 24.71 8.98E-03 
G x P Ler x 4-Ler x 2 -25.94 -41.27 -10.62 2.45E-04 
G x P Sf x 4-Ler x 2 -1.95 -14.70 10.80 9.97E-01 
G x P Ler x 8-Ler x 2 -45.43 -60.76 -30.10 1.54E-08 
G x P Sf x 8-Ler x 2 -41.64 -54.40 -28.89 2.02E-09 
G x P Ler x 4-Sf x 2 -39.61 -55.37 -23.84 3.96E-07 
G x P Sf x 4-Sf x 2 -15.62 -28.89 -2.34 1.42E-02 
G x P Ler x 8-Sf x 2 -59.10 -74.86 -43.33 9.72E-11 
G x P Sf x 8-Sf x 2 -55.31 -68.58 -42.04 8.69E-12 
G x P Sf x 4-Ler x 4 23.99 6.99 40.99 2.33E-03 
G x P Ler x 8-Ler x 4 -19.49 -38.50 -0.48 4.21E-02 
G x P Sf x 8-Ler x 4 -15.70 -32.71 1.30 8.29E-02 
G x P Ler x 8-Sf x 4 -43.48 -60.48 -26.48 2.85E-07 
G x P Sf x 8-Sf x 4 -39.69 -54.42 -24.97 1.03E-07 
G x P Sf x 8-Ler x 8 3.79 -13.22 20.79 9.82E-01 
Average Seed 
Size (mm2) 
Ploidy 4-2 0.03 0.01 0.05 4.43E-04 
Ploidy 8-2 0.05 0.03 0.06 5.66E-06 




Ploidy 4-2 2.76 0.81 4.71 3.53E-03 
Ploidy 8-2 10.15 8.29 12.01 0.00E+00 
Ploidy 8-4 7.39 5.18 9.61 3.95E-10 
G x P Sf x 2-Ler x 2 -1.69 -4.36 0.99 4.34E-01 
G x P Ler x 4-Ler x 2 0.93 -2.75 4.60 9.75E-01 
G x P Sf x 4-Ler x 2 2.94 -0.16 6.04 7.29E-02 
G x P Ler x 8-Ler x 2 7.17 4.07 10.28 1.54E-07 
G x P Sf x 8-Ler x 2 11.99 8.74 15.24 0.00E+00 
G x P Ler x 4-Sf x 2 2.61 -1.16 6.38 3.29E-01 
G x P Sf x 4-Sf x 2 4.63 1.41 7.85 1.22E-03 
G x P Ler x 8-Sf x 2 8.86 5.64 12.08 1.46E-09 
G x P Sf x 8-Sf x 2 13.68 10.32 17.04 0.00E+00 
G x P Sf x 4-Ler x 4 2.02 -2.07 6.10 6.90E-01 
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G x P Ler x 8-Ler x 4 6.25 2.16 10.33 5.06E-04 
G x P Sf x 8-Ler x 4 11.07 6.87 15.26 4.84E-09 
G x P Ler x 8-Sf x 4 4.23 0.65 7.82 1.21E-02 
G x P Sf x 8-Sf x 4 9.05 5.34 12.76 3.91E-08 
G x P Sf x 8-Ler x 8 4.82 1.11 8.53 4.34E-03 
 
A two-way ANOVA on flowering time data showed that genotype and ploidy had 
significant effects, and that there was no genotype-by-ploidy interaction.  The 
differences between untreated and colchicine treated diploids were not significant 
(Table 3.2).  A Tukey’s post hoc test conducted on significant ANOVA factors showed 
that there was significant difference between tetraploids and octoploids, and between 
diploids and octoploids, however, the differences between diploids and tetraploids was 
not significant (Table 3.3).  Octoploids flowered significantly later than their respective 
diploids and tetraploids, and plants belonging to Ler flowered later than those belonging 
to Sf (Figure 3.3 and Table 3.1).   
Figure 3.3 | Flowering time data for diploids, tetraploids and octoploids of Ler and Sf.  
Flowering time was measured in days taken for the appearance of the first white petals 
post germination.  Boxes represent the extremities of the interquartile range. The 
horizontal black line within the boxes represents the median flowering time for each 
line, whiskers indicate the minimum and maximum values and blue dots represent 






















































































A two-way ANOVA on rosette diameter data showed that genotype, ploidy and 
genotype-by-ploidy interaction had significant effects.  The differences between 
untreated and colchicine treated diploids were not significant (Table 3.2).  A Tukey’s 
post hoc test conducted on significant ANOVA factors showed that there was significant 
difference between tetraploids and octoploids, and between diploids and octoploids, 
however, the differences between diploids and tetraploids was not significant (Table 
3.3).  Octoploids had smaller rosettes in comparison to diploids and tetraploids for both 
genotypes (Figure 3.4 and Table 3.1).  However, the magnitude of difference between 
tetraploids and octoploids was greater for Ler in comparison to Sf, illustrating the 
significant genotype-by-ploidy effects found in the ANOVA data. 
Figure 3.4 | Rosette diameter data for diploids, tetraploids and octoploids of Ler and 
Sf.  Rosette diameter was measured along the longest axis.  Boxes represent the 
extremities of the interquartile range. The horizontal black line within the boxes 
represents the median rosette diameter for each line, whiskers indicate the minimum 
and maximum values and blue dots represent actual data points for each plant within 


























































































While the effect of ploidy flowering time and rosette diameter appears to be enhanced 
between tetraploids and octoploids, for petal area, the effect was larger between 
diploids and tetraploids (Figure 3.5, Table 3.1).   Petal area increased with increasing 
ploidy.  A two-way ANOVA on petal area data showed that genotype, ploidy and 
genotype-by-ploidy interaction had significant effects.  The differences between 
untreated and colchicine treated diploids were not significant (Table 3.2). A Tukey’s post 
hoc test conducted on significant ANOVA factors showed that there were significant 
difference between all ploidy comparisons (Table 3.3).   
Figure 3.5 | Average petal area data for diploids, tetraploids and octoploids of Ler and 
Sf.  Each data point represents the averaged petal area across the four petals from each 
flower.  Boxes represent the extremities of the interquartile range. The horizontal black 
line within the boxes represents the median petal area for each line, whiskers indicate 
the minimum and maximum values and blue dots represent actual data points for each 












































































A two-way ANOVA on average pollen area data showed that genotype and ploidy had 
significant effects, and that there was no genotype-by-ploidy interaction.  The 
differences between untreated and colchicine treated diploids were not significant 
(Table 3.2).  A Tukey’s post hoc test conducted on significant ANOVA factors showed 
that there were significant differences between all ploidy comparisons (Table 3.3).  
Pollen area increases with increased ploidy (Figure 3.6). 
Figure 3.6 | Average pollen area data for diploids, tetraploids and octoploids of Ler 
and Sf.  Each data point represents the averaged pollen area across 10-30 hydrated 
pollen from each flower.  Boxes represent the extremities of the interquartile range. The 
horizontal black line within the boxes represents the median pollen area for each line, 
whiskers indicate the minimum and maximum values and blue dots represent actual 

























































































Seed size increased with increasing ploidy (Table 3.1, Figure 3.7).  The two-way 
ANOVA data on seed size showed that genotype and ploidy had effects on seed size but 
there was no genotype-by-ploidy interaction (Table 3.2).  A Tukey’s post hoc test 
conducted on significant ANOVA factors showed that there was significant difference 
between diploids and tetraploids and diploids and octoploids, however the difference 
between tetraploids and octoploids was not significant (Table 3.3).  Octoploid seeds, 
despite having similar surface area to tetraploids, could be distinguished based on their 
morphology as the seeds were more spherical in comparison to diploid seeds that were 
more elliptical (Figure 3.2).   
Figure 3.7 | Average seed area data for diploids, tetraploids and octoploids of Ler and 
Sf.  Each data point represents the averaged seed area across all seeds from five siliques 
(fruits) from each plant.  Each silique had between 5-80 seeds depending on the ploidy.  
Boxes represent the extremities of the interquartile range. The horizontal black line 
within the boxes represents the median seed surface area for each line, whiskers 
indicate the minimum and maximum values and blue dots represent actual data points 





































































While seed area increased with increasing ploidy, the seed number (i.e. the 
average number of seeds in each silique) significantly decreased (Table 3.1, Figure 3.8).  
The magnitude of differences between the ploidies varied between Ler and Sf, depicting 
the significant ploidy and genotype-by-ploidy interaction effects found in the ANOVA 
(Table 3.2).  A Tukey’s post hoc test conducted on significant ANOVA factors showed 
that all ploidy comparisons were significant (Table 3.3). 
 
Figure 3.8 | Average seed number data for diploids, tetraploids and octoploids of Ler 
and Sf.  Each data point represents the average number of seeds per fruits calculated 
from five siliques (fruits) from each plant.  Boxes represent the extremities of the 
interquartile range. The horizontal black line within the boxes represents the median 
seed number for each line, whiskers indicate the minimum and maximum values and 







































































 The stomatal diameter increased with increasing ploidy (Table 3.1, Figure 3.9).  
Sf showed a larger increase in stomatal diameter in response to increased ploidy in 
comparison to Ler, thus showing a genotype-by-ploidy interaction effect.  A two-way 
ANOVA on stomatal diameter data showed that colchicine, ploidy and genotype-by-
ploidy interaction had significant effects. This was the only trait that showed no main 
effect of genotype and showed significant colchicine effects between the two diploids 
(Table 3.2).  A Tukey’s post hoc test conducted on significant ANOVA factors showed 
that all ploidy comparisons were significant for Sf but only tetraploid to octoploid, and 
diploid to octoploid for Ler (Table 3.3). 
 
Figure 3.9 | Stomatal diameter data for diploids, tetraploids and octoploids of Ler and 
Sf.  Each data point represents the averaged stomatal diameter across five stomata per 
cotyledon from each plant.  Boxes represent the extremities of the interquartile range. 
The horizontal black line within the boxes represents the median stomatal diameter for 
each line, whiskers indicate the minimum and maximum values and blue dots represent 
























































































Leaf area showed large variance (up to 26%) between replicates making it 
difficult to determine general patterns of response to ploidy from a limited number of 
replicates (Table 3.1, Figure 3.10A).  The ANOVA data showed significant genotype and 
ploidy effects (Table 3.2).  There was a significant decrease in leaf area between 
tetraploids and octoploids but not between diploids and tetraploids (Table 3.3).  
Morphologically, as with seed area, we found that the leaf shape changed with 
increasing ploidy, tending towards shorter and wider leaves (Figure 3.2).  Thus, a better 
alternative to estimate the changes in leaf phenotype was to determine the leaf shape 
in the form of a ratio of leaf length to leaf width.  Here, we saw a relatively clear pattern 





































































Figure 3.10 | Leaf morphology for diploids, tetraploids and octoploids of Ler and Sf.  
(A) Leaf area of the 5th rosette leaf was measured post flowering.  (B) Leaf length to leaf 
width ratio was calculated from images of the 5th rosette leaf.  Boxes represent the 
extremities of the interquartile range. The horizontal black line within the boxes 
represents the median values for each line, whiskers indicate the minimum and 
maximum values and blue dots represent actual data points for each plant within the 
line. N=5 data points per line.  
Trichome branching, specifically, showed a distinct response to increased ploidy 
depending on the genotype (Figure 3.11).  Trichomes of Ler diploids had a large 
proportion of 3 branches (untreated = 96.84%; treated = 94.79%) which decreases to 
31.19% in tetraploids and 3.32% in octoploids, where 4 branches (67.35%) and 5 
branches (80.12%) took predominance respectively.  While Ler trichomes were 
characterised by an increase in the number of branches in octoploids, Sf exhibited a 
relatively subtle response in branching wherein only a small proportion of 5-branched 
trichomes (11.12%) are observed in octoploids. Thus, Ler primarily responded by a 
change in the number of trichome branches with increasing ploidy level whereas Sf 















































































Figure 3.11 | Trichome branching data for diploids, tetraploids and octoploids of Ler 
and Sf.  The total number of trichomes on the 5th rosette leaves were counted and 
categorised based on the number of branches the trichomes had.  Trichome branching 
data is represented in each bar as a percentage of n-branched (n=2 to 6) trichomes of 
the total number of trichomes averaged across the replicates. N=5 replicates per line.  
3.3.2 Exploratory analysis of gene expression data  
3.3.2.1 Overview of read depth per sample 
 We obtained an average of 23.6 million paired end RNA-Seq reads per sample.  
After removal of low-quality reads using Trimmomatic (Bolger et al. 2014), an average 
of 21.3 million reads per sample remained (Table 3.4).  Out of 27,655 genes in the 
reference annotation, our dataset had 3759 genes that were not expressed in Ler 
samples, 4067 genes that were not expressed in Sf samples and 2970 genes that were 
not expressed in any of the 24 samples.   
Table 3.4 | Library information for the 24 sequenced samples.  Three biological 
replicates were sequenced for each of the eight lines using Illumina Hiseq2500 to 
generate 126bp paired end reads.  Illumina adapters, low quality sequences, and short 
sequences were removed using Trimmomatic v0.32 (Bolger et al. 2014).  The number of 
read pairs obtained and retained post trimming are listed below for each sample. 
Genotype Ploidy Group No.of read pairs Read pairs after trimming 
Ler 2 Ler2x-untreated 23026032 19989316 
Ler 2 Ler2x-colchicine 10340755 8250616 
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Ler 4 Ler4x-colchicine 23376099 20088505 
Ler 8 Ler8x-colchicine 24483650 22106820 
Sf 2 Sf2x-untreated 18025486 16187116 
Sf 2 Sf2x-colchicine 27024911 24795384 
Sf 4 Sf4x-colchicine 28718951 24668133 
Sf 8 Sf8x-colchicine 20798788 18313736 
Ler 2 Ler2x-untreated 29616263 27070446 
Ler 2 Ler2x-colchicine 22668178 20367909 
Ler 4 Ler4x-colchicine 31912627 29222196 
Ler 8 Ler8x-colchicine 22049012 20533303 
Sf 2 Sf2x-untreated 28413697 25879948 
Sf 2 Sf2x-colchicine 23651740 18348521 
Sf 4 Sf4x-colchicine 28338499 24760939 
Sf 8 Sf8x-colchicine 26294372 23891891 
Ler 2 Ler2x-untreated 23537183 22079952 
Ler 2 Ler2x-colchicine 16649330 15684973 
Ler 4 Ler4x-colchicine 22235371 21134113 
Ler 8 Ler8x-colchicine 19594494 18425085 
Sf 2 Sf2x-untreated 23422356 21958075 
Sf 2 Sf2x-colchicine 24055638 22577082 
Sf 4 Sf4x-colchicine 20663000 19505961 
Sf 8 Sf8x-colchicine 26882548 25446721 
  Total Reads 565,778,980 511,286,741 
  Average Reads 23,574,124 21,303,614 
 
3.3.2.2 Dimensionality reduction suggested that transcriptome profiles of all samples 
differed more between genotypes than between ploidy levels 
Ordination analysis using a multidimensional scaling approach (MDS) on the 
biological coefficient of variance (BCV) as a metric showed clear separation of genotypes 
along component 1 (Figure 3.12 – x-axis) suggesting that transcriptional profiles of the 
samples differed between the genotypes.   Along component 2 (Figure 3.12 – y-axis), 
there was good separation between diploid and octoploid samples for both genotypes, 
suggesting that octoploid transcriptome profiles were most dissimilar to diploid 
transcriptomes.  Tetraploids of Ler were interspersed between diploids and octoploids 
suggesting that there is similarity in their transcriptomes to both diploids and octoploids.  
Sf tetraploids on the other hand showed similarity to diploid transcriptomes and there 
was complete separation between the tetraploid and octoploid Sf samples.   
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Figure 3.12 | Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) plot representing relationships between 
transcriptome profiles for the 24 samples.  An ordination analysis was performed on 
normalized read counts by calculating distance measures based on biological coefficient 
of variation (BCV) for pairwise comparison of samples.  Samples are represented 
graphically in two dimensions (BCV distance 1 on the x-axis and BCV distance 2 on the 
y-axis).   
As genotype was determined to be a major factor affecting gene expression 
profiles, most analyses hereafter assess transcriptome data for the two genotypes 
separately to focus on the effects of ploidy without the confounding effects of genotype 
on the transcriptome.   
3.3.2.3 Transcriptional profiles between ploidy levels were strongly correlated 
 Linear regression plots of normalized gene expression counts between 2x-colchicine 
and 4x-colchicine, 2x-colchicine and 8x-colchicine, and 4x-colchicine and 8x-colchicine for both genotypes 
showed strong positive correlation between the ploidy pairs for both genotypes (Table 
3.5). From the regression plots (Figures 3.13-3.15), it can be seen that the majority of 
points cluster very tightly around the 1:1 line (i.e. slope=1 i.e. no relative difference in 
transcription between the ploidy pairs) and the trendlines (linear regression line of best 
fit) for the data points in all ploidy comparisons were close to the 1:1 line.  However, 
despite the trendlines appearing to be virtually superimposed on the 1:1 line, the 






























deviation from a 1:1 ratio, albeit minor, was significant (summarised in Table 3.5 and 
represented in Figures 3.13-3.15).  The slope values (m) for the regression lines 
suggested that the deviation in tetraploid transcription profile in relation to the diploid 
transcription profile was greater for Sf when compared to Ler, and that of octoploids 
compared to diploids was greater for Ler when compared to Sf (Table 3.5)  
From the linear regression plots, it was also observed that Sf polyploids had more 
genes that differed in expression (>2 fold) per gene in comparison to Ler for diploid-
tetraploid and diploid-octoploid gene expression comparisons (Figures 3.13-3.14).  We 
also found that as the difference between the ploidy comparisons increased from 
diploid v/s tetraploid (difference of 2), to tetraploid v/s octoploid (difference of 4), to 
diploid v/s octoploid (difference of 6), the data points on the regression plots were 
farther away from the 1:1 trendline, and the overall correlation in gene expression (per 
gene) decreased with increasing difference in ploidy between the ploidy levels being 
compared (Table 3.5).  Diploid v/s tetraploid gene expression comparisons had the 
strongest correlation, followed by tetraploid v/s octoploid, and diploids v/s octoploids 
had a relatively weaker correlation (Table 3.5).   
 
Table 3.5 | Summary of R-squared (R2) values, slopes (m) and intercepts (c) obtained 
for the regression lines when tested for deviation from the hypotheses (R2=0; and 
m=1).  N corresponds to the number of genes in the test.  
R function call: sma(y ~ x, log="xy", slope.test=1, method="SMA", alpha=0.05, 
multcompmethod="adjusted") 
X Y N R2 
p-value 
(R2) 
m p-value (m) c 
Sf2x-colchicine Sf4x-colchicine 17422 0.883 <2.22E-16 0.98 1.35E-14 0.047 
Sf2x-colchicine Sf8x-colchicine 17421 0.828 <2.22E-16 1.019 2.39E-09 -0.02 
Sf4x-colchicine Sf8x-colchicine 17419 0.857 <2.22E-16 1.04 <2.22E-16 -0.07 
Ler2x-colchicine Ler4x-colchicine 17821 0.913 <2.22E-16 0.992 3.84E-04 0.002 
Ler2x-colchicine Ler8x-colchicine 17817 0.853 <2.22E-16 1.044 <2.22E-16 -0.067 
Ler4x-colchicine Ler8x-colchicine 17819 0.897 <2.22E-16 1.05 <2.22E-16 -0.065 
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Figure 3.13 | Scatterplot of diploid v/s tetraploid gene expression for (A) Ler and (B) 
Sf.  Black line = theoretical 1:1 line passing through origin; red line = linear regression 
line for the data; red dots = normalized gene expression counts (log transformed) for 
diploids (x-axis) and tetraploids (y-axis); blue dots = genes showing a >2 log fold-change 

































Figure 3.14 | Scatterplot of diploid v/s octoploid gene expression for (A) Ler and (B) 
Sf.Black line = theoretical 1:1 line passing through origin; red line = linear regression line 
for the data; red dots = normalized gene expression counts (log transformed) for diploids 
(x-axis) and octoploids (y-axis); blue dots = genes showing a >2 log fold-change in 

































Figure 3.15 | Scatterplot of tetraploid v/s octoploid gene expression for (A) Ler and (B) 
Sf.  Black line = theoretical 1:1 line passing through origin; red line = linear regression 
line for the data; red dots = normalized gene expression counts (log transformed) for 
tetraploids (x-axis) and octoploids (y-axis); blue dots = genes showing a >2 log fold-
































3.3.2.4 Gene expression differences between ploidies were uniform across the 
chromosomes. 
In order to explore whether there was over-expression or under-expression in 
specific regions of the chromosome, we analysed gene expression changes as a function 
of the location on the chromosome.  A representative plot for Ler gene expression data 
for Chromosome 1 can be seen in Figure 3.16 (plots for all chromosomes for both 
genotypes are available in the Supplementary Data 7.4-7.12).  The distribution of points 
along the x-axis (genomic coordinates of the chromosome) and y-axis (log2-Fold Change) 
was homogenous along the entire length of the chromosome, except around the 
centromere region (this is because there are fewer genes at the centromere, and not 
because of an expression bias).  This suggested that there was no evident pattern of 
expression change corresponding to specific regions on the chromosome that could be 
attributed to deletions or rearrangements of large DNA fragments in the polyploids.   
 
3.3.2.5 The majority of the genes showed no change in expression with increasing ploidy 
 The gene expression data for colchicine treated plants averaged across the three 
biological replicates for each genotype and ploidy level suggested that there was no 
change in gene expression across the three ploidies for 78% of the genes (defining genes 
that had expression changes as those that had a ≥2-fold change in expression between 
the ploidy levels).   About 17% of the genes showed a ≥2-fold change in expression 
between diploids and tetraploids only, or between tetraploids and octoploids only.  
Within these, the proportion that change between tetraploids and octoploids was 
higher (10%) than those between diploids and tetraploids (7%).  Interestingly, there 
were more genes that switched their direction of expression as they move from diploids 
to tetraploids to octoploids (3%) and only 1% of the genes had a linear increase or 
decrease in relative gene expression across ploidy levels.    






































































































































































































































































































































































































































number of genes that showed a ≥2-fold change in expression when compared to Ler.  Sf 
also had more variation in genes that had no change between diploids and tetraploids 
and increase between tetraploids and octoploids (773 genes), and those that decrease 
expression between tetraploids and octoploids (1004).  Similar variation was also seen 
in Sf genes that switched the direction of expression (440 v/s 377), or showed a linear 
increase or decrease in expression (168 v/s 85), or those that increased or decreased 
expression between diploids and tetraploids and remained constant between 
tetraploids and octoploids (1066 v/s 446).  In contrast, the numbers for Ler genes were 
more consistent in terms of the direction (increase or decrease) within each case (Figure 
3.6). 
Figure 3.17 | Directionality of gene expression change across ploidy levels.  (A-B) 
Direction of gene expression change categorised into five groups and the percentage of 
genes corresponding to each group.  (C-D) Sub-categorisation of the direction of gene 
expression changes and the number Ler and Sf genes belonging to each sub-category (E-
F).  Blue lines: <2-fold change in expression; green lines: ≥2-fold increase in expression 
between diploids and tetraploids, or between tetraploids and octoploids; red lines: ≥2-
fold decrease in expression between diploids and tetraploids, or between tetraploids 
and octoploids.   
2x		-			4x			-			8x Expression 2x		-			4x			-			8x Expression	(2x-4x	vs	4x-8x) Ler Sf
No	change 


































3.3.3 Correlation analysis revealed that a greater number of Sf genes were 
significantly correlated with ploidy in comparison to Ler genes. 
We conducted correlation analysis on normalized gene expression data to 
specifically evaluate genes that showed a strong correlation in expression across the 
ploidies.  The correlation coefficient and p-value thresholds beyond which genes were 
declared significantly correlated were determined by a bootstrapping approach.  Since 
the effects of genotype and colchicine could not be accounted for and isolated in the 
correlation analysis, the analysis was run separately for each genotype and using data 
for colchicine treated lines only.   
We found that 1402 genes were significantly correlated for Ler and 3876 genes 
were significantly correlated for Sf.  Scatterplots of the top five positively and negatively 
correlated genes for each genotype are shown in Figure 3.18. 
 
Figure 3.18 | Top positively and negatively correlated genes for Ler.  Thresholds for 
significance and Spearman's rank correlation coefficient (ρ) were determined using a 
bootstrapping approach (bootstrap=10,000).  P-values that fell below the 5th percentile 
of bootstrap p-values were considered significant.  Rho-values (ρ) that were below the 
5th percentile of bootstrapped values were considered negatively correlated and those 
above the 95th percentile were considered positively correlated. Panel A = top five 
significant positively correlated genes; panel B = top five significant negatively 
correlated genes; x-axis = ploidy level; y-axis = normalized gene expression counts; sub-







Figure 3.19 | Top positively and negatively correlated genes for Sf.  Thresholds for 
significance and Spearman's rank correlation coefficient (ρ) were determined using a 
bootstrapping approach (bootstrap=10,000).  P-values that fell below the 5th percentile 
of bootstrap p-values were considered significant.  Rho-values (ρ) that were below the 
5th percentile of bootstrapped values were considered negatively correlated and those 
above the 95th percentile were considered positively correlated. Panel A = top five 
significant positively correlated genes; panel B = top five significant negatively 
correlated genes; x-axis = ploidy level; y-axis = normalized gene expression counts; sub-
plot titles = gene names. 
 
3.3.4 Analysis of differentially expressed genes using EdgeR 
3.3.4.1 Combined model (all samples): Genotype had the largest effect on the differential 
expression of genes between samples 
Using the statistical package EdgeR, normalized gene expression data for 18592 
genes were analysed.  All 24 samples were considered within the same model that took 
into account the effects of genotype, colchicine treatment, ploidy, and genotype by 
ploidy interaction on gene expression.  A gene was defined as differentially expressed if 





Differential expression analysis using a combined linear model including all 
factors showed that the genotype was predominantly responsible for differential 
expression of genes between the 24 samples (8002 genes; 43.04%).  Furthermore, there 
were more genes that were differentially expressed as a result of genotype-by-ploidy 
interaction (1008 genes; 5.42%) than due to ploidy alone (473 genes; 2.54%).  Colchicine 
appeared to have a relatively minor effect on gene expression (6 genes; 0.003%).  In 
concurrence with our earlier findings (Figure 3.12), most of the genes determined to be 
differentially expressed were in response to differences between the genotypes. 
In order to understand the functions of the identified DEGs, we conducted Gene 
Ontology (GO) enrichment analysis and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes 
(KEGG) pathway analysis on the DEG list for ploidy and genotype-by-ploidy interaction.  
There was significant enrichment for biological processes (BP) for both gene sets.  For 
genes that were differentially expressed in response to ploidy, there was significant 
enrichment for response to light, response to sucrose, photorespiration, circadian 
rhythm, photosynthesis, response to karrikin, response to cold, and redox processes (or 
oxidation-reduction reactions i.e. chemical reactions involving electron transfers) 
(Figure 3.20).    The KEGG pathways that were enriched included metabolic pathways 
for compounds like alanine, aspartate, glutamate, glyoxylate, dicarboxylate, fructose, 
mannose and carbon, carbon fixation, and for the biosynthesis of secondary metabolites 
(Figure 3.20).  For genes that were differentially expressed in response to genotype-by-
ploidy interaction, enriched GO terms included those for starch catabolic and 
biosynthetic processes, microtubule-based processes, circadian rhythm, 
phototransduction, response to karrikin, cold, abscisic and salt stress (Figure 3.21), and 






Figure 3.20 | Gene Ontology and KEGG pathway analysis of differentially expressed 
genes in response to ploidy.  The functional annotation tool DAVID (v6.8; 
https://david.ncifcrf.gov) was used to identify Gene Ontology terms (red) and KEGG 
pathways (blue) that were significantly enriched for the differentially expressed genes 
in response to ploidy.  P-values were adjusted using the Benjamini-Hochberg correction 
for multiple testing and values<0.05 were considered significant.  X-axis and numbers to 
the right of the bars indicate fold change, y-axis indicates the GO term number and 
category title and KEGG pathway codes and names for the top and bottom plot 
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Figure 3.21 | Gene Ontology and KEGG pathway analysis of differentially expressed 
genes in response to genotype-by-ploidy interaction.  The functional annotation tool 
DAVID (v6.8; https://david.ncifcrf.gov) was used to identify Gene Ontology terms (red) 
and KEGG pathways (blue) that were significantly enriched for the differentially 
expressed genes in response to genotype-by-ploidy interaction.  P-values were adjusted 
using the Benjamini-Hochberg correction for multiple testing and values<0.05 were 
considered significant.  X-axis and numbers to the right of the bars indicate fold change, 
y-axis indicates the GO term number and category title and KEGG pathway codes and 
names for the top and bottom plot respectively.    
As most genes were differentially expressed in response to ploidy or genotype-
by-ploidy interaction, additional analyses were conducted using data from each 
genotype independently to understand which genes are differentially expressed in 
response to ploidy within the specific genotypes and how these compare to those that 
were determined to be differentially expressed in response to genotype-by-ploidy 
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3.3.4.2 Individual model: The identity of DEGs and their functional were non-overlapping 
for the two genotypes 
A principal component analysis (PCA) conducted individually for each genotype 
showed distinct separation between diploids and octoploids, with tetraploids 
interspersed between the two along PC1 that accounted for 61.51% of the variation in 
gene expression for Ler and 63.71% for Sf (Figure 3.22-3.23). When comparing the factor 
loadings of the top 100 genes contributing towards the variation along PC1, 57 genes 
overlapped between Ler-0 and Sf-2 suggesting that these are likely to be genes that have 
a common response to ploidy for both genotypes.   The remainder of the genes could 
either be those that are unrelated to ploidy or are genotype specific.  
 
Figure 3.22 | Principal component analysis (PCA) of normalized gene expression 
counts for Ler samples.  17528 genes were analysed across 12 samples belonging to 
colchicine treated lines for three ploidy levels and a diploid untreated line (three 
biological replicates each). Principal component 1 (PC1; x-axis) accounted for 61.51% of 
the overall variance and principal component 2 (PC2; y-axis) accounted for 13.52% of 


















Figure 3.23 | Principal component analysis (PCA) of normalized gene expression 
counts for Sf samples.  17149 genes were analysed across 12 samples belonging to 
colchicine treated lines for three ploidy levels and a diploid untreated line (three 
biological replicates each). Principal component 1 (PC1; x-axis) accounted for 63.71% of 
the overall variance and principal component 2 (PC2; y-axis) accounted for 19.38% of 
the variance.   
 
 In order to determine genotype-specific gene expression responses to increased 
ploidy, we analysed the gene expression data using the statistical package EdgeR for the 
two genotypes independently using an additive model that took into account colchicine 
and ploidy effects.  We observed a >10-fold difference in the number of DEG’s obtained 
between the two genotypes in response to ploidy.  Sf had 1988 DEGs in response to 
increased ploidy and Ler-0 had 149 DEGs.  There was limited overlap between the genes 
obtained for Ler and Sf (29 genes), suggesting that majority of the DEGs obtained in 
response to ploidy from individual analyses were specific to that genotype.  
Furthermore, the genes that were differentially expressed for each genotype had 















Sf−2x (colchicine) Sf−2x (untreated) Sf−4x (colchicine) Sf−8x (colchicine)
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for response to hydrogen peroxide, karrikin and cold, and for circadian rhythms (Figure 
3.24).  There was a >20-fold enrichment for circadian rhythm KEGG pathway genes 
(Figure 3.24).  For Sf on the other hand, there was enrichment for metabolic and 
biosynthetic processes, circadian rhythm, cytokinin, and cell homeostasis (Figure 3.24).  
Enriched KEGG pathways included biosynthesis of steroids and secondary metabolites, 
and  
Table 3.6 | Summary of the number of differentially expressed genes obtained for the 
three analysis models.  DEGs were determined using the R package EdgeR.   Model = 
analysis model; Indiv = individual analysis; samples = number of samples used for the 
analysis; colchicine, genotype and ploidy = number of DEGs obtained in response to each 
effect; GxP = number of DEGs obtained in response to genotype-by-ploidy interaction 
effects; 2-4 = number of DEGs between diploids and tetraploids; 4-8 = number of DEGs 
between tetraploids and octoploids; and 2-8 = number of DEGs between diploids and 
octoploids. 
Model Samples Colchicine Genotype Ploidy GxP 2-4 4-8 2-8 
Combined 24 6 8002 473 1008 2 148 616 
Indiv - Ler 12 0 NA 149 NA 0 133 91 
Indiv - Sf 12 35 NA 1988 NA 176 718 1842 
 
The observance of nearly double the number of genes in genotype-by-ploidy 
interaction (1008, in comparison to 473 ploidy-only genes) in the combined model, as 
well as the difference in the number and functional classification of genes that were 
differentially expressed in response to ploidy in the independent analyses for Ler and Sf 
reiterate that gene expression changes in response to increased ploidy are not only a 
function of ploidy increase but also of the genetic background of the plant.  
A summary of the number of genes that overlap in the various analysis models 











Figure 3.24 | Gene Ontology and KEGG pathway analysis of differentially expressed 
genes in response to ploidy for genotypes Ler and Sf.  The functional annotation tool 
DAVID (v6.8; https://david.ncifcrf.gov) was used to identify Gene Ontology terms (red) 
and KEGG pathways (blue) that were significantly enriched for the differentially 
expressed genes in response to ploidy for (A) Ler and (B) Sf.  P-values were adjusted 
using the Benjamini-Hochberg correction for multiple testing and values<0.05 were 
considered significant.  X-axis and numbers to the right of the bars indicate fold change, 
y-axis indicates the GO term number and category title and KEGG pathway codes and 
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3.3.4.3 DEGs and SCGs included genes that are involved in determining various 
phenotypic traits 
 DEGs from all three analysis models i.e. combined, individual – Ler, and individual 
– Sf; and SCGs from Ler and Sf correlation analyses were scanned to check if their 
functions could explain any of the phenotypic traits previously observed (section 3.3.1).  
A summary of genes identified that could be involved in stomatal processes (guard cell 
differentiation, stomatal complex morphogenesis, stomatal complex development), 
trichome processes (trichome differentiation, trichome morphogenesis and trichome 
branching), flowering (photoperiodism, flowering time, regulation of photoperiodism), 
and leaf development (leaf morphogenesis, leaf shaping, leaf formation, leaf vascular 
tissue pattern formation, leaf development, regulation of leaf development) are listed 
in Tables 3.7-3.10.   
 Overall, within all the analyses of DEGs and SCGs, we found 18 genes were 
associated with stomatal processes (Table 3.7).  Of the 18, only one gene was common 
between Sf and Ler.  We found 18 genes that were associated with trichome processes, 
again, only one gene overlapped between Sf and Ler (Table 3.8).   38 genes were known 
to have functions related to the regulation of flowering time; five genes overlapped 
between Sf and Ler (Table 3.9).  101 genes had known functions related to leaf growth 
and development; 9 genes overlapped between Sf and Ler (Table 3.10).  Although both 
genotypes elicit similar phenotypic responses to increased ploidy, the limited overlap 
between the genes obtained suggests that the phenotypic traits are likely to be 
modulated by different sets of genes. 
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Table 3.7 | DEGs and SCGs that could be involved in determination of stomatal 
phenotype.  Gene = TAIR gene ID; analysis model ‘Ler’ includes DEGs and SCGs from 
independent Ler differential expression analysis and correlation analysis; analysis model 
‘Sf’ includes DEGs and SCGs from independent Sf differential expression analysis and 
correlation analysis; analysis model ‘Combined’ includes DEGs obtained in response to 
ploidy (DEG_P) and genotype-by-ploidy interaction (DEG_I). Numeric values indicate the 
normalized gene expression counts for Ler and Sf samples respectively, averaged across 
the three biological replicates.  Green and red numbers indicate upregulation and 















Table 3.8 | DEGs and SCGs that could be involved in determination of trichome 
phenotype.  Gene = TAIR gene ID; analysis model ‘Ler’ includes DEGs and SCGs from 
independent Ler differential expression analysis and correlation analysis; analysis model 
‘Sf’ includes DEGs and SCGs from independent Sf differential expression analysis and 
correlation analysis; analysis model ‘Combined’ includes DEGs obtained in response to 
ploidy (DEG_P) and genotype-by-ploidy interaction (DEG_I). Numeric values indicate the 
normalized gene expression counts for Ler and Sf samples respectively, averaged across 
the three biological replicates.  Green and red numbers indicate upregulation and 












Table 3.9 | DEGs and SCGs that could be involved in determination of flowering time.  
Gene = TAIR gene ID; analysis model ‘Ler’ includes DEGs and SCGs from independent Ler 
differential expression analysis and correlation analysis; analysis model ‘Sf’ includes 
DEGs and SCGs from independent Sf differential expression analysis and correlation 
analysis; analysis model ‘Combined’ includes DEGs obtained in response to ploidy 
(DEG_P) and genotype-by-ploidy interaction (DEG_I). Numeric values indicate the 
normalized gene expression counts for Ler and Sf samples respectively, averaged across 
the three biological replicates.  Green and red numbers indicate upregulation and 






Table 3.10 | DEGs and SCGs that could be involved in determination of leaf 
development or morphology.  Gene = TAIR gene ID; analysis model ‘Ler’ includes DEGs 
and SCGs from independent Ler differential expression analysis and correlation analysis; 
analysis model ‘Sf’ includes DEGs and SCGs from independent Sf differential expression 
analysis and correlation analysis; analysis model ‘Combined’ includes DEGs obtained in 
response to ploidy (DEG_P) and genotype-by-ploidy interaction (DEG_I). Numeric values 
indicate the normalized gene expression counts for Ler and Sf samples respectively, 
averaged across the three biological replicates.  Green and red numbers indicate 
upregulation and downregulation with respect to its previous lower ploidy level within 
the same genotype. 
 
AT4G02030 SCG 528.46 536.67 637.79 469.72 488.52 481.09
AT4G02260 DEG 1315.40 1162.68 1267.99 1562.10 1006.73 2173.94
AT4G04890 DEG 652.30 737.50 930.65 409.72 1268.50 474.86
AT4G10090 SCG 117.51 135.90 157.29 158.10 154.46 137.56
AT4G20910 SCG,DEG 56.16 57.24 52.91 37.20 14.36 48.93
AT4G23750 SCG,DEG 102.28 128.87 185.24 54.73 21.97 40.77
AT4G30520 SCG 102.74 124.24 90.39 46.45 51.75 76.92
AT4G30790 SCG 1039.10 1227.41 1647.25 964.86 923.36 825.80
AT4G32940 SCG SCG,DEG 58145.88 62423.20 29724.53 73088.42 58682.43 34856.58
AT4G34540 SCG 336.21 358.30 446.21 384.38 426.47 395.49
AT4G36380 SCG,DEG 73.99 40.78 78.75 110.44 139.29 55.23
AT4G39400 SCG,DEG DEG_P 1028.40 2212.42 2995.39 2181.42 1978.21 2837.78
AT5G01600 SCG,DEG 5469.57 5760.48 4394.58 16269.49 12334.72 2855.56
AT5G02760 SCG DEG 4.78 19.20 25.31 5.70 100.55 3.54
AT5G04810 SCG 1187.05 1433.91 1318.57 3107.52 2272.99 3387.79
AT5G05620 SCG,DEG 57.00 54.28 27.15 50.18 44.68 62.70
AT5G08520 SCG 887.49 1630.32 1451.71 1390.06 1696.67 1687.22
AT5G10250 SCG 3.17 6.59 3.25 7.81 16.37 41.67
AT5G13300 SCG 695.48 901.50 617.11 865.10 758.11 803.88
AT5G16470 DEG 1893.66 2416.82 2314.81 3034.85 4681.51 2566.32
AT5G17290 SCG,DEG 631.87 828.42 763.90 1692.97 1913.94 1200.53
AT5G27150 SCG 1421.86 1957.87 1598.25 3172.03 3426.74 2026.93
AT5G35750 SCG,DEG 139.67 128.05 126.67 312.25 336.34 350.05
AT5G37600 SCG 22675.82 23551.03 13917.65 1717.56 1518.55 7582.14
AT5G39610 SCG,DEG 876.45 1370.29 941.05 1172.16 1535.10 502.04
AT5G39740 SCG 1948.64 1660.42 1656.94 2359.86 2518.32 2354.99
AT5G44160 SCG 42.62 59.10 35.10 17.94 14.91 29.91
AT5G45890 DEG_P 54.83 10395.25 804.33 6.36 1.07 0.97
AT5G46210 SCG 1757.77 2064.11 1946.12 1849.19 1841.86 1872.21
AT5G46700 SCG 25.14 32.71 17.01 17.62 24.64 20.16
AT5G51720 DEG 115.77 73.52 190.43 32.63 12.87 273.76
AT5G53400 SCG SCG,DEG DEG_P 561.84 398.29 307.63 656.78 677.82 412.93
AT5G53860 SCG 438.09 567.33 505.95 960.52 730.21 1080.72
AT5G55540 SCG,DEG 178.20 220.39 230.50 140.99 116.54 191.73
AT5G56030 SCG DEG_P 6215.28 2409.79 1642.24 2910.89 2224.79 2377.54
AT5G60970 SCG 89.39 119.85 157.40 32.24 48.70 60.32
AT5G62165 DEG_P 5.75 4.01 256.73 19.48 16.00 8.59
AT5G64930 SCG DEG_I 345.99 405.42 501.87 293.64 360.64 240.54
AT5G64940 DEG_P 1785.07 1575.16 2891.99 726.15 682.16 953.78
AT5G66870 SCG DEG 26.00 37.62 9.62 16.72 16.05 7.10
AT5G67100 SCG,DEG 40.71 18.31 22.33 23.19 20.96 21.98
AT5G67420 SCG 1293.35 2672.20 3503.67 1934.31 4210.75 4463.25
Gene Analysis	Model Ler	Normalized	Gene	Expression Sf	Normalized	Gene	Expression
Ler Sf Combined 2x-colchicine 4x-colchicine 8x-colchicine 2x-colchicine 4x-colchicine 8x-colchicine







Ler Sf Combined 2x-colchicine 4x-colchicine 8x-colchicine 2x-colchicine 4x-colchicine 8x-colchicine
AT1G01160 SCG SCG 1256.36 948.18 1026.00 1502.71 1523.25 1313.14
AT1G04010 SCG 199.22 151.22 107.50 232.07 184.97 236.57
AT1G05180 SCG 703.43 613.59 632.93 582.13 514.51 647.83
AT1G11130 SCG 64.43 25.34 20.30 16.20 13.48 26.64
AT1G11760 SCG 123.97 113.94 127.54 166.39 177.50 164.13
AT1G13260 SCG 1736.66 2288.43 3189.19 519.41 609.10 1892.44
AT1G14000 SCG 1133.95 1222.73 1440.66 1191.69 1248.94 1200.16
AT1G17020 SCG,DEG 179.64 284.90 230.30 117.81 88.21 52.24
AT1G19270 SCG 1129.88 1181.31 807.62 551.36 353.52 878.92
AT1G19850 SCG,DEG 80.62 104.81 124.30 60.02 43.32 67.35
AT1G20780 SCG 703.67 487.57 807.10 548.98 369.55 706.54
AT1G25250 SCG 57.15 36.66 24.89 92.89 54.10 47.75
AT1G27370 DEG 236.94 183.48 204.84 194.70 247.87 267.29
AT1G30210 SCG 456.43 458.94 347.56 494.95 634.84 472.50
AT1G32450 SCG,DEG 184.50 426.47 168.33 795.65 754.78 250.66
AT1G45050 SCG 351.21 308.76 353.45 460.15 606.16 397.37
AT1G48410 SCG 2493.00 2482.01 2423.03 1970.15 1858.58 1949.70
AT1G54130 SCG 3415.22 3746.39 3256.69 2495.07 2403.83 2050.13
AT1G64360 SCG,	DEG 6295.31 6948.65 2053.74 3543.73 2282.56 10296.29
AT1G69490 SCG,DEG 3840.21 6757.51 4141.59 5162.32 4155.05 1259.30
AT1G73500 SCG 2488.05 1891.55 1933.45 2062.80 1671.51 1081.15
AT1G79440 DEG SCG,DEG DEG_P 1171.71 1610.10 415.02 1447.68 1171.46 1930.54
AT2G19450 DEG_I 338.06 422.96 62.06 1015.61 789.33 1174.39
AT2G20570 SCG 6890.23 6433.85 5988.75 6088.94 7732.79 5221.60
AT2G21050 SCG,DEG 68.74 63.55 129.76 21.70 27.00 34.02
AT2G21185 DEG_I 509.87 704.67 1171.94 510.55 939.93 439.49
AT2G21660 DEG_I 60145.51 80026.34 3538.43 135158.91 126347.42 172154.82
AT2G23380 SCG,DEG 36.11 32.99 32.39 32.83 32.70 41.45
AT2G23430 SCG,DEG 899.20 793.02 847.51 1252.50 1184.87 1036.95
AT2G26330 DEG 156.37 215.61 227.55 54.45 148.16 60.40
AT2G29760 DEG_I 78.23 43.26 40.24 79.54 55.55 98.37
AT2G32700 SCG 2423.09 2354.19 2236.69 2084.97 2022.18 2215.04
AT2G36120 SCG,DEG 44.50 68.86 135.69 261.20 153.83 574.30
AT2G40300 SCG,DEG 672.80 659.71 387.22 1290.30 1234.48 666.94
AT2G42580 SCG,DEG 342.54 518.21 992.37 602.19 918.36 799.76
AT2G43000 SCG,DEG 248.71 181.01 287.53 18.51 46.36 17.69
AT2G43570 SCG SCG 966.10 1628.67 3771.89 550.26 518.83 314.35
AT2G45450 DEG 116.18 209.58 138.21 215.85 436.00 117.35
AT2G46240 DEG_I 305.32 342.97 146.50 327.74 217.23 347.05
AT2G47180 DEG_I 235.57 531.03 348.55 263.82 284.57 131.59
AT2G48120 SCG DEG 332.64 235.33 183.89 518.48 331.69 688.10
AT3G01470 SCG 3278.53 2997.06 3848.76 3182.33 3772.02 2711.24
AT3G02150 SCG 559.40 1079.46 1125.33 224.72 233.92 279.85
AT3G07050 SCG 397.38 267.54 257.94 295.47 374.18 299.26
AT3G14172 DEG_I 99.79 101.97 49.11 255.49 230.21 303.94
AT3G14940 SCG,DEG 23.06 48.10 12.81 18.57 15.13 49.34
AT3G27010 SCG 361.69 213.26 214.06 278.32 284.84 225.79
AT3G44680 SCG 249.74 238.16 279.55 152.77 129.78 142.40
AT3G47450 DEG 606.17 376.45 418.59 719.79 433.37 893.16
AT3G49500 SCG 452.62 421.21 475.84 564.93 379.78 545.78
AT3G50660 DEG 53.40 100.79 148.91 190.72 344.51 171.85
AT3G52860 SCG 223.18 213.78 160.95 222.32 190.73 204.35
AT3G54720 SCG,DEG 141.66 246.73 144.66 360.59 228.69 459.95
AT3G56090 SCG SCG,DEG DEG_P 408.66 267.59 39.80 623.19 394.96 501.66
AT3G62080 SCG 223.13 217.64 203.81 277.35 254.84 273.58
AT3G63300 SCG 48.01 37.63 38.43 28.97 18.25 23.45
AT3G63530 SCG 45.84 45.86 36.97 38.49 18.59 42.78
AT4G00100 SCG 1304.69 1205.68 1251.90 1601.84 1849.38 1678.46
AT4G01540 DEG 429.41 273.78 189.68 356.53 110.48 405.08
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3.4 DISCUSSION 
3.4.1 The relative expression levels of most genes are constant across ploidy levels 
Although whole genome duplication is a common phenomenon, much remains 
unknown about how duplicated genes and genomes function in the initial stages of 
polyploidization.  In the past, gene expression studies in neoautopolyploids have 
reported limited transcriptional differences between diploids and tetraploids (Albertin 
et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2006; Stupar et al., 2007; Riddle et al., 2010; Allario et al., 2011; 
Gao et al., 2016; Yin et al., 2018), suggesting that gene expression in autopolyploids 
typically scales with ploidy for most genes.  These observations are not surprising, given 
that large changes in sequence composition immediately after whole genome 
duplication are unexpected, especially in autopolyploids.  However, the increase in 
phenotypic variation, biotic, and abiotic stress tolerance often observed in polyploids 
may suggest otherwise.   
We observed that the linear regression lines for each ploidy-pair comparison 
showed only a minor deviation from the theoretical 1:1 line, with most points tightly 
clustered around it, suggesting that the relative expression levels between ploidy pairs 
were in a 1:1 proportion for most genes.  Overall, 78% of the genes showed a <2-fold 
change in expression and only 1.36% of the genes had a >2-fold linear increase or 
decrease in expression across the ploidy levels.  About 17% of the genes showed a >2-
fold difference in expression between either diploid-tetraploid comparisons or 
tetraploid-octoploid comparisons.  Interestingly, 3.24% of the genes switched their 
direction of expression with increasing ploidy (Figure 3.17).  When logged fold-change 
in expression values were plotted along the chromosome co-ordinates, the distribution 
of genes that had a >2-fold difference in expression appeared to be uniformly 
distributed throughout the chromosome, suggesting that genes having large expression 
changes are not physically co-located on the chromosomes, thus ruling out the 
possibility of large chromosomal rearrangements or constraints to chromosome folding 
being reason behind the changes in expression observed in some genes.   
 
3.4.2 Gene expression changes in response to increased ploidy in A. thaliana 
autopolyploids are genotype-specific 
For both genotypes under study, the expression levels of most genes correlated 
for ploidy within the genotypes.  Diploid-tetraploid comparisons showed the strongest 
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correlation with ploidy level, followed by tetraploid-octoploid comparisons, and diploid-
octoploid comparisons.  For each ploidy-pair comparison, Ler showed stronger 
correlation than Sf (Table 3.5) suggesting that there is more variation in expression 
between Sf genes at different ploidy levels than in Ler genes.   
Comparative gene expression studies between diploids and neotetraploids in 
several species have usually been limited to a single genotype.  Yu et al., (2010) were 
the first to use multiple genotypes to study gene expression differences in response to 
ploidy.  They used microarrays to study two genotypes of A. thaliana and reported that 
476 genes were differentially expressed between diploid and neoautotetraploid Col, 
while only nine were differentially expressed between diploid and neoautotetraploid 
Ler.  Our data also suggested similar genotype-specific patterns; however, we detected 
a larger number of differentially expressed genes in comparison, 1988 in Sf and 149 in 
Ler, likely due to the data from an additional ploidy level (octoploids) in the analysis 
model, relatively sensitive RNA-Seq methods, and the improved availability of analytical 
and statistical tools to detect differential expression over the past decade.   
Exploiting natural genetic variation can be a valuable tool to understand how an 
increase in the genomic content (i.e. nucleotype) interacts with the genetic background 
(i.e. genotype) and why this results in varied in gene expression responses and 
consequently varied phenotypes.  As the gene copy number in all neoautotetraploids is 
twice that of their respective diploids, genotype-specific changes in gene expression 
suggests that the expression of specific alleles or allele combinations is differentially 
regulated in some manner.  The enrichment of specific GO terms and KEGG pathways 
further suggests that such allelic regulation is not stochastic.   
In the combined analysis model, we found that 1008 genes were differentially 
expressed in response to genotype-by-ploidy interaction whereas only 473 were 
differentially expressed in response to ploidy only.  This suggests that a number of genes 
between Ler and Sf have common responses to ploidy (genes involved in photosynthetic 
processes, metabolism of certain amino acids and carbohydrates, and in the 
biosynthesis of secondary metabolites) (Figure 3.20), but a larger number of genes have 
genotype-specific responses.   
When the two genotypes were analysed individually to investigate gene 
expression differences specific to each genotype, we found that there was limited 
overlap (29 genes) between the genes that were differentially expressed between Ler 
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and Sf in response to polyploidy, suggesting that both genotypes have a distinct set of 
genes that are differentially expressed.   Furthermore, we found that the differentially 
expressed genes in response to increased ploidy for the two genotypes were enriched 
for different functional categories.  Ler showed an enrichment for the circadian rhythm 
pathway (Figure 3.24-A) whereas Sf predominantly shows an enrichment for steroid 
biosynthesis and metabolic pathways and to a lesser extent for circadian rhythm genes 
(Figure 3.24-B).   Circadian rhythm genes are considered to be master regulators of 
metabolic and physiological pathways (Harmer et al., 2000; Bendix et al., 2015).  In 
Arabidopsis allotetraploids, it has been shown that the circadian clock genes CCA1 and 
LHY are epigenetically regulated by DNA methylation and histone modifications, which 
orchestrates expression of several downstream genes, for example repression of genes 
for ethylene production that results in superior growth traits (Ni et al., 2009; Song et al., 
2018).  Enrichment of circadian rhythm pathways has also been demonstrated in 
allopolyploids of Populus simonii (Liqin et al., 2019) and of Coffea arabica (Bertrand et 
al., 2015).  In Brassica rapa paleoallopolyploids, it was demonstrated that circadian clock 
genes were preferentially retained during diploidization (Lou et al., 2012), signifying its 
functional importance from an evolutionary perspective.  While the alteration of 
circadian rhythm gene expression appears to be a typical response in allopolyploids and 
hybrids (Ni et al., 2009; Song et al., 2018), no studies have previously documented such 
enrichment in neoautopolyploids.  We found that LHY gene (AT1G01060; LATE 
ELONGATED HYPOCOTYL) was differentially expressed in response to ploidy and 
genotype-by-ploidy interaction in the combined analysis model that included all 
samples.  In the individual analysis models for each genotype, LHY was differentially 
expressed in response to increased ploidy in Ler but not in Sf.  On the other hand, starch 
catabolism genes that were differentially expressed in Sf in response to increased ploidy 
(like LSF1, LSF2, SEX1, SEX4, AMY3, DPE1, DPE2, FINS1, ISA3, and RAM1) were not 
differentially expressed in Ler.   
These findings reiterate the need and advantages of incorporating multiple 
genotypes in ploidy-based gene expression studies, as gene expression changes are 
likely to be genotype-specific and not passively regulated by nucleotype alone.   
3.4.3 Analysing three ploidal levels enhances the ability to detect differential 
expression 
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 When we compared the number of differentially expressed genes detected 
between diploid and tetraploid comparisons in all three analysis models (i.e. combined, 
individual – Ler, and individual – Sf), we found that only two genes are differentially 
expressed in the combined model, none in the individual analysis of Ler-only samples, 
and 176 in Sf-only samples (Table 3.6).  When we compare these numbers to the number 
of differentially expressed genes obtained that respond to ‘ploidy’ (i.e. when the model 
considering all three ploidy levels - diploids, tetraploids, and octoploids together), we 
found 473, 149 and 1988 DEGs for each analysis model respectively.  The majority of 
these overlap with diploid-octoploid or tetraploid-octoploid comparisons 
(Supplementary Data 7.13).  This indicates that having an additional ploidy level as a 
factor in the model significantly enhances the statistical ability to detect DEGs.  This 
could be because a third point of reference makes the gene expression patterns more 
evident, successfully distinguishing DEGs from background noise (transcriptome 
variance).  The larger number of DEGs obtained between diploid-octoploid or tetraploid-
octoploid comparisons also suggests that expression differences are probably scaled in 
these cases, making genes that would normally exhibit low-level expression differences 
between diploids and tetraploids (that are too small to pass the stringent thresholds of 
analytical tools) more prominent. 
 There are only a few gene expression studies that have used multiple ploidy 
levels to test for gene or protein expression changes.  Using an autopolyploid series of 
haploid, diploid, triploids and tetraploids of Zea mays, Guo et al., (1996) analysed the 
expression of 18 genes using northern blots and found that there was equal expression 
across the four ploidies on a per-genome basis for 15 of the genes and three genes 
showed disproportionate increase or decrease in transcript abundance relative to 
ploidy.  Stupar et al., (2007) analysed transcriptomic changes in haploids, diploids and 
tetraploids of Solanum phureja using cDNA microarrays and observed subtle but 
significant expression changes in 948 and 955 genes in leaflets and root tips respectively.  
Proteome studies in a ploidy series of inbred Oh43 revealed that 26% of the proteins 
were differentially expressed (Yao et al., 2011).  Across all the aforementioned studies, 
it can be seen that a significantly higher proportion of genes or proteins were detected 
as being differentially expressed in response to increased ploidy, which have not been 
detected in most other gene expression studies that compare only two ploidy levels 
(Albertin et al., 2005; Riddle et al., 2010; Allario et al., 2011; Gao et al., 2016; Gao et al., 
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2016).  Thus, it is advantageous to have multiple ploidy levels in the experimental design 
to maximise the ability to detect differentially expressed genes and understand ploidy 
pathways.   
 To our knowledge, there are no RNA-Seq studies at present that have explored 
transcriptomic differences across all genes for more than two ploidy levels in 
autopolyploids.  An exception is a recent study that used a polyploidy series of A. 
thaliana to examine how ploidy affects the total RNA transcriptome size using RNA-Seq 
and ERCC spike-ins, however, they addressed transcriptome variation at a total 
transcriptome level whereas we address specific gene-level changes in gene expression 
(Robinson et al., 2018).  Previous gene-level response studies have reported findings 
based on a subset of all genes (e.g. 18 genes in Guo et al.,’s (1996) study and 9000 genes 
in Stupar et al.,’s (2007) study).  It is likely that the analysis of all expressed genes would 
provide better insight to comprehend polyploid responses.   
 
3.4.4 Gene expression data can be analysed in multiple ways, each providing insights 
on different aspects on ploidy responses 
 In this study, we used several different models to analyse the same dataset, each 
with a unique purpose to address specific questions.  Two distinct analysis methods 
were employed.  The first method was the analysis of differentially expressed genes 
using the statistical tool EdgeR (Robinson et al., 2010; McCarthy et al., 2012).  Most tools 
to analyse differential expression tend to be very conservative as they include steps that 
normalize the data based on the assumption that no genes are differentially expressed.  
This often flattens the overall variance in the data in an attempt to account for library 
size differences between samples.  This is a robust approach, however, genes with low-
level expression differences that may be of interest are often lost as false negatives.  We 
believe that this is the likely reason for the low number of DEGs in diploid-tetraploid 
comparisons.  Within the DEG analysis, we analysed the data using three models.  A 
combined model was used wherein all 24 samples were included in the analysis and the 
model took into account genotype effects and colchicine effects to accurately determine 
genes that changed in response to ploidy and genotype-by-ploidy interaction.  This 
model gave us two important lists of genes, a list of genes that changed in response to 
ploidy in both genotypes, and a list of genes that changed in response to ploidy in a 
genotype-dependent manner.  The former represents genes that have common 
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responses to ploidy, while the latter represents genes that responded depending on the 
genetic background of the plant.  While this approach allowed us to determine genes 
that had common or genotype-specific responses, we could not isolate which of the 
genotype-specific responses originated from which particular genotype.  To understand 
this, a second set of analyses were run by splitting the data by genotype. This provided 
insights to unique pathways that are enriched in response to increased ploidy for the 
two genotypes.   
 As the DEG analysis can be quite conservative, we also employed a second 
correlation-based approach to analyze the data.  As there was no way to account for 
gene expression differences due to genotype or colchicine treatment effects for these 
analyses, the data from untreated diploids was excluded and the analysis was run 
separately for each genotype. The data was bootstrapped 10,000 times to establish 
thresholds for correlation coefficients and p-value based on which the genes could be 
declared as strongly and significantly correlated genes (SCG).  This approach allowed us 
to identify genes that show a strong positive or negative correlation in expression values 
to increasing ploidy levels (Figure 3.18-Figure 3.19).   
 
3.4.5 Detected DEGs and SCGs may be involved in regulating several pathways that 
determine phenotype 
 A number DEGs or SCGs identified in this study had known functions related to 
stomatal, trichome, leaf development, or flowering time traits.   As quantitative traits 
such as these are polygenic, it remains to be tested what the contribution of each of 
these genes is towards the observed phenotypes.  There are likely to be master genes 
or master regulators that respond to increased ploidy, which can have a cascading effect 
on a number of interacting genes and the combination of their expression determine 
the final phenotype.  GIGANTEA could potentially be one such master gene in ploidy 
responses as it is a key gene that plays a master regulatory role in several pathways like 
drought tolerance, salt tolerance, circadian clock control, starch accumulation, light 
signaling, chlorophyll accumulation, and cold tolerance (Mishra and Panigrahi 2015).  
We found that GIGANTEA (GI) was differentially expressed in response to ploidy as well 
as genotype-by-ploidy interaction.  If we examine the enriched GO terms and KEGG 
pathways (Table 3.20-3.21), we find that almost all pathways (except drought tolerance) 
that GIGANTEA is known to be involved in are enriched.  In diploidization following 
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paleopolyploidy, it has been shown that circadian clock genes are preferentially retained 
over time (Lou et al., 2012).  It is interesting that at least two large-effect circadian-clock 
genes (GIGANTEA and LHY) are differentially expressed in the early stages after 
neoautopolyploid formation, suggesting that their retention may not entirely be 
determined by evolutionary processes over time but may in fact have other processes 
regulating them almost immediately after ploidy increase.  Circadian clock genes are 
thought to regulate a third of the expressed genes in A. thaliana and are typically 
enriched in stress response pathways and plant hormone pathways (Covington et al., 
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It has been suggested that changes in ploidy may cause significant barriers to 
genetic exchanges with relatives of a different ploidy, contributing to the reproductive 
isolation and fast speciation of newly formed polyploids (Stebbins Jr., 1950; Grant, 1981; 
Sweigart et al., 2008; Köhler et al., 2010).  Successful interploidy hybridization requires 
the bypassing of several obstacles, either in the form of pre-zygotic hybridization 
barriers i.e. barriers before fertilisation like pollen incompatibility, or post-zygotic 
hybridization barriers i.e. barriers after fertilisation like hybrid sterility (Köhler et al., 
2010).  Reduction in interploidy cross fertility is commonly observed in triploid F1 
progeny that result from crosses between tetraploid and diploid plant species.  This is 
termed as a “triploid block” because triploid seeds often fail to develop (Marks, 1966; 
Johnston & Hanneman, 1982) due to the formation a post-zygotic hybridization barrier 
in the endosperm which leads to seed abortion (Erilova et al., 2009).  However, under 
some circumstances, triploid seeds can be viable and act as bridges allowing gene flow 
between ploidy levels when backcrossed to their progenitors (Ramsey & Schemske, 
1998; Husband, 2004).  Fertile triploid seeds produce triploid plants that are most often 
transient due to meiotic instability owing to the odd number of chromosome pairs.  The 
following generation, thus, usually consists of a range of mixed ploidy progenies (Henry 
et al., 2005) that are either unstable and perish, or are stable and lead to new species 
lineages (Husband, 2004; Vallejo-Marín & Hiscock, 2016; Kopecký et al., 2018). Thus, 
understanding the mechanisms underlying the success or failure of interploidy crosses 
would be useful for understanding the role of polyploidy in plant speciation.   
 
The mechanisms identified to be involved in inter-ploidy hybridization failure are 
thought to be similar to those that underlie interspecies hybridization barriers as both 
involve altered endosperm cellularisation and embryo lethality (Sukno et al., 1999; 
Bushell et al., 2003; Schatlowski & Kohler, 2012; Lafon-Placette et al., 2018).  The genes 
identified to be involved in interploidy hybridization response like Polycomb Repressive 
Complex2 (PRC2) subunits MEDEA (MEA) and FERTILIZATION INDEPENDENT SEED 2 
(FIS2), and AGAMOUS LIKE (AGL) genes have also been identified to play a role in 
interspecies hybridization response (Josefsson et al., 2006; Erilova et al., 2009; Rebernig 
et al., 2015).  Hybridization between crop varieties and wild relatives is a potentially 
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valuable source of genes for crop improvement, but inviability of their hybrids often 
hamper the success of this approach (Hajjar & Hodgkin, 2007; Dempewolf et al., 2017; 
Prohens et al., 2017).  Thus, understanding the genetic basis of variation in interploidy 
cross success can also be helpful to understand how interspecies barriers might be 
broken. 
 
In most angiosperms, failure in crosses between plants of different ploidies is 
attributed to endosperm development failure, leading to seed abortion of varying 
degrees (Ramsey & Schemske, 1998; Scott et al., 1998; Adams et al., 2000; Dilkes et al., 
2008; Erilova et al., 2009; Ishikawa et al., 2011; Stoute et al., 2012; Hehenberger et al., 
2012; Schatlowski & Kohler, 2012; Sekine et al., 2013; Lafon-Placette & Köhler, 2016; 
Schinkel et al., 2017).  The endosperm, unlike other plant tissues, contains an 
unbalanced set of chromosomes: two copies of the maternal genome (“2m” from the 
homodiploid maternal central cell) and one copy of the paternal genome (“1p” from the 
haploid paternal sperm cell).  This specific 2m:1p ratio called the endosperm balance 
number (EBN) is crucial for normal seed nourishment and development.  A departure 
from this balance has been shown to either accelerate (when there is more than 2:1 
maternal excess) or delay endosperm cellularization (when there is more than one 
paternal copy for every two maternal copies) (Lin, 1984; Scott et al., 1998; Sorensen et 
al., 2002; Costa et al., 2004; Dilkes & Comai, 2004; Pignocchi et al., 2009).  Several 
regulators of endosperm cellularisation like AGAMOUS LIKE (AGL) transcription factor 
AGL62 (Erilova et al., 2009; Lu et al., 2012) and TRANSPARENT TESTA GLABRA2 (TTG2) 
(Dilkes et al., 2008) have been identified to be directly associated with promoting seed 
abortion by delaying endosperm cellularisation in paternal excess interploidy crosses.  
Parental-dosage sensitivity has been proposed to be due to de-regulation of genomic 
imprinting patterns in the endosperm (Haig & Westoby, 1991; Gutierrez-Marcos et al., 
2003; Jullien & Berger, 2010; Schatlowski & Kohler, 2012).  This hypothesis is supported 
by the fact that interploidy crosses can be rescued by altering imprinting patterns, for 
example, hypomethylated pollen derived from the met1 mutant could bypass the 
interploidy hybridization barrier in Arabidopsis thaliana (Schatlowski et al., 2014b).  If 
parental-dosage imbalance is the main trigger for seed abortion in response to 
interploidy crosses, seed abortion should occur in a consistent proportion between 
parents of different ploidies, independent of the specific maternal and/or paternal 
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genotypes involved in the interploidy cross.  Despite the extensive research on 
understanding parent-of-origin effects in interploidy crosses, very little is known about 
maternal and paternal genotypic variation in interploidy cross success and its genetic 
basis (but see Henry et al., 2005; Dilkes et al., 2008). 
 
Interspecies crosses also show parent-of-origin effects, with similar directional 
effects on endosperm cellularization as seen in interploidy crosses (Valentine & 
Woodell, 1963; Ishikawa et al., 2011; Rebernig et al., 2015; Garner et al., 2016).  This 
suggests that dosage sensitivity issues in endosperm development may arise 
independent of ploidy differences.  It is possible that interspecific crosses cause 
imprinting deregulation, similar to what is observed in interploidy crosses (Chen et al., 
2016; Florez-Rueda et al., 2016).  However, there is also evidence that despite 
homoploidy between some species (i.e. two species may have the same number of 
complementary genomes), they may have different “effective ploidy” (Johnston & 
Hanneman, 1982; Lafon-Placette & Köhler, 2016; Roth et al., 2019). This suggests that 
species may experience significant gene expression divergence that cause dosage 
imbalances during endosperm development (Roth et al., 2019).  Imbalances may also  
occur due to interactions between maternal and paternal genomes in the endosperm. 
Kirkbride et al., (2015) crossed three different A. thaliana genotypes to A. arenosa (a 
tetraploid sister-species) and found that maternally expressed genes were generally 
conserved in all F1 hybrids but paternally expressed genes were differentially expressed 
depending on the maternal genotype contributing to the hybrid.  Thus, this provides 
evidence for an interaction between maternal and paternal genotypes in the developing 
seed which may be involved in determining the extent of incompatibility or seed 
abortion. 
 
Our study focusses on understanding if the seed abortion response in interploidy 
hybridization is genotype-dependent and whether the maternal and paternal genotypes 
independently regulate the outcome of an interploidy cross or whether it is determined 
by the interaction between the two.  The limited data currently available on this 
provides opportunities to further explore this avenue and further understand factors 
responsible for post zygotic hybridization barriers in interploidy crosses which can have 
implication on our understanding of interspecies hybridization barriers as well as plant 
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speciation.  We use A. thaliana as a model as it provides an interesting system to 
investigate these issues because unlike many plants, they are tolerant to interploidy 
crosses, producing triploid seeds with variable success.  Due to this fact, A. thaliana has 
been used in many studies to investigate molecular mechanisms involved in endosperm 
failure, or the success of triploid progeny  (Scott et al., 1998; Henry et al., 2005; Dilkes 
et al., 2008; Erilova et al., 2009; Schatlowski & Kohler, 2012; Lafon-Placette & Köhler, 
2016).  However, despite the wide usage of natural variation in A. thaliana to study the 
genetic basis of many quantitative traits (Kover et al., 2009; Camargo et al., 2018; Ma et 
al., 2019; Yang et al., 2019) there is limited information about the extent of natural 
genetic variation in A. thalina’s tolerance to interploidy crosses.  Nevertheless, Dilkes et 
al., (2008) performed interploidy crosses using two different genotypes of A. thaliana 
and demonstrated the potential for quantitative variation in the success of interploidy 
cross among different natural genotypes of this species. 
 
In order to identify natural allelic variation underlying a quantitative trait, 
synthetic populations of recombinant inbred lines (RILs) derived from two-parent 
crosses are commonly used.  Here, we use A. thaliana MAGIC (Multi-Parent Advanced 
Genetic Inter-Cross) lines, a type of RIL derived from a multiparent population of 19 
founder genotypes that have been inter-crossed for four generation and inbred for a 
further seven generations (Kover et al., 2009).  All lines have been sequenced for 1260 
Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNP’s), which allow high-resolution quantitative trait 
loci (QTL) mapping.  The lines are stable and do not need to be re-genotyped for each 
experiment.  Using a multiparent population provides several advantages over 
traditionally used two-parent populations as they facilitate higher resolution mapping 
resulting in a smaller number of candidate genes, reduce the confounding effects of 
linked loci, and produce information-rich patterns of effects that can help identify causal 
variants and distinguish pleiotropy from chance colocalization of multiple QTL (Broman 
et al., 2019).   
 
Our experiment was conducted in two stages – a pilot stage to establish proof of 
concept and determine if there is any natural variation in the rate of seed abortion in 
interploidy crosses; and the main experiment stage where the genetic variation was fine 
mapped.  In the first pilot experiment, we assessed natural genetic variation in tolerance 
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to interploidy crosses by evaluating rates of seed abortion in response to paternal excess 
[2X(♀) x 4X(♂)] crosses among seven naturally occurring genotypes of A. thaliana, to 
address the following questions: (1) Does seed abortion vary in response to the maternal 
genotype. (2) Does seed abortion vary in response to the paternal genotype. (3) Is the 
combination of the maternal and paternal genotype important in determining the 
response? Based on our findings from the pilot study, we found results that would 
benefit from being scaled up to include a larger number of genotypes.  For this, in the 
second stage of the experiment, we used MAGIC lines to map genetic factors involved 
in the genetic variance in response to paternal excess interploidy crosses, and to 
determine if the genetic basis of this response to different paternal genotypes were 
independent - a question that has not been addressed to date.  
Loci identified as having a significant QTL for interploidy seed abortion response 
were scanned for candidate genes in a ± 250kb region around the QTL marker and were 
shortlisted if they were involved in one or more of the following functions :  (1) Auxin 
synthesis, binding or response : Auxin is a key plant hormone involved in growth and 
development of the endosperm following fertilization by triggering cell division of the 
central cell (Figueiredo et al., 2015, 2016); (2) Pollen development : when a pollen grain 
lands on the stigma of a maternal plant, it undergoes hydration and the pollen tube 
germinates and penetrates into the style making its way to the ovary.  During the 
journey of pollen cells, they interact with at least seven types of cells in the maternal 
reproductive organs (Palanivelu & Tsukamoto, 2012).  Thus, pollen tube growth and 
delivery of pollen cells to the egg cell is partly regulated by the maternal plant and the 
interaction of the two genotypes may impact the fertility of the interploidy cross; (3) 
Cytoskeletal regulation and cell division : since interploidy crosses cause changes in the 
overall genomic content of all cells involved, it poses a challenge to sister chromatid 
pairing during mitosis, regulation of DNA replication and cell division; (4) Development 
and differentiation of the embryo or endosperm.   We propose that genotypic variation 
for one or more of these genes could be linked to a host of post zygotic changes, 
consequently leading to variation in seed abortion based on the maternal or paternal 




4.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
4.2.1 Plant material  
 For the pilot study, to scan for natural genetic variation in seed abortion in 
response to interploidy hybridization in A. thaliana, we used seven diploid genotypes as 
the maternal parents (Bur, Col, Kn, Ler, Mt, Sf, Wil).  These seven genotypes are part of 
the 19 founder genotypes of the MAGIC lines (Multi-Parent Advanced Genetic Inter-
Cross) (Kover et al., 2009) that have been used as maternal genotypes for interploidy 
crosses in the main mapping experiment.  Seeds for the pilot study were initially 
obtained from the Arabidopsis Biological Resource Centre (ABRC, USA) and maintained 
for several generations in the lab.  Neo-tetraploid plants were generated, tested for 
ploidy and grown for three generations as described previously in Chapter 2.   
 
 For the mapping experiment we used a random selection of 261 A. thaliana 
MAGIC lines as the diploid maternal parents (Supplementary Data 7.14).  The complete 
MAGIC population consists of over 700 lines that are the result of four generations of 
intercrossing among 19 genotypes, followed by six generations of inbreeding.  Multi 
parent mapping lines offer higher resolution that two parent populations (Broman et 
al., 2019). These lines are near-homozygous and stable and thus do not need re-
genotyped for each experiment.  Furthermore, the lines have been genotyped with 
1,260 single nucleotide polymorphisms that allow fine mapping of quantitative trait loci 
(QTL) to a mapping accuracy of ± 250kb (Kover et al., 2009).  For this study, we use a 
randomly selected subset of the MAGIC population and grew three to six replicates for 
each MAGIC line to be crossed to pollen from diploid lines, neo-tetraploid lines and itself 
(described below). 
 
4.2.2 Growth Conditions 
 Seeds were sown in 2” pots containing soil (F2+S variety of compost from 
Levington® Seed and Modular Compost, Scotts Company, UK) and randomly allocated 
to trays that were rotated regularly to avoid any positional effects.  To ensure that there 
were limited number of plants to cross at any given point, the plants were grown in 
batches either in the growth chamber or glasshouse set at 21°C day/18°C night and 16 
hours of light/day.  
4.2.3 Plant Crosses 
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 For all crosses, early flower buds (between 5th to 15th bud on the primary stem) 
from plants chosen as the maternal parents were emasculated prior to anthesis and any 
open flowers were removed to avoid cross-contamination with self-pollen.  Stigmas of 
emasculated buds were allowed to mature for one day and then hand-pollinated with 
pollen from the required paternal plants.  The pedicel of the crossed bud was tagged 
using a coloured thread to identify the paternal plant it had been crossed to.  Each 
maternal individual produced a single cross to each paternal genotype.  Thus, biological 
replicates of each cross type are derived from independent maternal plants.  Three to 
five biological replicates were produced of each cross pair. 
 
For the pilot experiment, crosses were conducted between diploid maternal 
plants and tetraploid paternal plants within and between genotypes with an aim to 
create a 7x7 matrix of interploidy, inter-genotype crosses with at least three biological 
replicates. However, due to differences in flowering time between some genotypes, we 
could not achieve all 49 combinations. Nevertheless, the pilot study provided sufficient 
information to pursue and design the main experiment. 
 
 For the main experiment, maternal plants for each MAGIC line were crossed to 
five pollen parents - Col 2x (C2), Col 4x (C4), Mt 2x (M2), Mt 4x (M4) and self-cross (an 
open flower from the maternal plant was used as the pollen parent and hand-
pollinated).  Three to five biological replicates from independent maternal plants were 
produced for each cross pair.  The C2 and M2 crosses served as genotype controls to 
account for any seed abortion that may be caused due to interaction between 
genotypes of the parents contributing to the crosses; the self-cross (S) served as an 
indicator of maternal plant health to ensure that any abortion effects seen are on 
account of genotype and/or ploidy only and not due to the plant being stressed or 
unhealthy.  Crosses were allowed to develop into siliques that were grown to maturity 
and harvested for further analysis approximately three weeks after crossing.   
 
As the MAGIC lines are a mosaic of 19 contributing founder genotypes, it was 
important to establish whether the abortion response we see is solely due to interploidy 
hybridization or if it is also due to any genetic incompatibility between the MAGIC lines 
and the paternal genotypes (Col and Mt).  Thus, in addition to the MAGIC line x 4x 
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tetraploid crosses for the two paternal genotypes (C4 and M4), we also conducted 
corresponding diploid crosses (MAGIC lines x 2x) for both paternal genotypes (C2 and 
M2) as well as crosses to self-pollen (S) which was a technical control.  
 
A total of 229 and 2,215 mature siliques were collected for the pilot study and 
main experiment respectively. 
 
4.2.4 Seed Imaging and scoring 
 Harvested seeds from crossed siliques were imaged under 14x magnification 
using a macro lens (Olloclip®, USA) coupled to an iPhone camera (Apple, USA).  The seeds 
were scored into two categories - aborted and non-aborted.  Aborted seeds were 
characterised as small, shriveled and dark brown or black coloured seeds (Figure 4.1a).  
The remainder of the seeds were either abnormal (Figure 4.1b), characterised by 
irregular morphology and light brown coloured seeds, or normal (Figure 4.1c), 
characterised by plump, elliptical, light brown coloured seeds.  Both abnormal and 
normal seeds were categorised as non-aborted (Figure 4.1b-c).  Due to unequal number 
of seeds produced in each silique, we analyzed the percentage of aborted seeds 
(calculated by dividing the number of aborted seeds by the number of total seeds 
produced in each cross and multiplying that by 100).  Only cross pairs that produced a 
minimum on ten seeds were used for the analysis.   
 
 
Figure 4.1 | Seed types observed among triploid seeds produced by crossing diploid 
maternal plants and tetraploid paternal plants.  Shrivelled seeds – categorized as 
aborted; (B) Abnormal seeds - categorized as non-aborted; (C) Normal seeds - 
categorized as non-aborted. Scale bar = 500μm. 
 
4.2.5 Statistical Analysis 
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4.2.5.1 Pilot Experiment 
To determine whether there was significant genetic variation among maternal 
and paternal genotypes, as well as a significant interaction between maternal and 
paternal genotypes on the percentage of seeds aborted in the pilot experiment, we used 
a two-way ANOVA. 
 
4.2.5.2 Main Experiment 
4.2.5.2.1 Determining genotype incompatibilities in C2 and M2 relative to the self-cross 
(S) 
The effect of paternal line on percentage seed abortion in the main experiment 
was assessed using a one-way ANOVA followed by a Tukey’s Post-hoc test to compare 
C2 and M2 crosses to S to determine genotype incompatibility between the MAGIC lines 
and the paternal genotypes C2 and M2.  This was tested to ascertain that any responses 
we saw in inter-ploidy seed abortion were due to the effects of ploidy and genotype-by-
ploidy interaction and not due to incompatibilities between the MAGIC lines and 
paternal genotypes being used in the study. 
4.2.5.2.2 Determining the effect of maternal and paternal genotypes in MAGIC x 4x 
crosses 
To determine whether there was significant genetic variation among maternal 
and paternal genotypes, as well as a significant interaction between maternal and 
paternal genotypes on the percentage of seeds aborted in crosses between the MAGIC 
lines and the paternal tetraploid genotypes, we conducted a two-way ANOVA.   
 
4.2.5.2.3 Regression analysis between MAGIC x C4 and MAGIC x M4 crosses 
The percentage seed abortion data for MAGIC x C4 and MAGIC x M4 crosses was 
used to perform a linear regression analyses to determine if there was any relationship 
between seed abortion in crosses to the two paternal tetraploid genotypes.  The 
coefficient of determination (R2) was calculated to evaluate the fit of data points around 
the regression line and estimate what proportion of the variance in MAGIC x M4 that 
could be explained by variance in MAGIC x C4 crosses.  If there was no natural variation 
in response to interploidy crosses with different paternal genotypes, the slope of the 
regression line would be expected to be unity (m=1) and the intercept zero (c=0).  To 
determine the extent to which the regression line deviates from unity, the ‘smatr’ R 
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package function ‘sma’ was used as follows: sma(y ~ x -1, log="xy", data=data, 
slope.test=1).  This function tests if the slope of the regression line passing through origin 
is significantly different from the null hypothesis of slope=1. 
All statistical analyses were done in R (R Core Team, 2018).   
 
4.2.6 QTL Mapping 
 To uncover genetic factors underlying the variation in seed abortion in response 
to interploidy crosses, we performed a QTL analysis on the percentage of seeds aborted 
when the paternal parent was a C4 and a M4 independently.  The best estimate for the 
%abortion (percentage of aborted seeds) phenotype for each MAGIC line was estimated 
as the average across replicates of the cross.  QTL mapping was performed in R using 
the ‘HAPPY’ package as described in (Kover et al., 2009).  Briefly, a probabilistic 
reconstruction of the genome of each MAGIC line as a mosaic of the 19 contributing 
parental haplotypes is calculated taking into account information from the 1260 Single 
Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) using a hidden Markov model.  Next, the entire 
genome is scanned for evidence of a QTL in each SNP interval using a fixed effects linear 
model ANOVA assuming that there is no other QTL.  The statistical significance of the 
genome scan at each SNP interval is calculated as logP= −log10(ANOVA P-value).  Thus, 
the higher the significance of a QTL, the greater its logP value.  The evidence of each QTL 
is then re-evaluated in the context of a multiple QTL mapping model.  A QTL is 
considered significant when logP>3 and genome-wide P<0.1.  It is expected that, if 
interploidy cross failure is due to genetic variation in maternal plant’s ability to detect 
ploidy, then the two independent QTL analyses for each tetraploid paternal genotype 
will uncover similar QTL profiles. 
 
4.2.7 Shortlisting candidate genes 
After QTL locations for %abortion were identified in crosses with the paternal parents -
C4 and M4, a list of genes in a ± 250kb region around the QTL marker chromosomal 
locations were obtained using the Arabidopsis annotation 
(Araport11_GFF3_genes_transposons.201606.gtf) downloaded from Araport 
(www.araport.org; accessed 23/03/2018).  Gene descriptions and annotations for these 
genes were looked up on TAIR (https://www.arabidopsis.org; accessed 27/11/2018) and 
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protein coding genes with known functions were retained.    Genes considered as good 
candidates as the causative genetic factor for each QTL location were ones with known 
function involving: (i) auxin production and regulation; (ii) pollen development; (iii) 
cytoskeletal organization; (iv) mitosis, cell cycle or cell division; (v) seed development 
and (vi) cell differentiation. 
 
4.3 RESULTS 
4.3.1 Pilot Study – establishing natural variation among Arabidopsis genotypes in 
interploidy cross success 
When diploid maternal plants from seven different genotypes were crossed to 
tetraploid fathers, we saw significant effects of the maternal genotype and paternal 
genotype on the percentage of seeds aborted.  No significant maternal-by-paternal 
interaction effects were seen (Table 4.1).  Figure 4.2 shows a representative plot of these 
effects using a subset of the data.  A subset of crosses with two paternal tetraploids (Col-
4x and Ler-4x) is chosen due to missing cross pairs of maternal genotypes with some of 
the other paternal genotypes.  We observed that when Col-4x pollen were crossed to 
various maternal genotypes, the least percent seed abortion was observed when 
crossed to Mt and Sf mothers, and the most percent seed abortion was observed when 
crossed to Wil, Col and Kn mothers.  On the other hand, when Ler-4x pollen were crossed 
to various maternal genotypes, the least percent seed abortion was observed when 
crossed to Col and Ler mothers, and the most percent seed abortion was observed when 
crossed to Wil and Kn mothers.  Furthermore, all maternal plants crossed to Ler-4x 
pollen showed a lower percentage of aborted seeds in comparison to crosses with Col 
4x pollen for the same maternal genotypes.  Thus, the percentage of seed abortion in 
the paternal excess interploidy crosses varied depending on the maternal genotypes, 
paternal genotypes and the combination of genotypes contributing to the cross.    
Table 4.1 | ANOVA output for maternal and paternal effects in interploidy crosses – 
pilot experiment. Two-way ANOVA results for the effect of maternal genotype, paternal 
genotype and maternal-by-paternal interaction. 
Factor Df Sum Sq F value P-value 
Paternal Genotype 6 32423.680 8.511 1.51E-06 
Maternal Genotype 5 26203.555 8.254 7.19E-06 
Paternal x Maternal 10 10737.674 1.691 1.06E-01 
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Figure 4.2 | Natural variation in response to interploidy crosses.  Maternal and paternal 
variation in percentage seed abortion in seven maternal genotypes crossed to two 
paternal genotypes.  Bars indicate percentage seed abortion averaged across the 
biological replicates.   Red bars indicate the maternal genotype (x-axis) crossed to Col-
4x pollen. Blue bars indicate the maternal genotype (x-axis) crossed to Ler-4x pollen.  
Error bars represent ± 1 SE (standard error of the mean). 
 
4.3.2 Seed abortion is a response to interploidy crosses 
Figure 4.3 illustrates that across all MAGIC maternal genotypes, the percentage 
of seed abortion in crosses to C2 or M2 paternal genotypes is nearly 0% barring a few 
outliers, and interploidy crosses to C4 or M4 paternal genotypes show a wide range of 
percentages of seeds aborted.  To establish whether the abortion response we saw was 
solely due to interploidy hybridization or if it was also due to any genetic incompatibility 
between the MAGIC lines and the paternal genotypes (Col and Mt), we performed a 
one-way ANOVA on the percentage of seeds aborted as function on paternal type (C2, 
M2, M4, C4 and S) and found a significant paternal type effect (Table 4.2).  However, a 
subsequent Tukey’s post-hoc test showed that there was no significant difference 
between the percentage of seeds aborted between crosses with C2 and S  pollen, and 
between crosses with M2 and S pollen (Table 4.3), and the main effect is cause by a 
significantly higher percentage of aborted seeds in crosses with tetraploid pollen (Table 
4.3).  This suggested that seed abortion was mainly a response to interploidy crosses, 


















and that the genetic background of the tetraploid pollen would not result in any seed 
abortion due to additional genetic incompatibility between the maternal and paternal 
genotypes per se.  Furthermore, the Tukey’s test also showed that crosses to a M4 pollen 
resulted in significantly lesser abortion when compared to C4 pollen, thus depicting a 
clear paternal genotype effect in interploidy crosses, independent of ploidy.  
 
Figure 4.3 | Boxplot of percent seed abortion in the MAGIC lines crossed to five pollen 
parents.    261 MAGIC lines (used as maternal plants) were each crossed to pollen from 
C2 (Col-2x), C4 (Col-4x), M2 (Mt-2x), M4 (Mt-4x) and S (self) paternal plants.  For each 
data point, the average percent seed abortion from three to five biological replicates for 
each cross pair was used.  Horizontal lines represent the median percent seed abortion, 
boxes represent the interquartile range, whiskers indicate the minimum and maximum 













Table 4.2 | One-way ANOVA output for paternal effects in MAGIC lines crossed to 
various paternal genotypes. 
Factor Df Sum Sq F value P-value 
Paternal Genotype 4 185239.940 107.363 1.85E-80 
 
Table 4.3 | Tukey’s HSD post-hoc test output comparing crosses between MAGIC lines 
with different paternal genotypes.  Lower and upper bound represent the lower and 
upper limits of the 95% confidence interval.  Sig represents the adjusted P-value for the 
comparison corrected for multiple comparisons. 
Contrast Mean Diff Lower Bound Upper Bound Sig 
S-C2 1.472 -6.704 9.649 9.88E-01 
S-M2 2.231 -6.024 10.486 9.48E-01 
S-C4 -24.777 -32.296 -17.258 0.00E+00 
S-M4 -20.425 -27.919 -12.930 0.00E+00 
M2-C2 -0.759 -6.629 5.111 9.97E-01 
M2-C4 -27.008 -31.922 -22.094 0.00E+00 
M4-C2 21.897 17.156 26.638 0.00E+00 
M4-C4 -4.352 -7.840 -0.865 6.04E-03 
M4-M2 22.656 17.781 27.531 0.00E+00 
C4-C2 26.249 21.468 31.030 0.00E+00 
 
4.3.3 The seed abortion responses to different paternal genotypes were significantly 
different 
A two-way ANOVA testing for the effects of maternal and paternal genotype on 
percentage seed abortion in the interploidy crosses revealed that significant effects 
were seen for maternal genotype as well as paternal genotypes, however, no significant 
maternal-by-paternal interaction effects were observed (Table 4.4).  Thus, the 
genotypes of the maternal and paternal plant independently affected seed abortion and 
their specific combination did not appear to have an effect.  
Table 4.4 | ANOVA output for maternal and paternal effects in interploidy crosses – 
main experiment. Two-way ANOVA results for the effect of maternal genotype, paternal 
genotype and maternal-by-paternal interaction in MAGIC diploids crossed to two 
tetraploid genotypes. 
Factor Df Sum Sq F value P-value 
Paternal Genotype 1 5010.056 13.311 2.87E-04 
Maternal Genotype 256 322736.399 3.350 1.34E-33 
Paternal x Maternal 215 87698.597 1.084 2.31E-01 
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Figure 4.4 depicts the scatterplot of average percentage seed abortion in MAGIC 
x M4 crosses v/s MAGIC x C4 crosses for 261 MAGIC lines. The regression line (blue) is 
significantly different from the theoretical 1:1 reference line (black; slope=1) suggesting 
that percent abortion in MAGIC lines crossed to C4 pollen is overall significantly different 
to that of the same MAGIC line crossed to M4 pollen.  A correlation test on the average 
percentage seed abortion data for MAGIC x M4 crosses v/s MAGIC x C4 crosses 
suggested that there was a moderate correlation between the two (Pearson’s r=0.531) 
and that 28% of the variability in MAGIC X C4 crosses could be explained by the linear 





















 Figure 4.4 | Scatterplot of percent seed abortion in MAGIC x C4 v/s MAGIC x M4 
crosses.  Blue dots indicate percent seed abortion for 261 MAGIC lines averaged across 
three to five replicates crossed to C4 (y-axis) or M4 (x-axis) pollen.  The blue line 
indicates the linear regression line (model=y~x-1); Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) 
=-0.139; p-value=0.0398; slope=0.904.  The black line indicates the reference line of 
slope=1 passing through origin. N=1059. 
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model (R2=0.28).  Thus, there was little similarity in seed abortion response to C4 and 
M4 pollen when crossed to the same maternal MAGIC lines and most of the variation in 
percentage seed abortion (72%) remained unexplained.   
 
4.3.4 The genetic basis of triploid block responses to different paternal genotypes were 
independent - QTL Mapping for seed abortion in MAGIC lines crossed to C4 and M4 
 To further understand the genetic architecture behind the variation in 
interploidy crosses between the MAGIC lines and the two paternal genotypes, we 
performed a QTL mapping analysis for percentage seed abortion and identified one QTL 
on chromosomes 3 when seeds had C4 paternal parents, and 1 QTL on chromosome 4 
when seeds had M4 paternal parents (Table 4.5; Figure 4.5).  The QTL for seed abortion 
with C4 and M4 were located on separate chromosomes suggesting that the genetic 
basis of maternal response to crosses with tetraploid pollen differed depending on the 
paternal genotype.  
 
Table 4.5 | Significant QTL detected for average percent abortion for MAGIC line 
crosses with C4 and M4 paternal plants.  QTLs where the logP of genetic association is 
genome-wide significant with a permutation P-value<0.1 are listed below. 
“Chromosome” indicates the chromosome number the QTL is located on, “peak (kb)” 
the position of the QTL in the chromosome in kilobases.   
 
The estimated effect of each of the 19 parental genotypes of the MAGIC lines on 
maternal response to interploidy cross (Table 4.6) showed that the maternal alleles 
contributing to the highest seed abortion in crosses with C4 pollen were alleles from Po, 
Oy and Rsch genotype.  In contrast, the maternal allele that contributed to the highest 
abortion in crosses with M4 pollen was the allele from the Ws genotype.  This further 
reiterated that most of the genetic basis for the response to interploidy crosses was 
independent and determined by specific alleles of the maternal and paternal genotypes. 
Trait Chromosome peak (kb) logP genome-wide P 
MAGIC x C4 
3 10,141 3.189 0.095 
3 10,381 3.190 0.095 
3 12,489 4.176 0.009 














































































































































































































4.3.5 Candidate Genes Involved in Seed Abortion Response 
 A total of 624 genes were present under the four QTL with 93 genes overlapping 
between two of the QTL for MAGIC x C4 which were in close proximity on chromosome 
3 (Table 4.7).  Hence, 531 unique genes were obtained of which 245 protein coding 
genes of known function were retained for further screening.   
Any gene that had functions related to pollen growth and maturation, 
cytoskeletal organisation, cell division, cell differentiation and seed development were 
shortlisted.  In addition to these, auxin related genes were also shortlisted as impaired 
auxin transport in the endosperm has been shown to be involved in seed abortion 
(Figueiredo et al., 2016).  
Key genes related to auxin biosynthesis, binding, transport, or response found 
under the QTLs included  CUL1 (AT4G02570), ABP1 (AT4G02980) and AFB1 (AT4G03190) 
on chromosome 4, and PAD3 (AT3G26830), SLK1 (AT3G26900), PMZ (AT3G28210) and 
ABCB15, ABCB16 and ABCB17 (AT3G28345, AT3G28360 and AT3G28380 respectively) 
on chromosome 3.  Other genes under the QTLs known to regulate seed development 
included SEC15B (AT4G02350), ATFH (AT4G03240), RST1 (AT3G27670), GL1 
(AT3G27920).  A total of 11 and 16 candidate genes that could potentially be involved in 
regulating seed abortion in MAGIC x M4 crosses and MAGIC x C4 crosses respectively 
were shortlisted.    The candidate genes are listed in Table 4.8 and Table 4.9 for M4 QTL 
and C4 QTL respectively. 
Table 4.7 | Tally of the different types of genes present in a ± 250kb around each QTL 
marker. 
Type of Genes Total Number 
Total genes 624 
Overlapping genes 93 
Other RNA genes 3 
Pre-tRNA genes 5 
Pseudogenes 23 
Small nucleolar RNA genes (snoRNA) 3 
Transposable element genes 108 
Genes with unknown functions 76 
Genes coding unknown proteins 64 
Protein-coding Gene with known functions 245 











































































4.4.1 Natural variation was seen in Arabidopsis thaliana interploidy crosses 
Polyploidy is often considered a speciation mechanism as it can cause 
reproductive isolation from diploids due to the presence of post-zygotic hybridization 
barriers in interploidy crosses.  Here, we use A. thaliana as a model to understand these 
barriers by investigating the role of maternal genotypes, paternal genotypes, and 
maternal-by-paternal genotype interaction on the proportion of triploid F1 seeds 
aborted resulting from interploidy crosses between diploid mothers and tetraploid 
fathers.  Extensive research done in the past on parent-of-origin specific effects have 
greatly advanced the mechanistic understanding of the molecular basis of seed abortion 
and seed development in general (Dilkes & Comai, 2004; Schatlowski & Kohler, 2012; 
Kradolfer et al., 2013), however, the imprinted genes involved in seed abortion are likely 
to be a subset of all genes that could be responsible for interploidy seed failure.  Hence, 
continuing to look at parental genotypes and their effects will complement 
understanding of the genetic basis of the interploidy hybridisation effects on seed 
abortion.   
 
Based on our findings from the pilot experiment we observed that there was 
greater seed abortion when each of the seven maternal genotypes were crossed to Col 
pollen in comparison to Ler pollen (Figure 4.2).  Our observations are in line with 
previous work by Dilkes et al., (2008) who presented one of the earliest studies of 
paternal genotype-dependent seed abortion response.  They found that paternal excess 
interploidy crosses with A. thaliana genotype Col as a tetraploid pollen donor resulted 
in a strong seed abortion response that was not seen with tetraploid pollen from Ler 
and C24 genotypes of A.thaliana, suggesting that the response to interploidy 
hybridization was dependent on the paternal genotype.  In addition to this, we also 
found significant maternal variation across the genotypes (Table 4.1), suggesting that 
the maternal genotype also contribute towards the interploidy cross response.  We 
observed that individually, both maternal and paternal genotypes had significant effects 
on triploid seed abortion.  Surprisingly, there haven’t been many studies that have 
looked into understanding maternal variation and maternal-by-paternal genotype 
interaction, and thus, our understanding of the role that parental genotypes per se play 
in interploidy hybridisation remain limited.  We also observed that the magnitude of 
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difference in percentage seed abortion between crosses with the two paternal 
tetraploid genotypes varied from 7.7% in Wil mothers to 75.1% in Col mothers (Figure 
4.2) suggesting that seed abortion might not be passively regulated by maternal or 
paternal genotypes independently but may work in combination to determine the final 
seed abortion response.  Due to the low sample size for the pilot experiment, we were 
unable to determine if the maternal-by-paternal interaction in determining seed 
abortion response was significant, however, there are indications that this may be the 
case.  An experiment with a larger sample size and multiple replicates of cross-pairs 
between several genotypes was conducted to detect any interaction between parental 
genotypes.   
 
A similar pattern was seen in the larger scale (main experiment) using the MAGIC 
lines (Table 4.4), where we observed significant maternal and paternal effects on 
percentage seed abortion of the F1 hybrid, but did not find any significant maternal-by-
paternal genotype interaction.  In this case, however, the failure to see a significant 
interaction may be due to the limited number of paternal genotypes studied (Col and 
Mt).  If both paternal genotypes have similar genetic mechanisms underlying the seed 
abortion response, it is likely that they would interact with the maternal genotypes in a 
similar manner, thus resulting in nonsignificant interaction effects.  Although we do not 
find significant interaction effects in the pilot or main experiments, this should not be 
interpreted as evidence of absence of interaction effects.  We recommend expanding 
the combinations and replicates of maternal and paternal genotype crosses to provide 
more robust data before interpreting and ruling out maternal-by-paternal genotype 
interaction effects. 
 
4.4.2 Independent genetic mechanisms exist depending on the paternal genotype of 
the interploidy cross 
The paternal genotype effects on seed abortion that we saw statistically are also 
backed up genetically by the detection of non-overlapping QTL peaks for MAGIC x C4 
and MAGIC x M4 that crossed the significance threshold.  We found three significant 
QTL peaks for the MAGIC x C4 percentage seed abortion phenotype that were in close 
proximity on chromosome 3.  Only one QTL was detected for MAGIC x M4 percentage 
seed abortion phenotype on chromosome 4.   
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On chromosome 2, there appear to be a peak above suggestive threshold (albeit 
not significant) that appears to be in the same region that has been previously identified 
as a major locus affecting seed survival known as DSL1 (Dilkes et al., 2008).  It is likely 
that in future experiments with increased replication and using a wider set of MAGIC 
lines will reduce non-genetic variance and improve the statistical power, enhancing the 
ability to detect more QTL.  Our findings suggest that further exploration of seed 
abortion responses using MAGIC lines can be a powerful tool to provide invaluable 
information and uncover new loci on the genome that respond to paternal excess 
tetraploid crosses in a genotype-specific manner.   
 
4.4.3 The candidate genes shortlisted may have a role in triploid block responses 
We scanned for candidate genes in close proximity to the QTL markers.  A 
number of genes with a range of functions that could potentially be involved in maternal 
genotype response to C4 and M4 crosses were shortlisted (Table 4.8-4.9).  These genes 
have known functions directly or indirectly related to seed development.   
Several genes from those enlisted have been shown to directly regulate seed 
abortion e.g ABP1 mutants exhibit cell division and elongation defects resulting in 
embryo lethality (Chen et al., 2001) and SLK1 functions redundantly with SEU and SLK2 
in early embryo development (Bao et al., 2010).  SEC15B, that encodes an exocyst 
complex component subunit required in the stigma to facilitate pollen hydration (Hála 
et al., 2008; Chapman & Goring, 2010);   ATFH knockouts exhibit an embryo-lethal 
phenotype (Vazzola et al., 2007) thought to be due to inadequate utilization of iron 
reserves essential for embryogenesis (Jain et al., 2019); RST1 regulates lipid synthesis of 
cuticular wax and RST1 mutants have been shown to produce shrunken non-viable seeds 
(Chen et al., 2005); AT4G02820 encodes a pentatricopeptide repeat-containing protein 
(PPR), a family of proteins that play a non-redundant role in embryogenesis by 
regulating differentiation of the transfer cells in the basal endosperm (Gutiérrez-Marcos 
et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2018); GL1, primarily known to play a central role in trichome 
development, is also known to interact with TTG1 (Larkin et al., 1999) that is responsible 
for regulating epidermal patterning during embryogenesis (Lin & Schiefelbein, 2001) and 
for the regulation of TTG2 – a maternally expressed transcription factor shown to be 
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involved in F1 lethality in interploidy crosses (Garcia et al., 2005; Dilkes et al., 2008; 
Gonzalez et al., 2016).   
Maternal variation for one or more of these genes could be linked to a host of 
post zygotic changes consequently leading to maternal variation in seed abortion. 
Further investigation of the genes will be needed in order to validate their role in seed 
abortion.  A single gene or several of the enlisted genes could work either in isolation or 
more likely as part of a larger pathway to determine seed abortion responses in 
interploidy crosses, the understanding of which can advance our knowledge of the 
genetic mechanisms that underlie post zygotic hybridization barriers.  As most 
quantitative traits are polygenic, a single gene in unlikely to explain the causal effects 
for a complex phenotype, like the triploid block.  Hence, exploring the roles of several 
contributing factors affecting a phenotype will enhance our understanding of complex 
networks that determining traits like seed abortion.    
4.4.4 MAGIC lines as a means to understand genetic mechanisms involved in 
interploidy hybridization 
This represents the first study wherein the MAGIC lines have been used to study 
interploidy hybridization barriers by identifying QTL locations controlling seed abortion 
phenotype in paternal excess interploidy crosses.  Two-parent populations have been 
used in the past and have revealed one large effect QTL (Dilkes et al., 2008).  In 
comparison to RILs or F2 backcross (BC), multi-parent populations are an advanced tool 
to provide greater allelic diversity and better QTL resolution due to increased 
recombination in small chromosomal regions that can be used for fine-mapping (Kover 
et al., 2009; Bandillo et al., 2013). 
The A. thaliana MAGIC lines can be an efficient and elegant way of understanding 
interploidy hybridization by providing larger genetic and phenotypic diversity than 
previously studied.  As the lines do not require repeated genotyping, a larger number of 
replicates for various cross-combinations can be crossed and data can be accumulated 
over an extended period of time, providing practical feasibility (Kover et al., 2009).  By 
using a wider range of MAGIC lines as well as paternal tetraploid genotypes, this 
approach has the potential to enhance elucidation of the genetic architecture 
underlying a range of triploid block mechanisms corresponding to the natural genetic 
variation seen for the trait.   
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The understanding of pathways involved in inter-ploidy hybridization barriers 
can also provide hints to pathways that might be involved in inter-species hybridization 
barriers that can have implications on our understanding evolutionary processes of 
speciation and commercial applications in the improvement of agronomically important 






















 : CONCLUSIONS 
 
5.1 Key findings from the three data chapters 
5.1.1 The responses to increased ploidy are genotype-specific 
In chapter 2, we observed that significant genotype-by-ploidy effects were seen 
for all phenotypic traits studied.  A closer inspection of these effects revealed that there 
are likely to be two mechanisms that interact to determine the ultimate phenotype (i) 
Nucleotypic effects that are genotype-independent that result in common responses to 
increased ploidy in all genotypes; (ii) Genotype-dependent effects that result in 
responses to ploidy based on the specific genotype under study.   
For all traits, significant genotype-by-ploidy interaction effects were observed.  
Depending on the phenotypic trait being studied, this can have several interpretations 
(i) For traits in which common responses to increased ploidy were observed for all 
genotypes, it implied that the scale (or extent) of the response was genotype-dependent 
(nucleotype + quantitative genotype effects); (ii) For traits in which only some genotypes 
showed responses to increased ploidy, it implied that the genotype determined if there 
would be any response to ploidy or not (qualitative genotype effects) and what the scale 
of the response would be (quantitative genotype effects).  It can be seen, that in either 
case, genotypes play a central role in determining the overall response.   
We also observed that no single genotype responded to all ploidy-related 
phenotypes.  Depending on the trait, different genotypes exhibited significant responses 
to increased ploidy.  This suggests that there is no single pathway that if activated in a 
particular genotype would lead to polyploidy responses for all traits, or in other words, 
genotypes per se are not susceptible (responsive) or tolerant (unresponsive) to ploidy 
increases, their responses to increased ploidy depend on the phenotype being looked 
at.   
 In chapter 3, we observed that gene expression changes between ploidy levels 
were genotype-specific.  A larger number of genes were differentially expressed in 
response to ploidy in Sf relative to Ler.  This intuitively suggests that ploidy induced 
changes in Ler are moderate and Sf shows a stronger response.  However, when looking 
at the phenotypes for the two genotypes, both genotypes showed significant changes.  
This could mean that (i) Ler had few genes of large-effects that were differentially 
expressed, thus changes in only a few genes could lead to significant phenotypic 
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alterations; and in comparison Sf had many genes of small-effects that changed 
expression, cumulatively altering phenotypes; (ii) there was more variation in gene 
expression among Ler replicates and hence most genes didn’t pass the statistical 
analysis thresholds.  Based on the current data, it is difficult to make a decision as to 
which case is more likely.  However, given that studies in the past have also reported a 
small number of differentially expressed genes in Ler, coupled with our observation that 
Ler samples of higher ploidy were strongly enriched for circadian clock genes and 
pathways (which is considered to be a master-regulator of several processes), the 
former scenario seems more likely.  
 Polyploidy changed the expression of genes belonging to different pathways for 
the two genotypes.  Ler was enriched for circadian clock pathway whereas Sf was 
enriched for metabolic pathways.  This suggested that despite exhibiting relatively 
similar phenotypic effects for most traits, the underlying mechanisms that controlled 
them were very different and was dependant on the genotype.  
 In chapter 4, we found that a large range of percentage seed abortion spanning 
from 0-100% was observed in inter-ploidy crosses between the MAGIC lines and the two 
paternal tetraploid genotypes.  It was seen that there was low correlation in percentage 
seed abortion for the same set of MAGIC lines crossed to Col tetraploids and Mt 
tetraploids.  This was supported by the fact that QTL for percentage seed abortion with 
Mt tetraploid pollen was on a different chromosome to the QTL detected for crosses 
with Col tetraploid pollen.  This suggested that although crosses with Mt tetraploids and 
Col tetraploids both resulted in similar average percentage seed abortions over all the 
crosses, their genetic mechanisms controlling the response were different and 
dependent on the genotype.  We also found that maternal and paternal genotypes both 
contributed to the seed abortion response.   
  
5.1.2 Polyploidy series are a good way to see ploidy-related patterns 
As with experiments that use time-series or concentration gradients to explain 
how time or concentration affects a trait in question, having multiple reference points 
for ploidy helps identify patterns that may otherwise go unnoticed.  It also allows us to 
understand if the responses observed scale linearly with increasing ploidy or if there are 
thresholds that restrict them.   
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In chapter 3, Using diploids, tetraploids and octoploids, we found that the 
phenotypic responses between tetraploids and octoploids followed the same direction 
as the responses between diploids and tetraploids.  The magnitude was not always 
proportional, suggesting that phenotypic responses do not scale linearly as ploidy 
increases.   
In transcriptome studies in particular, we found that the ability to detect 
differentially expressed genes was enhanced by adding a third ploidy level.  Given that 
it is generally difficult to distinguish true transcriptomic changes from background noise, 
resulting in the detection of a small number of differentially expressed genes, this 
approach provides a good solution as the increase in difference between the ploidy 
levels (a difference of 4 units between tetraploids and octoploids and a difference of 6 
units between diploids and octoploids, as opposed to 2 between diploids and 
tetraploids) appears to enhance the response to ploidy increase, making differences in 
gene expression patterns more evident.   
 
5.1.3 Colchicine has heritable effects that need to be controlled for 
In chapters 2 and 3, we observed that colchicine had heritable effects on 
phenotype and gene expression respectively.  We found that when generating polyploid 
lines via colchicine, a large proportion of the treated lines do not undergo genome 
doubling.  As these lines have been exposed to colchicine, they serve as more 
appropriate controls to compare colchicine treated neopolyploid lines with. 
We further find that colchicine effects are reproducible within independently 
generated lines, further reiterating the need to use colchicine treated lines as controls 
as the changes they may bring about, albeit subtle, appear to be non-stochastic. 
 
5.2 Future directions 
Our data provides evidence of significant genotype effects in response to 
increased ploidy for phenotypic traits, transcriptomic changes as well as interploidy seed 
abortion responses.  Given that the nature and scale of the response to increased ploidy 
is largely determined by the genetic background of the plant, it highlights the need for 
future studies to include the use of multiple genotypes in experimental designs when 
studying ploidy effects.  Using an expanding set of genotypes can help reveal multiple 
underlying pathways that regulate ploidy responses, which will provide a more 
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comprehensive overview of processes in neoautopolyploids.  Our current understanding 
of polyploidy processes for any particular species is based on a limited number of 
genotypes, which perhaps does not represent the complete picture.  By accruing data 
across multiple genotypes in multiple species, inferences can be pooled and key genes, 
pathways and networks regulating ploidy responses can be identified.  
The effect that the method of inducing polyploidy may have on our 
interpretation of ploidy responses are oftentimes neglected.  At present, most studies 
compare synthetic neoautopolyploids to untreated diploids, findings from which are 
often confounded effects of ploidy effects and colchicine effects.  Thus, to isolate ploidy 
effects, future studies should use colchicine exposed diploids as controls. 
Finally, incorporating multiple ploidy levels in future experiments can be helpful 
as they aid the understanding of increased ploidy responses by providing an additional 
point of reference, which makes elucidation of phenotypic or transcriptomic patterns 
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Supplementary Data 7.2 | Summary statistics table for colchicine treated diploids and 
tetraploids from seven genotypes for ten phenotypic traits.  SD = standard deviation.  
CV = coefficient of variance. 
Trait Genotype 
 2x-colchicine  4x-colchicine 
 Mean SD CV  Mean SD CV 
Flowering Time 
(Days) 
Col  29.367 3.873 13.188  27.500 2.030 7.382 
Ct  24.947 2.297 9.206  26.525 1.867 7.040 
Kn  35.069 3.093 8.820  37.963 3.492 9.197 
Ler  23.310 1.713 7.351  25.346 3.509 13.846 
Mt  31.400 2.943 9.373  31.600 2.268 7.178 
No  29.900 3.210 10.736  30.100 2.580 8.571 
Wu  27.867 2.403 8.623  27.000 1.338 4.954 
Rosette 
Diameter (cm) 
Col  3.330 0.584 17.531  3.703 0.410 11.065 
Ct  3.753 1.185 31.585  4.608 0.546 11.841 
Kn  3.479 0.827 23.755  3.940 0.647 16.430 
Ler  3.079 0.678 22.015  2.704 0.589 21.780 
Mt  3.245 0.560 17.249  3.175 0.577 18.177 
No  2.572 0.762 29.632  3.578 0.660 18.439 
Wu  3.317 0.484 14.602  4.055 0.504 12.433 
Number of 
Leaves (15 days 
post 
germination) 
Col  12.500 1.253 10.021  11.700 0.837 7.151 
Ct  11.789 1.475 12.511  12.450 0.959 7.706 
Kn  14.276 1.360 9.527  12.900 1.423 11.029 
Ler  11.172 1.136 10.168  9.462 1.067 11.277 
Mt  13.172 1.284 9.745  12.000 1.247 10.393 
No  10.444 1.423 13.629  10.800 1.181 10.936 
Wu  14.000 1.114 7.958  14.100 1.683 11.934 
Leaf Area (cm2) 
Col  2.322 0.631 27.171  2.279 0.372 16.330 
Ct  2.621 0.437 16.682  2.793 1.081 38.714 
Kn  2.101 0.530 25.243  3.092 0.743 24.033 
Ler  2.584 1.128 43.653  2.919 0.698 23.906 
Mt  2.192 0.651 29.676  2.508 0.593 23.662 
No  2.639 0.712 26.961  3.447 0.780 22.612 





Col  64.399 15.019 23.321  64.821 15.693 24.210 
Ct  48.261 15.122 31.333  45.932 19.080 41.538 
Kn  29.957 7.113 23.743  23.643 13.162 55.670 
Ler  35.618 15.091 42.370  26.589 11.914 44.807 
Mt  88.091 15.806 17.942  74.533 22.771 30.551 
No  33.812 20.067 59.349  25.332 7.254 28.637 
Wu  63.156 13.107 20.754  78.461 27.923 35.588 
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Trait Genotype 
 2x-colchicine  4x-colchicine 
 Mean SD CV  Mean SD CV 
Total Trichomes 
(per leaf) 
Col  143.414 37.349 26.043  144.655 33.120 22.896 
Ct  125.579 41.236 32.836  121.152 36.745 30.330 
Kn  61.038 17.280 28.310  67.708 16.931 25.005 
Ler  84.964 33.756 39.729  75.000 26.831 35.775 
Mt  189.567 51.614 27.228  182.036 52.527 28.855 
No  81.350 28.463 34.988  83.629 16.821 20.114 
Wu  130.800 33.458 25.579  227.526 82.004 36.042 
Trichomes with 
>3 branches (% 
of total 
trichomes on the 
leaf) 
Col  27.450 5.781 21.061  62.455 21.277 34.068 
Ct  21.312 8.152 38.249  61.108 18.419 30.142 
Kn  15.382 6.997 45.488  83.986 8.548 10.177 
Ler  19.880 7.622 38.339  73.896 17.641 23.872 
Mt  0.745 0.692 92.945  19.137 14.029 73.304 
No  2.164 1.668 77.103  45.152 9.478 20.991 




Col  130.904 29.688 22.679  65.923 14.784 22.426 
Ct  102.416 58.679 57.295  65.805 12.862 19.545 
Kn  146.669 40.877 27.870  63.097 14.818 23.485 
Ler  172.879 31.099 17.989  89.466 17.758 19.849 
Mt  171.870 38.329 22.301  95.016 18.126 19.077 
No  156.174 65.172 41.730  84.051 18.455 21.957 
Wu  157.587 19.463 12.351  84.051 12.248 14.572 
Stomatal 
Diameter (μm) 
Col  21.797 2.490 11.423  33.159 3.089 9.315 
Ct  22.432 3.362 14.987  30.424 2.558 8.407 
Kn  22.155 2.684 12.113  32.777 2.889 8.816 
Ler  22.916 2.025 8.839  32.182 3.168 9.843 
Mt  22.628 2.231 9.860  31.217 3.692 11.826 
No  19.818 2.530 12.767  31.383 2.848 9.074 
Wu  22.355 2.157 9.647  35.178 3.891 11.061 
Total Fruits 
Col  249.700 78.246 31.336  139.586 43.644 31.267 
Ct  194.053 51.646 26.614  217.615 87.520 40.218 
Kn  311.300 65.920 21.176  245.600 51.868 21.119 
Ler  301.517 96.307 31.941  357.962 102.079 28.517 
Mt  258.067 71.437 27.682  300.733 94.737 31.502 
No  326.000 100.919 30.957  248.425 72.491 29.180 





Supplementary Data 7.3 | Output table of Tukey's HSD test for ANOVAs that tested 
significant for the effects of line within genotype-by-ploidy ((Genotype x Ploidy)/Line).  
Tukey comparisons within lines of the same genotype have been presented here.  Lower 
and upper bound represent the lower and upper limits of the 95% confidence interval.  

















COL 2x - B COL 2x - A 1.800 -4.330 7.930 1.000 
COL 2x - C COL 2x - A 4.100 -2.030 10.230 0.999 
COL 2x - C COL 2x - B 2.300 -3.830 8.430 1.000 
COL 4x - B COL 4x - A -0.600 -6.730 5.530 1.000 
COL 4x - C COL 4x - A 0.600 -5.530 6.730 1.000 
COL 4x - C COL 4x - B 1.200 -4.930 7.330 1.000 
CT 2x - C CT 2x - B 0.311 -5.987 6.609 1.000 
CT 4x - B CT 4x - A 0.500 -5.630 6.630 1.000 
CT 4x - C CT 4x - A -1.000 -7.130 5.130 1.000 
CT 4x - D CT 4x - A 0.600 -5.530 6.730 1.000 
CT 4x - C CT 4x - B -1.500 -7.630 4.630 1.000 
CT 4x - D CT 4x - B 0.100 -6.030 6.230 1.000 
CT 4x - D CT 4x - C 1.600 -4.530 7.730 1.000 
KN 2x - B KN 2x - A 1.200 -4.930 7.330 1.000 
KN 2x - C KN 2x - A 0.178 -6.120 6.476 1.000 
KN 2x - C KN 2x - B -1.022 -7.320 5.276 1.000 
KN 4x - B KN 4x - A -1.250 -7.752 5.252 1.000 
KN 4x - C KN 4x - A -2.000 -8.298 4.298 1.000 
KN 4x - C KN 4x - B -0.750 -7.411 5.911 1.000 
LER 2x - B LER 2x - A -0.500 -6.630 5.630 1.000 
LER 2x - C LER 2x - A 0.589 -5.709 6.887 1.000 
LER 2x - C LER 2x - B 1.089 -5.209 7.387 1.000 
LER 4x - B LER 4x - A 1.016 -5.892 7.924 1.000 
LER 4x - C LER 4x - A 1.471 -5.284 8.226 1.000 
LER 4x - C LER 4x - B 0.456 -5.843 6.754 1.000 
MT 2x - B MT 2x - A 0.200 -5.930 6.330 1.000 
MT 2x - C MT 2x - A -0.500 -6.630 5.630 1.000 
MT 2x - C MT 2x - B -0.700 -6.830 5.430 1.000 
MT 4x - B MT 4x - A 0.800 -5.330 6.930 1.000 
MT 4x - C MT 4x - A -0.500 -6.630 5.630 1.000 
MT 4x - C MT 4x - B -1.300 -7.430 4.830 1.000 
NO 2x - C NO 2x - B 0.600 -5.530 6.730 1.000 
NO 4x - B NO 4x - A 1.400 -4.730 7.530 1.000 
NO 4x - C NO 4x - A -0.100 -6.230 6.030 1.000 
NO 4x - D NO 4x - A 0.300 -5.830 6.430 1.000 
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NO 4x - C NO 4x - B -1.500 -7.630 4.630 1.000 
NO 4x - D NO 4x - B -1.100 -7.230 5.030 1.000 
NO 4x - D NO 4x - C 0.400 -5.730 6.530 1.000 
WU 2x - B WU 2x - A -0.500 -6.630 5.630 1.000 
WU 2x - C WU 2x - A -1.700 -7.830 4.430 1.000 
WU 2x - C WU 2x - B -1.200 -7.330 4.930 1.000 

















COL 2x - B COL 2x - A 0.160 -1.310 1.630 1.000 
COL 2x - C COL 2x - A 0.260 -1.210 1.730 1.000 
COL 2x - C COL 2x - B 0.100 -1.370 1.570 1.000 
COL 4x - B COL 4x - A 0.180 -1.290 1.650 1.000 
COL 4x - C COL 4x - A 0.070 -1.400 1.540 1.000 
COL 4x - C COL 4x - B -0.110 -1.580 1.360 1.000 
CT 2x - C CT 2x - B -0.987 -2.497 0.524 1.000 
CT 4x - B CT 4x - A 0.040 -1.430 1.510 1.000 
CT 4x - C CT 4x - A 0.120 -1.350 1.590 1.000 
CT 4x - D CT 4x - A 0.070 -1.400 1.540 1.000 
CT 4x - C CT 4x - B 0.080 -1.390 1.550 1.000 
CT 4x - D CT 4x - B 0.030 -1.440 1.500 1.000 
CT 4x - D CT 4x - C -0.050 -1.520 1.420 1.000 
KN 2x - B KN 2x - A -0.110 -1.580 1.360 1.000 
KN 2x - C KN 2x - A -0.234 -1.745 1.276 1.000 
KN 2x - C KN 2x - B -0.124 -1.635 1.386 1.000 
KN 4x - B KN 4x - A -0.020 -1.490 1.450 1.000 
KN 4x - C KN 4x - A 0.260 -1.210 1.730 1.000 
KN 4x - C KN 4x - B 0.280 -1.190 1.750 1.000 
LER 2x - B LER 2x - A 0.080 -1.390 1.550 1.000 
LER 2x - C LER 2x - A -0.156 -1.666 1.355 1.000 
LER 2x - C LER 2x - B -0.236 -1.746 1.275 1.000 
LER 4x - B LER 4x - A 0.108 -1.549 1.765 1.000 
LER 4x - C LER 4x - A 0.136 -1.484 1.756 1.000 
LER 4x - C LER 4x - B 0.028 -1.483 1.538 1.000 
MT 2x - B MT 2x - A -0.210 -1.680 1.260 1.000 
MT 2x - C MT 2x - A -0.138 -1.648 1.373 1.000 
MT 2x - C MT 2x - B 0.072 -1.438 1.583 1.000 
MT 4x - B MT 4x - A -0.321 -1.832 1.189 1.000 
MT 4x - C MT 4x - A -0.378 -1.928 1.172 1.000 
MT 4x - C MT 4x - B -0.057 -1.567 1.454 1.000 
NO 2x - C NO 2x - B 0.322 -1.228 1.872 1.000 
NO 4x - B NO 4x - A -0.540 -2.010 0.930 1.000 
NO 4x - C NO 4x - A 0.010 -1.460 1.480 1.000 
NO 4x - D NO 4x - A -0.000 -1.470 1.470 1.000 
NO 4x - C NO 4x - B 0.550 -0.920 2.020 1.000 
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NO 4x - D NO 4x - B 0.540 -0.930 2.010 1.000 
NO 4x - D NO 4x - C -0.010 -1.480 1.460 1.000 
WU 2x - B WU 2x - A 0.030 -1.440 1.500 1.000 
WU 2x - C WU 2x - A 0.350 -1.120 1.820 1.000 
WU 2x - C WU 2x - B 0.320 -1.150 1.790 1.000 


















COL 2x - B COL 2x - A -0.100 -2.893 2.693 1.000 
COL 2x - C COL 2x - A 0.100 -2.693 2.893 1.000 
COL 2x - C COL 2x - B 0.200 -2.593 2.993 1.000 
COL 4x - B COL 4x - A -0.100 -2.893 2.693 1.000 
COL 4x - C COL 4x - A 0.100 -2.693 2.893 1.000 
COL 4x - C COL 4x - B 0.200 -2.593 2.993 1.000 
CT 2x - C CT 2x - B -1.078 -3.947 1.792 1.000 
CT 4x - B CT 4x - A -0.200 -2.993 2.593 1.000 
CT 4x - C CT 4x - A 0.100 -2.693 2.893 1.000 
CT 4x - D CT 4x - A -0.100 -2.893 2.693 1.000 
CT 4x - C CT 4x - B 0.300 -2.493 3.093 1.000 
CT 4x - D CT 4x - B 0.100 -2.693 2.893 1.000 
CT 4x - D CT 4x - C -0.200 -2.993 2.593 1.000 
KN 2x - B KN 2x - A 0.500 -2.293 3.293 1.000 
KN 2x - C KN 2x - A -0.633 -3.503 2.236 1.000 
KN 2x - C KN 2x - B -1.133 -4.003 1.736 1.000 
KN 4x - B KN 4x - A -0.300 -3.093 2.493 1.000 
KN 4x - C KN 4x - A 0.600 -2.193 3.393 1.000 
KN 4x - C KN 4x - B 0.900 -1.893 3.693 1.000 
LER 2x - B LER 2x - A 0.500 -2.293 3.293 1.000 
LER 2x - C LER 2x - A -0.322 -3.192 2.547 1.000 
LER 2x - C LER 2x - B -0.822 -3.692 2.047 1.000 
LER 4x - B LER 4x - A -0.317 -3.465 2.830 1.000 
LER 4x - C LER 4x - A 0.371 -2.706 3.449 1.000 
LER 4x - C LER 4x - B 0.689 -2.181 3.559 1.000 
MT 2x - B MT 2x - A -0.600 -3.393 2.193 1.000 
MT 2x - C MT 2x - A 0.256 -2.614 3.125 1.000 
MT 2x - C MT 2x - B 0.856 -2.014 3.725 1.000 
MT 4x - B MT 4x - A -0.344 -3.214 2.525 1.000 
MT 4x - C MT 4x - A -1.000 -3.944 1.944 1.000 
MT 4x - C MT 4x - B -0.656 -3.525 2.214 1.000 
NO 2x - C NO 2x - B 0.667 -2.278 3.611 1.000 
NO 4x - B NO 4x - A -1.000 -3.793 1.793 1.000 
NO 4x - C NO 4x - A -0.300 -3.093 2.493 1.000 
NO 4x - D NO 4x - A -0.300 -3.093 2.493 1.000 
NO 4x - C NO 4x - B 0.700 -2.093 3.493 1.000 
NO 4x - D NO 4x - B 0.700 -2.093 3.493 1.000 
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NO 4x - D NO 4x - C -0.000 -2.793 2.793 1.000 
WU 2x - B WU 2x - A 0.800 -1.993 3.593 1.000 
WU 2x - C WU 2x - A 0.700 -2.093 3.493 1.000 
WU 2x - C WU 2x - B -0.100 -2.893 2.693 1.000 
















COL 2x - B COL 2x - A -0.468 -2.064 1.128 1.000 
COL 2x - C COL 2x - A -0.667 -2.263 0.929 1.000 
COL 2x - C COL 2x - B -0.198 -1.794 1.397 1.000 
COL 4x - B COL 4x - A 0.266 -1.330 1.862 1.000 
COL 4x - C COL 4x - A 0.060 -1.580 1.699 1.000 
COL 4x - C COL 4x - B -0.207 -1.846 1.433 1.000 
CT 2x - C CT 2x - B -0.026 -1.666 1.613 1.000 
CT 4x - B CT 4x - A 0.513 -1.083 2.109 1.000 
CT 4x - C CT 4x - A 0.702 -0.894 2.298 1.000 
CT 4x - D CT 4x - A -0.203 -1.962 1.555 1.000 
CT 4x - C CT 4x - B 0.189 -1.407 1.785 1.000 
CT 4x - D CT 4x - B -0.716 -2.475 1.042 1.000 
CT 4x - D CT 4x - C -0.905 -2.664 0.853 1.000 
KN 2x - B KN 2x - A 0.132 -1.560 1.825 1.000 
KN 2x - C KN 2x - A 0.284 -1.312 1.880 1.000 
KN 2x - C KN 2x - B 0.151 -1.541 1.844 1.000 
KN 4x - B KN 4x - A -0.190 -1.883 1.502 1.000 
KN 4x - C KN 4x - A 0.493 -1.435 2.420 1.000 
KN 4x - C KN 4x - B 0.683 -1.160 2.526 1.000 
LER 2x - B LER 2x - A 0.228 -1.412 1.867 1.000 
LER 2x - C LER 2x - A 0.816 -0.824 2.455 1.000 
LER 2x - C LER 2x - B 0.588 -1.094 2.270 1.000 
LER 4x - B LER 4x - A -0.280 -2.207 1.647 1.000 
LER 4x - C LER 4x - A -0.050 -1.893 1.792 1.000 
LER 4x - C LER 4x - B 0.230 -1.463 1.922 1.000 
MT 2x - B MT 2x - A -0.278 -1.874 1.318 1.000 
MT 2x - C MT 2x - A -0.316 -1.912 1.280 1.000 
MT 2x - C MT 2x - B -0.038 -1.634 1.558 1.000 
MT 4x - B MT 4x - A -0.142 -1.825 1.540 1.000 
MT 4x - C MT 4x - A -0.324 -1.964 1.315 1.000 
MT 4x - C MT 4x - B -0.182 -1.822 1.458 1.000 
NO 2x - C NO 2x - B -0.061 -1.657 1.535 1.000 
NO 4x - B NO 4x - A -0.479 -2.171 1.214 1.000 
NO 4x - C NO 4x - A -0.405 -2.044 1.235 1.000 
NO 4x - D NO 4x - A -1.123 -2.816 0.569 0.999 
NO 4x - C NO 4x - B 0.074 -1.660 1.808 1.000 
NO 4x - D NO 4x - B -0.645 -2.429 1.140 1.000 
NO 4x - D NO 4x - C -0.718 -2.452 1.016 1.000 
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WU 2x - B WU 2x - A -0.193 -1.788 1.403 1.000 
WU 2x - C WU 2x - A 0.507 -1.089 2.102 1.000 
WU 2x - C WU 2x - B 0.699 -0.897 2.295 1.000 


















COL 2x - B COL 2x - A 6.443 -30.343 43.228 1.000 
COL 2x - C COL 2x - A 19.003 -17.782 55.789 1.000 
COL 2x - C COL 2x - B 12.561 -23.243 48.365 1.000 
COL 4x - B COL 4x - A 4.085 -31.719 39.889 1.000 
COL 4x - C COL 4x - A 6.397 -30.389 43.182 1.000 
COL 4x - C COL 4x - B 2.311 -34.474 39.097 1.000 
CT 2x - C CT 2x - B 3.589 -33.197 40.374 1.000 
CT 4x - B CT 4x - A -9.057 -47.959 29.846 1.000 
CT 4x - C CT 4x - A -13.641 -51.382 24.100 1.000 
CT 4x - D CT 4x - A 11.432 -28.915 51.779 1.000 
CT 4x - C CT 4x - B -4.585 -43.487 34.318 1.000 
CT 4x - D CT 4x - B 20.489 -20.947 61.924 1.000 
CT 4x - D CT 4x - C 25.073 -15.273 65.420 1.000 
KN 2x - B KN 2x - A -4.143 -44.173 35.887 1.000 
KN 2x - C KN 2x - A -7.934 -45.910 30.043 1.000 
KN 2x - C KN 2x - B -3.790 -41.767 34.186 1.000 
KN 4x - B KN 4x - A 7.226 -30.750 45.202 1.000 
KN 4x - C KN 4x - A -5.161 -48.399 38.076 1.000 
KN 4x - C KN 4x - B -12.388 -53.731 28.956 1.000 
LER 2x - B LER 2x - A 0.561 -36.224 37.346 1.000 
LER 2x - C LER 2x - A -2.098 -38.884 34.687 1.000 
LER 2x - C LER 2x - B -2.659 -40.400 35.082 1.000 
LER 4x - B LER 4x - A 8.240 -34.997 51.478 1.000 
LER 4x - C LER 4x - A -0.338 -41.681 41.005 1.000 
LER 4x - C LER 4x - B -8.578 -46.554 29.398 1.000 
MT 2x - B MT 2x - A 7.581 -28.224 43.385 1.000 
MT 2x - C MT 2x - A 13.746 -22.058 49.550 1.000 
MT 2x - C MT 2x - B 6.166 -29.639 41.970 1.000 
MT 4x - B MT 4x - A 3.466 -34.275 41.207 1.000 
MT 4x - C MT 4x - A 20.419 -16.367 57.204 1.000 
MT 4x - C MT 4x - B 16.952 -19.833 53.737 1.000 
NO 2x - C NO 2x - B 2.425 -33.380 38.229 1.000 
NO 4x - B NO 4x - A -2.971 -40.947 35.005 1.000 
NO 4x - C NO 4x - A 0.594 -36.191 37.380 1.000 
NO 4x - D NO 4x - A 9.462 -28.514 47.438 1.000 
NO 4x - C NO 4x - B 3.565 -35.337 42.468 1.000 
NO 4x - D NO 4x - B 12.433 -27.597 52.464 1.000 
NO 4x - D NO 4x - C 8.868 -30.035 47.770 1.000 
WU 2x - B WU 2x - A 4.550 -31.254 40.354 1.000 
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WU 2x - C WU 2x - A -4.724 -40.528 31.080 1.000 
WU 2x - C WU 2x - B -9.274 -45.078 26.530 1.000 

















COL 2x - B COL 2x - A 2.044 -88.089 92.178 1.000 
COL 2x - C COL 2x - A 14.944 -75.189 105.078 1.000 
COL 2x - C COL 2x - B 12.900 -74.829 100.629 1.000 
COL 4x - B COL 4x - A 24.100 -63.629 111.829 1.000 
COL 4x - C COL 4x - A 15.611 -74.522 105.744 1.000 
COL 4x - C COL 4x - B -8.489 -98.622 81.644 1.000 
CT 2x - C CT 2x - B 4.600 -85.533 94.733 1.000 
CT 4x - B CT 4x - A -12.458 -107.779 82.862 1.000 
CT 4x - C CT 4x - A -9.000 -101.475 83.475 1.000 
CT 4x - D CT 4x - A 15.524 -83.336 114.383 1.000 
CT 4x - C CT 4x - B 3.458 -91.862 98.779 1.000 
CT 4x - D CT 4x - B 27.982 -73.545 129.509 1.000 
CT 4x - D CT 4x - C 24.524 -74.336 123.383 1.000 
KN 2x - B KN 2x - A -2.500 -100.584 95.584 1.000 
KN 2x - C KN 2x - A -5.375 -98.426 87.676 1.000 
KN 2x - C KN 2x - B -2.875 -95.926 90.176 1.000 
KN 4x - B KN 4x - A 3.475 -89.576 96.526 1.000 
KN 4x - C KN 4x - A -9.458 -115.401 96.485 1.000 
KN 4x - C KN 4x - B -12.933 -114.234 88.368 1.000 
LER 2x - B LER 2x - A 6.433 -83.700 96.566 1.000 
LER 2x - C LER 2x - A 21.767 -68.366 111.900 1.000 
LER 2x - C LER 2x - B 15.333 -77.141 107.808 1.000 
LER 4x - B LER 4x - A 9.875 -96.068 115.818 1.000 
LER 4x - C LER 4x - A -3.100 -104.401 98.201 1.000 
LER 4x - C LER 4x - B -12.975 -106.026 80.076 1.000 
MT 2x - B MT 2x - A -10.700 -98.429 77.029 1.000 
MT 2x - C MT 2x - A 1.900 -85.829 89.629 1.000 
MT 2x - C MT 2x - B 12.600 -75.129 100.329 1.000 
MT 4x - B MT 4x - A -0.222 -92.697 92.252 1.000 
MT 4x - C MT 4x - A 18.033 -72.100 108.166 1.000 
MT 4x - C MT 4x - B 18.256 -71.878 108.389 1.000 
NO 2x - C NO 2x - B 12.700 -75.029 100.429 1.000 
NO 4x - B NO 4x - A -21.875 -114.926 71.176 1.000 
NO 4x - C NO 4x - A -8.444 -98.578 81.689 1.000 
NO 4x - D NO 4x - A -5.250 -98.301 87.801 1.000 
NO 4x - C NO 4x - B 13.431 -81.890 108.751 1.000 
NO 4x - D NO 4x - B 16.625 -81.459 114.709 1.000 
NO 4x - D NO 4x - C 3.194 -92.126 98.515 1.000 
WU 2x - B WU 2x - A -5.300 -93.029 82.429 1.000 
WU 2x - C WU 2x - A 19.400 -68.329 107.129 1.000 
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WU 2x - C WU 2x - B 24.700 -63.029 112.429 1.000 




















COL 2x - B COL 2x - A 1.032 -24.904 26.969 1.000 
COL 2x - C COL 2x - A -0.062 -25.998 25.875 1.000 
COL 2x - C COL 2x - B -1.094 -26.338 24.151 1.000 
COL 4x - B COL 4x - A -26.466 -51.710 -1.221 0.018 
COL 4x - C COL 4x - A -2.655 -28.592 23.281 1.000 
COL 4x - C COL 4x - B 23.810 -2.126 49.747 0.215 
CT 2x - C CT 2x - B 7.100 -18.837 33.036 1.000 
CT 4x - B CT 4x - A 0.967 -26.462 28.396 1.000 
CT 4x - C CT 4x - A 8.119 -18.491 34.729 1.000 
CT 4x - D CT 4x - A 10.777 -17.671 39.224 1.000 
CT 4x - C CT 4x - B 7.152 -20.277 34.581 1.000 
CT 4x - D CT 4x - B 9.810 -19.405 39.025 1.000 
CT 4x - D CT 4x - C 2.658 -25.790 31.105 1.000 
KN 2x - B KN 2x - A -3.479 -31.703 24.746 1.000 
KN 2x - C KN 2x - A -0.657 -27.433 26.119 1.000 
KN 2x - C KN 2x - B 2.822 -23.954 29.598 1.000 
KN 4x - B KN 4x - A 0.619 -26.157 27.394 1.000 
KN 4x - C KN 4x - A 1.648 -28.838 32.133 1.000 
KN 4x - C KN 4x - B 1.029 -28.121 30.179 1.000 
LER 2x - B LER 2x - A -5.823 -31.759 20.114 1.000 
LER 2x - C LER 2x - A 2.126 -23.810 28.062 1.000 
LER 2x - C LER 2x - B 7.949 -18.661 34.559 1.000 
LER 4x - B LER 4x - A -19.699 -50.184 10.787 1.000 
LER 4x - C LER 4x - A 1.241 -27.909 30.391 1.000 
LER 4x - C LER 4x - B 20.940 -5.836 47.716 0.837 
MT 2x - B MT 2x - A 0.456 -24.788 25.701 1.000 
MT 2x - C MT 2x - A 0.020 -25.224 25.265 1.000 
MT 2x - C MT 2x - B -0.436 -25.681 24.809 1.000 
MT 4x - B MT 4x - A -4.181 -30.791 22.429 1.000 
MT 4x - C MT 4x - A 2.567 -23.369 28.504 1.000 
MT 4x - C MT 4x - B 6.748 -19.188 32.684 1.000 
NO 2x - C NO 2x - B 0.142 -25.103 25.386 1.000 
NO 4x - B NO 4x - A 0.110 -26.666 26.886 1.000 
NO 4x - C NO 4x - A 2.774 -23.162 28.710 1.000 
NO 4x - D NO 4x - A -2.811 -29.586 23.965 1.000 
NO 4x - C NO 4x - B 2.664 -24.765 30.093 1.000 
NO 4x - D NO 4x - B -2.921 -31.145 25.303 1.000 
NO 4x - D NO 4x - C -5.585 -33.014 21.845 1.000 
WU 2x - B WU 2x - A -5.443 -30.688 19.801 1.000 
WU 2x - C WU 2x - A 3.522 -21.722 28.767 1.000 
WU 2x - C WU 2x - B 8.966 -16.279 34.210 1.000 
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COL 2x - B COL 2x - A 0.471 -61.061 62.003 1.000 
COL 2x - C COL 2x - A 24.956 -36.576 86.489 1.000 
COL 2x - C COL 2x - B 24.486 -37.047 86.018 1.000 
COL 4x - B COL 4x - A 4.761 -58.457 67.979 1.000 
COL 4x - C COL 4x - A 8.005 -53.527 69.537 1.000 
COL 4x - C COL 4x - B 3.244 -59.974 66.462 1.000 
CT 2x - C CT 2x - B 54.739 -29.517 138.996 1.000 
CT 4x - B CT 4x - A -5.651 -67.183 55.882 1.000 
CT 4x - C CT 4x - A -6.121 -67.654 55.411 1.000 
CT 4x - D CT 4x - A -7.534 -69.066 53.998 1.000 
CT 4x - C CT 4x - B -0.471 -62.003 61.061 1.000 
CT 4x - D CT 4x - B -1.884 -63.416 59.649 1.000 
CT 4x - D CT 4x - C -1.413 -62.945 60.120 1.000 
KN 2x - B KN 2x - A -29.037 -95.894 37.819 1.000 
KN 2x - C KN 2x - A -21.503 -84.722 41.715 1.000 
KN 2x - C KN 2x - B 7.534 -57.731 72.799 1.000 
KN 4x - B KN 4x - A 8.005 -53.527 69.537 1.000 
KN 4x - C KN 4x - A 1.884 -59.649 63.416 1.000 
KN 4x - C KN 4x - B -6.121 -67.654 55.411 1.000 
LER 2x - B LER 2x - A 13.185 -50.034 76.403 1.000 
LER 2x - C LER 2x - A 52.947 -10.271 116.166 0.578 
LER 2x - C LER 2x - B 39.763 -25.098 104.623 1.000 
LER 4x - B LER 4x - A -61.803 -207.739 84.134 1.000 
LER 4x - C LER 4x - A -48.971 -193.277 95.335 1.000 
LER 4x - C LER 4x - B 12.831 -52.433 78.096 1.000 
MT 2x - B MT 2x - A 11.458 -59.593 82.509 1.000 
MT 2x - C MT 2x - A 31.078 -30.454 92.610 1.000 
MT 2x - C MT 2x - B 19.620 -51.431 90.671 1.000 
MT 4x - B MT 4x - A -4.970 -68.189 58.248 1.000 
MT 4x - C MT 4x - A 0.000 -64.861 64.861 1.000 
MT 4x - C MT 4x - B 4.970 -58.248 68.189 1.000 
NO 2x - C NO 2x - B 55.799 -9.466 121.064 0.488 
NO 4x - B NO 4x - A 10.359 -51.173 71.891 1.000 
NO 4x - C NO 4x - A 12.714 -48.819 74.246 1.000 
NO 4x - D NO 4x - A -3.296 -64.828 58.236 1.000 
NO 4x - C NO 4x - B 2.354 -59.178 63.887 1.000 
NO 4x - D NO 4x - B -13.655 -75.188 47.877 1.000 
NO 4x - D NO 4x - C -16.010 -77.542 45.522 1.000 
WU 2x - B WU 2x - A -0.471 -62.003 61.061 1.000 
WU 2x - C WU 2x - A -4.238 -65.770 57.294 1.000 
WU 2x - C WU 2x - B -3.767 -65.299 57.765 1.000 


















COL 2x - B COL 2x - A 0.460 -5.915 6.835 1.000 
COL 2x - C COL 2x - A 1.320 -5.055 7.695 1.000 
COL 2x - C COL 2x - B 0.860 -5.515 7.235 1.000 
COL 4x - B COL 4x - A 0.650 -5.900 7.199 1.000 
COL 4x - C COL 4x - A 1.774 -4.601 8.149 1.000 
COL 4x - C COL 4x - B 1.124 -5.425 7.674 1.000 
CT 2x - C CT 2x - B -3.303 -12.032 5.427 1.000 
CT 4x - B CT 4x - A 0.300 -6.075 6.675 1.000 
CT 4x - C CT 4x - A 0.244 -6.131 6.619 1.000 
CT 4x - D CT 4x - A 0.400 -5.975 6.775 1.000 
CT 4x - C CT 4x - B -0.056 -6.431 6.319 1.000 
CT 4x - D CT 4x - B 0.100 -6.275 6.475 1.000 
CT 4x - D CT 4x - C 0.156 -6.219 6.531 1.000 
KN 2x - B KN 2x - A -0.659 -7.586 6.267 1.000 
KN 2x - C KN 2x - A -0.693 -7.242 5.857 1.000 
KN 2x - C KN 2x - B -0.034 -6.795 6.728 1.000 
KN 4x - B KN 4x - A -0.448 -6.823 5.927 1.000 
KN 4x - C KN 4x - A 1.742 -4.633 8.117 1.000 
KN 4x - C KN 4x - B 2.190 -4.185 8.565 1.000 
LER 2x - B LER 2x - A 2.129 -4.420 8.679 1.000 
LER 2x - C LER 2x - A 1.025 -5.525 7.574 1.000 
LER 2x - C LER 2x - B -1.104 -7.824 5.615 1.000 
LER 4x - B LER 4x - A 0.683 -14.437 15.802 1.000 
LER 4x - C LER 4x - A -0.428 -15.378 14.522 1.000 
LER 4x - C LER 4x - B -1.111 -7.872 5.651 1.000 
MT 2x - B MT 2x - A -2.668 -10.476 5.140 1.000 
MT 2x - C MT 2x - A -0.906 -7.281 5.469 1.000 
MT 2x - C MT 2x - B 1.762 -6.046 9.570 1.000 
MT 4x - B MT 4x - A -2.236 -8.955 4.484 1.000 
MT 4x - C MT 4x - A -0.520 -7.240 6.200 1.000 
MT 4x - C MT 4x - B 1.716 -5.004 8.435 1.000 
NO 2x - C NO 2x - B -0.145 -6.906 6.617 1.000 
NO 4x - B NO 4x - A 2.202 -4.173 8.577 1.000 
NO 4x - C NO 4x - A -0.741 -7.291 5.808 1.000 
NO 4x - D NO 4x - A 0.006 -6.369 6.381 1.000 
NO 4x - C NO 4x - B -2.943 -9.493 3.606 1.000 
NO 4x - D NO 4x - B -2.196 -8.571 4.179 1.000 
NO 4x - D NO 4x - C 0.747 -5.802 7.297 1.000 
WU 2x - B WU 2x - A -0.366 -6.741 6.009 1.000 
WU 2x - C WU 2x - A 1.532 -4.843 7.907 1.000 
WU 2x - C WU 2x - B 1.898 -4.477 8.273 1.000 
















COL 2x - B COL 2x - A -56.600 -234.178 120.978 1.000 
COL 2x - C COL 2x - A -71.800 -249.378 105.778 1.000 
COL 2x - C COL 2x - B -15.200 -192.778 162.378 1.000 
COL 4x - B COL 4x - A 3.800 -173.778 181.378 1.000 
COL 4x - C COL 4x - A -18.767 -201.211 163.677 1.000 
COL 4x - C COL 4x - B -22.567 -205.011 159.877 1.000 
CT 2x - C CT 2x - B -42.111 -224.555 140.333 1.000 
CT 4x - B CT 4x - A 118.900 -58.678 296.478 0.999 
CT 4x - C CT 4x - A 112.500 -65.078 290.078 1.000 
CT 4x - D CT 4x - A 5.556 -176.888 187.999 1.000 
CT 4x - C CT 4x - B -6.400 -183.978 171.178 1.000 
CT 4x - D CT 4x - B -113.344 -295.788 69.099 1.000 
CT 4x - D CT 4x - C -106.944 -289.388 75.499 1.000 
KN 2x - B KN 2x - A 10.900 -166.678 188.478 1.000 
KN 2x - C KN 2x - A 18.800 -158.778 196.378 1.000 
KN 2x - C KN 2x - B 7.900 -169.678 185.478 1.000 
KN 4x - B KN 4x - A -7.900 -185.478 169.678 1.000 
KN 4x - C KN 4x - A -29.600 -207.178 147.978 1.000 
KN 4x - C KN 4x - B -21.700 -199.278 155.878 1.000 
LER 2x - B LER 2x - A -33.000 -210.578 144.578 1.000 
LER 2x - C LER 2x - A 17.711 -164.733 200.155 1.000 
LER 2x - C LER 2x - B 50.711 -131.733 233.155 1.000 
LER 4x - B LER 4x - A 10.381 -189.727 210.488 1.000 
LER 4x - C LER 4x - A 70.414 -125.267 266.095 1.000 
LER 4x - C LER 4x - B 60.033 -122.411 242.477 1.000 
MT 2x - B MT 2x - A -4.900 -182.478 172.678 1.000 
MT 2x - C MT 2x - A -3.900 -181.478 173.678 1.000 
MT 2x - C MT 2x - B 1.000 -176.578 178.578 1.000 
MT 4x - B MT 4x - A -77.200 -254.778 100.378 1.000 
MT 4x - C MT 4x - A -21.400 -198.978 156.178 1.000 
MT 4x - C MT 4x - B 55.800 -121.778 233.378 1.000 
NO 2x - C NO 2x - B 9.200 -168.378 186.778 1.000 
NO 4x - B NO 4x - A -3.300 -180.878 174.278 1.000 
NO 4x - C NO 4x - A -27.600 -205.178 149.978 1.000 
NO 4x - D NO 4x - A -53.400 -230.978 124.178 1.000 
NO 4x - C NO 4x - B -24.300 -201.878 153.278 1.000 
NO 4x - D NO 4x - B -50.100 -227.678 127.478 1.000 
NO 4x - D NO 4x - C -25.800 -203.378 151.778 1.000 
WU 2x - B WU 2x - A -6.000 -183.578 171.578 1.000 
WU 2x - C WU 2x - A 86.600 -90.978 264.178 1.000 
WU 2x - C WU 2x - B 92.600 -84.978 270.178 1.000 
WU 4x - C WU 4x - A 56.000 -121.578 233.578 1.000 
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Supplementary Data 7.4 | Scatterplot of gene expression ratio (expressed as log2-fold 
change on the y-axis) for Ler across chromosome2 (genomic coordinates on the x-axis).  
(A) 2x-colchicine to 2x-untreated (B) 4x-colchicine to 2x-colchicine (C) 8x-colchicine to 
2x-colchicine (D) 8x-colchicine to Ler4x-colchicine.  Black dots represent gene expression 































































































































































































Supplementary Data 7.5 | Scatterplot of gene expression ratio (expressed as log2-fold 
change on the y-axis) for Ler across chromosome3 (genomic coordinates on the x-axis).  
(A) 2x-colchicine to 2x-untreated (B) 4x-colchicine to 2x-colchicine (C) 8x-colchicine to 
2x-colchicine (D) 8x-colchicine to Ler4x-colchicine.  Black dots represent gene expression 































































































































































































Supplementary Data 7.6 | Scatterplot of gene expression ratio (expressed as log2-fold 
change on the y-axis) for Ler across chromosome4 (genomic coordinates on the x-axis).  
(A) 2x-colchicine to 2x-untreated (B) 4x-colchicine to 2x-colchicine (C) 8x-colchicine to 
2x-colchicine (D) 8x-colchicine to Ler4x-colchicine.  Black dots represent gene expression 















































































































































































Supplementary Data 7.7 | Scatterplot of gene expression ratio (expressed as log2-fold 
change on the y-axis) for Ler across chromosome5 (genomic coordinates on the x-axis).  
(A) 2x-colchicine to 2x-untreated (B) 4x-colchicine to 2x-colchicine (C) 8x-colchicine to 
2x-colchicine (D) 8x-colchicine to Ler4x-colchicine.  Black dots represent gene expression 















































































































































































































Supplementary Data 7.8 | Scatterplot of gene expression ratio (expressed as log2-fold 
change on the y-axis) for Sf across chromosomes1 (genomic coordinates on the x-axis).  
(A) 2x-colchicine to 2x-untreated (B) 4x-colchicine to 2x-colchicine (C) 8x-colchicine to 
2x-colchicine (D) 8x-colchicine to Ler4x-colchicine.  Black dots represent gene expression 



























































































































































































































Supplementary Data 7.9 | Scatterplot of gene expression ratio (expressed as log2-fold 
change on the y-axis) for Sf across chromosomes2 (genomic coordinates on the x-axis).  
(A) 2x-colchicine to 2x-untreated (B) 4x-colchicine to 2x-colchicine (C) 8x-colchicine to 
2x-colchicine (D) 8x-colchicine to Ler4x-colchicine.  Black dots represent gene expression 


























































































































































































Supplementary Data 7.10 | Scatterplot of gene expression ratio (expressed as log2-
fold change on the y-axis) for Sf across chromosome3 (genomic coordinates on the x-
axis).  (A) 2x-colchicine to 2x-untreated (B) 4x-colchicine to 2x-colchicine (C) 8x-
colchicine to 2x-colchicine (D) 8x-colchicine to Ler4x-colchicine.  Black dots represent 


























































































































































































Supplementary Data 7.11 | Scatterplot of gene expression ratio (expressed as log2-
fold change on the y-axis) for Sf across chromosome4 (genomic coordinates on the x-
axis).  (A) 2x-colchicine to 2x-untreated (B) 4x-colchicine to 2x-colchicine (C) 8x-
colchicine to 2x-colchicine (D) 8x-colchicine to Ler4x-colchicine.  Black dots represent 











































































































































































Supplementary Data 7.12 | Scatterplot of gene expression ratio (expressed as log2-
fold change on the y-axis) for Sf across chromosome5 (genomic coordinates on the x-
axis).  (A) 2x-colchicine to 2x-untreated (B) 4x-colchicine to 2x-colchicine (C) 8x-
colchicine to 2x-colchicine (D) 8x-colchicine to Ler4x-colchicine.  Black dots represent 















































































































































































































































P AxP T A 2-4 4-8 2-8 P T 2-4 4-8 2-8 P T 2-4 4-8 2-8 Sf Ler
P 473
AxP 201 1008
T 0 3 6
A 257 550 5 8002
2-4 2 2 0 1 2
4-8 145 85 0 59 1 148
2-8 374 197 0 340 1 92 616
P 112 471 2 910 0 29 147 1988
T 1 7 2 19 0 0 1 15 35
2-4 24 71 1 96 0 3 27 176 6 176
4-8 47 184 2 346 0 15 58 687 11 36 718
2-8 106 388 0 771 0 25 139 1436 7 111 370 1842
P 109 75 0 59 2 79 95 29 0 4 15 26 149
T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2-4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4-8 98 77 0 53 1 95 68 21 0 2 10 20 101 0 0 133
2-8 71 51 0 35 0 44 80 16 1 2 14 15 71 0 0 47 91
Sf 178 164 1 648 0 27 295 166 4 20 74 165 46 0 0 23 51 1402


















Combined Model Sf Ler Correlation
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Supplementary Data 7.14 | List of the MAGIC lines used as maternal plants for crosses 
(HSRIL numbers provided). 
 
HSRIL Numbers HSRIL Numbers HSRIL Numbers HSRIL Numbers HSRIL Numbers 
4 98 199 288 606 
8 100 200 291 608 
10 102 202 294 609 
11 103 203 295 610 
12 104 205 337 611 
13 106 206 338 614 
15 107 207 341 616 
16 108 210 343 617 
18 111 212 354 624 
20 112 214 356 630 
22 114 215 360 631 
23 115 216 361 632 
24 116 217 370 635 
27 117 219 371 642 
30 118 220 372 645 
33 123 222 406 646 
34 125 223 407 649 
35 126 224 414 654 
36 128 228 421 656 
38 130 229 422 659 
41 131 230 423 668 
42 132 232 434 695 
43 134 233 439 707 
44 135 235 447 713 
46 137 236 449 714 
47 141 239 453 716 
48 142 240 459 717 
49 145 241 470 718 
53 149 242 490 732 
54 150 250 502 807 
57 153 252 507 841 
58 154 253 508 880 
59 155 254 510 883 
 221 
 
HSRIL Numbers HSRIL Numbers HSRIL Numbers HSRIL Numbers HSRIL Numbers 
61 156 256 513 969 
62 157 257 516 998 
63 159 258 517 1012 
64 163 259 524 1034 
65 164 260 535 1059 
68 168 261 538 1084 
69 170 262 539 1761 
71 172 263 542  
72 173 264 543  
73 175 267 544  
74 176 269 545  
75 177 271 547  
76 178 274 549  
77 179 275 556  
78 180 276 567  
84 182 278 569  
85 188 279 589  
88 191 281 591  
91 192 282 598  
94 194 283 599  
95 197 284 600  
96 198 285 603  
 
 
 
 
 
 
